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Barista champ full of beans

Judges Michael Yung (left),
Amber Fox and Gloria Pedroza
inspect while Pete Licata
celebrates. Photos: Simon Schluter

Barista champ full of beans

celebrates. Photos: Simon Schluter

Matt Holden

Melburniansmaybeobsessedwith coffee but
thehometownadvantagewasnot enough for
St Ali’sMatt Perger to be crowned theWorld
Barista Champion.
Instead, Pete Licata fromKansasCity is the

newchampion after beating five other finalists
in front of 1000at the ShowgroundsonSun-
day as part of theMelbourne International
Coffee Expo2013. Itwas the first time the
World Barista Championships hadbeenheld in
Australia.
A smooth routine focusingon thehands the

coffee beanpasses throughon its journey
fromcrop to cup secured Licata the victory.
‘‘I feel great – flattered to comeout on topof

thesepeoplewhoare absolutely amazingba-
ristas,’’ Licata said.
Duringhis 15-minute presentation, Licata

madeespresso, cappuccino anda signature
drink for four sensory judges,while technical
judges swarmedaroundhis barista station. He
says hewas inspiredby recognising thework

says hewas inspiredby recognising thework
of all thosehands that the coffee hadpassed
through – from farmer to roaster to barista.
Licata’s signature drink used chilled

espresso, palm sugar syrup andanaromatic,
bitter infusionof orangepeel, lemongrass and
quinine to highlight the acidity, sweetness and
bitterness of his chosen coffee, Colombian
Cupof Excellence.
Perger,who finished second, admittedhis

presentationwas a little risky. Heused a light
filter roast of aColombianFinca Santuario
coffee thatwasground to a coarser filter grind
andgiven a longextraction throughan
espressomachine tomakewhat he called a
‘‘lungo’’.
He then invited the judges to assemble the

signature drink themselves fromamenuwith
three recipes.
Perger’s secondplace followshis third place

in the 2011 championship inColombia.

Barista champ full of beans

Judges Michael Yung (left),
Amber Fox and Gloria Pedroza
inspect while Pete Licata
celebrates. Photos: Simon Schluter

Barista champ full of beans

celebrates. Photos: Simon Schluter
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The cream 
rises to the top

Matt Perger (third
from right) with the
final six of the 2013
World Barista
Champ ionsh ips ,
Matt won second
place. Photo supplied

By Eliza Winkler

BARISTA Champion, Matt
Perger (formerly from Bowral)
has proved to be the crème de
la crème in the global coffee
kingdom, coming in a sweet
second at the 2013 World
Barista Championships.

Last week thousands of cof-
fee fans poured into the
Melbourne Showgrounds to
watch barista's from all over
the globe battle it out for the
world title. 

Contestants from 53 coun-
tries came together for the
four-day event, as part of the
Melbourne International
Coffee Expo. The competition
promoted the excellence of

coffee and advancing the
barista profession.

A variety of contemporary
coffee techniques were per-
formed over the course of the
event and the biggest trend for
2013 was the cooled espresso.
Each contestant had 15 min-
utes to serve up a cappuccino,
espresso and their signature
drink, which is then judged by
a panel of four.

Mr Perger stepped outside
the box using brand new
grinding and extraction tech-
niques that fused espresso
with the more traditional filter
coffee. 

He impressed judges with a
deconstructed flight of differ-
ent extractions as his signa-

ture drink. Mr Perger went
even further by using specially
made milk, produced by a
boutique dairy farmer in
Victoria, who fed the cow
'freckles' a special diet that
would produce a certain
flavour. 

Matt cultivated his appreci-
ation for coffee working casu-
ally at the Bradman Museum
Café while attending Oxley
College and then moved to
Melbourne to further pursue
his passion.He now works for
Specialty St Ali Roasters in
Melbourne teaching, develop-
ing new techniques and trav-
elling the world buying and
trying new produce. 
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That’s an awful lot of
dough for a cupo’ joe
ELEANOR SPRING

Howmuchwould you pay for a cup
of coffee? Three dollars? Seven dol-
lars?How about $100?

That’s what some coffee enthu-
siasts arewilling to pay for a special
tasting at this weekend’sMel-
bourne Interna-
tional Coffee
Expo.

At their booth
in theGrand
Pavilion at the
Showgrounds,
Melbourne’s
ProudMaryCof-
fee Roasters is
offering people
the chance to try a
rare variety,
namedHR61,
which is only
grown at one
small farm inColombia.

NolanHirte, owner of the
Collingwood cafe, travelled to
Colombia to secure the beans. As
soon as he tastedHR61, he knewhe
had found something special.

‘‘You get lily and rose on the
nose, but you also get it in the cup.
It’s the first time I’ve ever tasted
flowers in a cup,’’ he said.

At auction,MrHirte was locked
in a biddingwarwith the daughter
of GeorgeHowell, a well-respected
coffee guru fromAmerica. He paid
a high price – $130 for each pound
of beans – butNolan knewhe had

to bring the coffee toMelbourne for
the expo. ‘‘This is aworld event. If
therewas ever any time to let loose
a little bit, it’s now,’’ he said.’’

So, whywould anyone pay $100
for a tasting?

‘‘It doesn’t exist anywhere else,’’
MrHirte said. ‘‘It’s the first time any

company in the
world has been
able to roast it and
sell it to the pub-
lic, so $100 per
head is probably
cheap inmy eyes.’’

Its scarcity is
also a factor.
‘‘There’s only 18
kilos. At 150 grams
a jar, there’s only
100 jars.’’

If there are any
jars left after the
expo, which fin-

ishes on Sunday, ProudMary plans
to offer HR61 to its customers – at a
price. ‘‘At least $30 a cup.Maybe
$40.’’

But it won’t be available in a
standard latte. Coffee like this
should be an event,MrHirte said.

‘‘The customers have to smell it,
they have to get involved, they have
to see it.We’re gonnamake an
experience. I’ll change themusic – I
might play the same tune every
time. ‘Somebody just ordered
HR61. Ring the alarm!’’’

■ internationalcoffeeexpo.com.
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Unfiltered enthusiasm as coffee fans take plunge
Sophie Aubrey

A PERFECT storm for
coffee lovers is brewing in
Melbourne this weekend.

Clint Hendry, director of
the Melbourne
International Coffee Expo,
which began on Thursday,
said the atmosphere at the
Royal Melbourne
Showgrounds was
‘‘electric’’. More than
10,000 people were
expected to have poured in
by closing time on Sunday.

‘‘It’s like the perfect

‘‘It’s like the perfect
storm of all things coffee,’’
Mr Hendry said.

An abundance of coffee
blends, as well as artisan
teas, and babycinos for the

tots, ensures everyone’s
tastes are catered for.

Visitors can watch the
battle of the beans unfold
in the World Barista
Championships and World
Brewers Cup. There are
also brew bars, live bands,
magicians and circus acts.

magicians and circus acts.
Elika Rowell, 25, head

barista at Richmond’s Top

Paddock, was one of many
coffee connoisseurs brewing
at the 5 Senses stall.

She said the event paid
tribute to Melbourne’s status
as a coffee mecca.‘‘It’s
amazing. We’re very lucky in
Melbourne to have the
culture that we do,’’ she said.

The expo is on today and
tomorrow from 10am to 6pm.

Unfiltered enthusiasm as coffee fans take plunge

Coffee cream: Elika Rowell
pours a latte. Picture: JAKE

NOWAKOWSKI

Unfiltered enthusiasm as coffee fans take plunge
Sophie AubreyA PERFECT storm for

coffee lovers is brewing in
Melbourne this weekend.

Clint Hendry, director of
the Melbourne
International Coffee Expo,
which began on Thursday,
said the atmosphere at the
Royal Melbourne
Showgrounds was
‘‘electric’’. More than

10,000 people were
expected to have poured in
by closing time on Sunday.

‘‘It’s like the perfect
storm of all things coffee,’’
Mr Hendry said.

An abundance of coffee
blends, as well as artisan
teas, and babycinos for the

tots, ensures everyone’s
tastes are catered for.

Visitors can watch the
battle of the beans unfold
in the World Barista
Championships and World
Brewers Cup. There are
also brew bars, live bands,
magicians and circus acts.

Elika Rowell, 25, head
barista at Richmond’s Top

Paddock, was one of many
coffee connoisseurs brewing
at the 5 Senses stall.

She said the event paid
tribute to Melbourne’s status
as a coffee mecca.‘‘It’s
amazing. We’re very lucky in
Melbourne to have the
culture that we do,’’ she said.

The expo is on today and
tomorrow from 10am to 6pm.
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F O O D & W I N E

COFFEE
Melbourne takes its coffee seriously. In a
city where locals are likely to include a
good barista with hairdressers and doctors
in their list of trusted service providers, the
Melbourne International Coffee Expo
2013 is a big deal. The event (above)
combines coffee competitions, the World
Barista Championships and the World
Brewers Cup with a coffee trade show and
a new forum titled ‘‘The Global Coffee
Review Symposium’’.
Today and tomorrow, 10am-6pm,
Melbourne Showgrounds, Epsom Road,
Ascot Vale, $20,
internationalcoffeeexpo.com

FISH
The Chatham Island blue cod isn’t likely to
be nominated for any beauty prizes. The
ugly fish with a sought-after taste is the
focus of Little Hunter’s second producer
dinner, highlighting producers with sound
sustainability practices. Chef Gavin Baker

sustainability practices. Chef Gavin Baker
cooks the blue cod, unique to the Chat-
ham Islands archipelago, from Chatham
Island Food Co, which fishes to order,
catching only the number required.
Tomorrow, 6.45pm, Little Hunter, 195
Little Collins Street, city, $110,
9654 0090, littlehunter.com.au

WINE
Be a part of the International Cool Climate
Wine Show this year and learn more about
cool-climate drops at the public tasting
session. Featuring wines from Australia
and New Zealand, offerings from 25
classifications will be on show, including
various vintages of sauvignon blanc, pinot
noir, shiraz and chardonnay.
May 29, 6pm-8pm, Mornington Racing
Club, 320 Racecourse Road,
Mornington, $20, 5983 2400,
coolclimatewineshow.org.au

THE GOOD LIFE YOUR WEEKEND
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Baristas Matthew Crowley and Matthew Lewin wash KeepCups at a Salute the Reuser wash
station — a perk at the Melbourne International Coffee Expo on until Sunday. The event includes
the World Barista Championships final. internationalcoffeeexpo.com. Picture: NICOLE CLEARY

On soapbox about reusing being part of daily grind

Baristas Matthew Crowley and Matthew Lewin wash KeepCups at a Salute the Reuser wash
station — a perk at the Melbourne International Coffee Expo on until Sunday. The event includes
the World Barista Championships final. internationalcoffeeexpo.com. Picture: NICOLE CLEARY

On soapbox about reusing being part of daily grind
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Elliot Perlman
Novelist
What I drink in: At home it’s simple: two
scoops of good coffee (Lavazza) brewed for as
long as I can wait for a dangerous, heart-
starting, really quite long black. (Do I take this
because of the insomnia or does it, in fact,
cause the insomnia?)
What I drink out: My coffee order varies – a
long macchiato, a long black, an espresso or a
strong latte. If you see me drinking coffee after
3pm, call the authorities.

David Briskin
Chief executive, sass&bide
What I drink in: I use a Spanish espresso
machine, but it’s not as good as Marino’s (the
barista at the Pound, South Yarra). I wanted a
good machine for years, but almost needed a
second mortgage to buy it. I’m definitely
addicted to my morning coffee and can’t
function past 9am without it.
What I drink out: I move between a three-
quarter latte and a strong latte, depending on
how much sleep I have had.

Dave Hughes
Comedian,TVhost
What I drink in: I try not to make coffee at
home, but if I have to I use a coffee bag.
What I drink out: I drink skinny lattes. I don’t
like it when the barista sneers at me for not
ordering full-cream milk. I’m a coffee addict,
and as there are so many good coffee shops, if
you get a bad coffee, you never go back.

Jamie Durie
TVhost and landscapedesigner
What I drink in: Campos coffee. I am
particularly fond of the Obama Blend, which is
strong with a deep, robust flavour.
What I drink out: After my morning surf, I will
always stop for a latte at my favourite local
cafe, Nourish (in Avalon). They serve Campos.
When I’m in LA, it has to be the Australian
Blend by Longshot Coffee (longshotcoffee
.com) – my favourite, hands down.

Kate Langbroek
Radiohost,Nova 100
What I drink in: I’m not a big coffee fan and
rarely drink it at home. I’m happy with instant
coffee as long as it’s not International Roast.
What I drink out: I only drink coffee on week-
ends as a social thing. Although I don’t have
coffee with sugar, I add one sugar as I know my
husband, Peter, will end up drinking it. My
executive producer, Sacha, recently convinced
me to take up drinking skinny lattes, rather
than the full cream.

Giaan Rooney
Retired swimmer,TVweatherpresenter
What I drink in: I have never made a coffee at
home. I am one of those people who doesn’t
really need coffee but enjoys it. I’m not a morn-
ing coffee drinker; I’m a 3 o’clock in the after-
noon coffee drinker. It’s a social thing.
What I drink out: I’m lactose intolerant, so I
stay away from any kind of normal milk. If I
have a soy latte, I’m as happy as Larry.

Shane Jacobson
Actor, TVhost
What I drink in: Nescafe Blend 43, skim
milk, one sugar in a mug roughly the size of
my head.
What I drink out: Skim latte with one sugar.

Josh Gibson
Hawthorn footballer
What I drink in: I’ve got a coffee machine at
home, but I’m more of a takeout-coffee man.
What I drink out: When I order coffee, I go
where they have St Ali beans – they are my
weapon of choice. I get a strong latte or double
shot, single origin. No sugar – that ruins the
coffee.

Melbourne International Coffee Expo runs
from May 23-26 at the Melbourne Show-
grounds. It’s open to the public on the
weekend of May 25-26, and includes the
World Barista Championship.
internationalcoffeeexpo.com
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Stars of baristas will shine at expo
By Jessica Aquilina

A BARISTA from The Baron cafe in Castle Hill has
been selected to represent NSW and the ACT in
the finals of Baristar.

Samuel Taylor will go to Melbourne to compete
against other top baristas at the Baristar finale on
May 24 at the Lavazza stand at the Melbourne
International Coffee Expo.

The expo gives finalists a taste of a competitive
arena and gives them a chance to network with
the best of the best in the coffee industry.

Mr Taylor, who has been a barista for 10 years,
said he wanted to test his coffee making skills
against others in his field.

‘‘I’m passionate about the hospitality industry
and I just thought it would be the perfect oppor-
tunity to expand on my skills,’’ Mr Taylor said.

At the expo Mr Taylor will compete for the
chance to win $20,000 worth of prizes including
$10,000, coffee gadgets and a trip to Italy to
learn from the masters of coffee at the Lavazza
headquarters.

Finalists have to complete a set of tasks testing
their specific barista skills, creativity, and their
personality relevant to being a stand-out barista.

Mr Taylor said he hoped to impress the judges
with his strong focus and exceptional coffee
making skills.

‘‘Having a controlled focus and going through
the processes that I go through daily to the best of
my ability,’’ he said.

He pursued a career in the coffee industry so
that he could contribute to his customers’ day.

‘‘If you make an exceptional cup of coffee you
can add to that person’s day,’’ he said.

Caffeine addiction: Samuel Taylor has qualified for the national finals of Baristar. ‘‘We drink ridiculous
amounts of coffee in Australia,’’ he said. Picture: Gene Ramirez

Stars of baristas will shine at expo
By Jessica Aquilina

A BARISTA from The Baron cafe in Castle Hill has
been selected to represent NSW and the ACT in
the finals of Baristar.

Samuel Taylor will go to Melbourne to compete
against other top baristas at the Baristar finale on
May 24 at the Lavazza stand at the Melbourne
International Coffee Expo.

The expo gives finalists a taste of a competitive
arena and gives them a chance to network with
the best of the best in the coffee industry.

Mr Taylor, who has been a barista for 10 years,
said he wanted to test his coffee making skills
against others in his field.

‘‘I’m passionate about the hospitality industry
and I just thought it would be the perfect oppor-
tunity to expand on my skills,’’ Mr Taylor said.

At the expo Mr Taylor will compete for the
chance to win $20,000 worth of prizes including
$10,000, coffee gadgets and a trip to Italy to
learn from the masters of coffee at the Lavazza
headquarters.

Finalists have to complete a set of tasks testing
their specific barista skills, creativity, and their
personality relevant to being a stand-out barista.

Mr Taylor said he hoped to impress the judges
with his strong focus and exceptional coffee
making skills.

‘‘Having a controlled focus and going through
the processes that I go through daily to the best of
my ability,’’ he said.

He pursued a career in the coffee industry so
that he could contribute to his customers’ day.

‘‘If you make an exceptional cup of coffee you
can add to that person’s day,’’ he said.
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Meet Australia’s new coffee king
SWANBOURNE coffee maker Lau-SWANBOURNE coffee maker Lau-

rence Greenfield (30), of Clare-

mont, is Australia’s top barista after

winning the 2013 Melbourne Inter-

national Coffee Expo last month.

“For me, the inspiration comes

from the joy I give to customers with

a cup of coffee in the morning,

because if you can make a good cof-

fee you can turn someone’s frown

upside down,” Mr Greenfield said.

He started making coffee as a

16-year-old after leaving school in

Auckland.

Representing WA against the

winners of other state competitions

at the expo, Mr Greenfield made an

espresso, a cappuccino and his spe-

cial brew of an affogato with a semi-

freddo with anise and vanilla coffee.

The judges said Mr Greenfield

showed craftsmanship and knowl-

edge of coffee before he won

$10,000 in cash, a trip to Italy and a

$500 barista kit.

He will visit Indonesian to work

with coffee growers and develop

their businesses for sustainable fair

trade this week.

“People may complain about the

cost of coffee in Perth, but the plea-

sure of a good cup is also knowing

that it’s been ethically sourced and

the grower got the maximum return

for his hard labour,” Mr Greenfield

said.

The Dail Espresso Bar barista Laurence Greenfield (30), is Aus-
tralian coffee making champion.
Picture: Andrew Ritchie www.communitypix.com.au   d402290
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Coffee
addicts
milking
health
benefits
SHARNEE RAWSON

FOOD AND

BRISBANE coffee ex-
perts are urging caffeine
lovers to rethink their
orders, with soy milk los-
ing its aura as the go-to
dairy alternative.

Health nuts are now
embracing rice, oat and
almondmilk varieties, but
which one is best for your
coffee?

Purists such as Luke
Shilling, a barista of 13
years, initially refused to
serve soy milk at his cafe,
Ltd Espresso in Fortitude
Valley.

‘‘I only offered full
cream milk because I
wanted to provide what’s
best for the coffee, but I
quickly learnt that ideals
don’t always match
reality,’’ he said.

‘‘People reacted with
shock more than any-
thing else.

‘‘In today’s day and age,
we’re so used to getting

we’re so used to getting
what we want, and we get

FOOD AND

NUTRITION WRITER

taken aback when we’re
told no.’’

Mr Shilling relented
and now offers soy,
lactose-free and low-fat
options.

Milk has come a long
way from the liquid in a
glass bottle that was once
delivered to your door.

These days, super-
markets carry an average
of 150 varieties.

PennyWolff, a certified
World Barista Champion-
ship judge, has exper-
imented with several of
them at her Hendra cafe,
Dandelion & Driftwood.

‘‘We’ve always offered
soy but we had people
bringing in their ownmilk
alternatives and asking us
to texturise it,’’ she said.

‘‘Rice and almond
milks aren’t great for flav-
our or appearance so we

our or appearance so we
realised that we needed to
introduce another op-
tion.’’

Mrs Wolff trialled rice,
almond, low-fat, fresh and
long-life lactose-free
milks at different tem-
peratures.

‘‘We found that the
shelf-stable low-fat Zymil
milk actually performed
better than the full-fat
and fresh lactose-free
milks, based on flavour,
appearance and how it
affected the quality,’’ she
said.

Mr Shilling says many
customers opt for soy
because they are lactose-
intolerant.

‘‘Why did we just de-
cide a couple of years ago
that this would be our
only dairy alternative?’’
he said. ‘‘The soy milk has
a chemical reaction with
the coffee, and starts to

a chemical reaction with
the coffee, and starts to
curdle, and it doesn’t
bring out the best charac-
teristics of the bean.’’
Mr Shilling has encour-

aged his customers to try
something different.

‘‘I’ve managed to con-
vert 50 per cent of our soy
drinkers to black coffee,’’
he said.

‘‘You just need to give it
a chance.’’

Both Mr Shilling and
Mrs Wolff said they
would like to see low-fat
milk drinkers reconsider
full-cream milk.

‘‘Baristas like full-
cream milk for the same
reason chefs use butter –
fat carries the flavour,’’ he
said.

Mrs Wolff agrees: ‘‘A
double ristretto with full
creammilk is the pinnacle
of quality.’’

Coffee
addicts
milking
health
benefits
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Full-cream: Always best, as the 
fat content carries fl avour. Non-
homogenised, such as Maleny Dairies 
or Queensland (brand) milk, is best 
but avoid ones with a cream top as the 
coffee may be too oily.

Almond or rice: Really thin when 
texturised and heated, so won’t have 
the silkiness of real milk. The taste of 
the rice or almond will come through 
and butt heads with the espresso 

fl avour, and the super-sweetness of 
the milk tends to overpower.

Soy: Can curdle when overheated 
and the acidity level of the coffee can 
react in a negative way, like putting 
lemon juice on raw fi sh. 
The chemical reaction can cause a 
clumpy appearance. 

Lactose-free: Still has the silky 
texture of standard milk, but can be a 
little less sweet as the natural sugars 

cook off when heated. 
Room-temperature long-life milk 
will work beter than fresh, cold milk 
when heated. 

Skim: Go for low-fat, rather than 
no-fat milks, which are too thin and 
don’t have any fat to carry the fl avour. 
Less fat does make the coffee 
taste stronger.

Try making a full-fat and low-fat coffee 
and compare them side-by-side. 

THE SKINNY ON THE MILK IN YOUR COFFEE

ZYMIL
LACTOSE-FREE

SOY
MILK

SKIM
MILK

FULL-CREAM
MILK

WHITE MAGIC: Peter Wolff, of Dandelion &

Driftwood, has experimented with a variety of

milks for his customers. Picture: Liam Kidston

Full-cream: Always best, as the 
fat content carries fl avour. Non-
homogenised, such as Maleny Dairies 
or Queensland (brand) milk, is best 
but avoid ones with a cream top as the 
coffee may be too oily.

Almond or rice: Really thin when 
texturised and heated, so won’t have 
the silkiness of real milk. The taste of 
the rice or almond will come through 
and butt heads with the espresso 

fl avour, and the super-sweetness of 
the milk tends to overpower.

Soy: Can curdle when overheated 
and the acidity level of the coffee can 
react in a negative way, like putting 
lemon juice on raw fi sh. 
The chemical reaction can cause a 
clumpy appearance. 

Lactose-free: Still has the silky 
texture of standard milk, but can be a 
little less sweet as the natural sugars 

cook off when heated. 
Room-temperature long-life milk 
will work beter than fresh, cold milk 
when heated. 

Skim: Go for low-fat, rather than 
no-fat milks, which are too thin and 
don’t have any fat to carry the fl avour. 
Less fat does make the coffee 
taste stronger.

Try making a full-fat and low-fat coffee 
and compare them side-by-side. 
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The continent’s coffee community rejoiced upon hearing the news 
the Melbourne International Coffee Expo would host the World 

Barista Championships and World Brewer’s Cup in 2013.

The World BarisTa 
Championships 
Comes To ausTralia

T
he word of the World Barista 
Championships (WBC) 
coming to Australia spread 
as fast as baristas could tweet, 
when World Coffee Events 

(WCE) announced that the Melbourne 
International Coffee Expo would host 
the world’s most pre-eminent coffee 
championships.

The 2013 event is set to take place from 
23 to 26 May 2013, adding an extra day 

onto the Melbourne International Coffee 
Expo (MICE). After years of consistent 
success at international competitions, the 
strength of Australia’s coffee scene helped 
the country shine as the ideal host for the 
2013 WBC. 

The launch of MICE served as the 
catalyst in securing the bid, in showing 
WCE, organisers of the WBC, that 
Australia was capable of hosting a top 
quality international event. MICE is 

owned by BeanScene publishers, Prime 
Creative Media, who submitted the bid, 
with the support of the Australasian 
Specialty Coffee Association (AASCA).

Melbourne’s bid was up against some 
major international cities to host the 
event. The win was welcomed by the 
international coffee industry when the 
announcement was made, following the 
country’s reputation for specialty coffee.   

“I believe Melbourne was chosen 

A sense of adventureA sense of adventure

www.arkadiabeverages.com.au

From the makers of the leading Arkadia Chai, the Arkadia Tea Latte range 
combines classic tea flavours with a delicious crown of froth on top. Our 
stunning tea lattes will have your customers marching in again & again.

A sense of adventure

Call (03) 9543 3113 for your nearest distributor.

Lattéa™

®

 New Tea Lattes
at your service
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because it is one of the best coffee cities in 
the world,” says Cosimo Libardo, Sales & 
Marketing Director for Nuova Simonelli, 
the Official Machine Sponsor of the WBC. 
“[Melbourne is] the place where the 
authentic Italian approach and the third 
wave have merged to create something 
new. Ideas from the Melbourne coffee 
scene are likely to be exported outside of 
Australia, injecting new fuel in the world’s 
specialty coffee scene.”

The WBC welcomes top baristas 
from more than 50 countries. In each 
national competition and dozens of 
local and regional preliminary events, 
baristas prepare espressos, cappuccinos 
and original espresso signature drinks, to 
exacting standards for a panel of judges. 

The World Brewers Cup competition 
highlights the craft of filter coffee brewing 
by hand, promoting manual coffee 
brewing and service excellence. Australia 
recently demonstrated its strength in this 
area, with St Ali’s Matt Perger winning the 
2012 World Brewer’s Cup title. 

MICE2013 Show Director Clint 
Hendry was in Vienna in June when 
the announcement was made. He says 
that MICE2013 will be a highlight in 
Australian coffee history in welcoming the 
world’s top industry leaders to the country. 

“Melbourne is the heartland of 
Australasia’s specialty coffee scene, which 
in recent years has emerged as one of the 
strongest in the world,” says Clint. “We’re 
proud to welcome this prestigious event to 
Melbourne, as a platform to recognise the 
world’s best coffee talent and to showcase 
our flourishing specialty coffee scene.”  

AASCA President, Craig Dickson was 
also in Vienna for the announcement. 

“At the 2012 event in Vienna, 
Australians were technical and sensory 
judges, from heats through to finals, as 
well as entering national champions 
in every category, displaying our 
commitment to the industry and the 
depth of our talent,” says Craig. “To top it 
off, an Australian won the Brewers Cup, 
illustrating to the WCE committee that 
although we are known as an espresso-
based country we are also knowledgeable 
in other forms of brewing.”

Following the news of the WBC 
announcement, spaces at MICE2013 were 
quickly selling out. At time of print, 90 per 
cent of space was sold on a floor plan that 
was 30 per cent bigger than in 2012. 

The 2013 events will take place at the 
Melbourne Showgrounds. MICE2013 will 
return to the Grand Pavilion, while the 
WBC will take place in a building next 
door with a covered pathway connecting 
the two events. 

“We have groWth along With 
the australasian coffee industry, 
and hosting the World Barista 

championships in melBourne is an 
ode to this groWth.”

The World Brewers Cup will be hosted at the centre of the 
MICE2013 show floor, designed to ensure strong and continued 
foot traffic throughout the event. 

A highlight of MICE2013 will be the Royal Agricultural Society 
of Victoria’s annual roasting awards. Roasters small and large are 
invited to submit entries across 10 classes. The event will also see 
the launch of the first Global Coffee Review Leaders Symposium, 
where experts will discuss pressing issues the global coffee industry 
is facing. 

Continuing their support of the Australasian coffee scene, Pura 
will return again as Platinum Sponsors of MICE2013. 

“Pura Milk Australia is not only proud, but honoured to 
be supporting the World Barista Championships being held in 
Melbourne next year,” says Pura’s Lance Brown. “For Pura Milk 
it is the culmination of supporting the coffee industry over the 
past decade. In reality, we as a united industry will only have one 
opportunity to shine on a world stage and this will be it.”

Other Platinum Sponsors include Jet Technologies, Cafetto, 
Iveco, Espresso Mechanics, Equal, BeanScene, Global Coffee Review 
and Gram Magazine. 

With the WBC and World Brewers Cup coming to Australia, 
MICE2013 will be a culmination of a two week window of coffee 
festivities set to take place around the country, including the 
Global Coffee Review Leaders Symposium and RASV Roasting 
Awards. Café tours will take place in Melbourne, Sydney, Brisbane 
aswell as a plethora of social functions, including the “dc Tunes” 
live music events. Industry members interested in holding an 
official MICE2013 related event should contact show organisers 
or BeanScene staff. 

92    beanscenemag.com.au

Craig Simon, 2012 Australian Barista Champion Matt Perger, 2012 World Brewers Cup Champion
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T
he Melbourne 
International Coffee 
Expo (MICE) has seen 
an impressive 95 per 
cent renewal rate, and 

ample interest from new exhibitors. 
The result was that show organisers 
quickly saw the available floor space 
filling up. 

This was an impressive feat, 
considering an additional 30 per 
cent of floor space in the Grand 
Pavilion was released. Organisers 
then announced in August that they 
would release additional space in 
the form of a walkway pavilion 
that will connect the main MICE 
exhibition space to the World 
Barista Championships (WBC) area. 
Even with this additional floorspace, 

MICE Show Director Clint Hendry 
says he expects the show to sell out 
by October. 

Clint attributes the success of the 
show to several factors. One is the 
strength of the Australasian coffee 
scene, which is setting an example 
for the region at large. 

“The Asia Pacific coffee industry 
shows vast potential for growth, 
with the quality of coffee continuing 
to show improvement,” says Clint. 
“Experience in this part of the  
world has proven the theory that 
consumers are happy to pay more 
for a better tasting cup of coffee, 
and will often buy two or three 
cups in one sitting. With Melbourne 
a flagship coffee city for the 
region, it makes sense that the first 

international show the region has 
seen would be so successful.”

MICE’s acheivement in winning 
the bid to host the 2013 WBC and 
World Brewers Cup certainly also 
played a part in the early success of 
the 2013 show. 

Craig Dickson, President of 
the Australasian Specialty Coffee 
Association (AASCA), attributed 
the strength of the country’s coffee 
scene, and the success of the first 
event, as the city’s reason for 
winning the bid. 

“It is a testimony to the strength 
of the specialty coffee scene that 
World Coffee Events saw Australia, 
and particularly Melbourne, as the 
best place to host the 2013 WBC,” 
says Craig. 

Preperations for next year’s big event are well underway, with the 
show continuing to receive a strong response from within Australasia, 

and the global coffee industry at large.
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About the World bAristA 
ChAmpionships
With so much talk about the World 
Barista Championships (WBC), 
BeanScene would like to take the 
opportunity to outline the history of 
the competition, and its significance in 
the global coffee community. 

While many international coffee 
championships have emerged over 
recent years, the WBC is recognised as 
the preemient coffee competition – it’s 
like the Olympics of coffee. 

The WBC’s roots started in 2000 in 
Monte Carlo, with the participation 
of 12 countries. Over the years the 
championships grew, taking turns 
between being organised in Europe 
by the Speciality Coffee Association 
of Europe (SCAE) and in the United 
States, by the Specialty Coffee 
Association of America (SCAA). 

The landscape of the competition 
took an even more international 
direction, when both associations 
founded World Coffee Events (WCE) 
as a separate event management 
organisation. 

Today, WCE organises not just the 
World Barista Championship, but the 
World Brewers Cup, World Cup Tasters 
Championship, World Coffee in Good 
Spirits, World Latte Art Championship, 
World Ibrik Championship, and 
the newest World Coffee Roasting 
Championship.  

The establishment of a separate 
entity in WCE opened the pathway to 
holding the WBC outside of Europe 
and the United States. When the event 
comes to Melbourne in 2013, this will 
be the third time it has taken place 
outside of these two home continents. 
The WBC was held in Tokyo, Japan in 
2007, and in Bogota, Colombia in 2011. 

The number of participants 
and spectators has been growing 
steadily since the competition was 
first introduced. From those first 12 
competitors in 2000, the number 
jumped the 24 in 2002, 35 in 2005, an 
impressive 53 in 2010, and 54 last year 
when it took place in Vienna, Austria. 
The crowd has also risen steadily along 
with the number of competitors, and 
in Vienna more than 4000 people 
gathered to watch to event. 

The online community has played 
a large part in the development of the 
WBC. In 2008, when the competition 
took place in Copenhagen, the event 
was broadcast online, and ever since 
it’s gained a strong online following. 
Baristas around the world have been 
able to see their profession on stage 

at the world level on their computer 
screens. In Vienna this year, more than 
25,000 people watched the competition 
online. 

State and national competitions 
take place around the world to select 
who will represent their respective 
countries. In Australia they are 
organised through AASCA and in New 
Zealand through the New Zealand 
Speicalty Coffee Association (NZSCA). 

For the WBC format, competitors 
have 15 minutes to prepare four 
espresso, four cappuccinos, and four 
signature drinks. They are judged by 
four sensory judges who focus on the 
taste of their coffee, and two technical 
judges who score their technical 

operation of the machine and grinder. 
The first round usually takes two days 
for all the competitors to perform 
their routine. The 12 baristas with the 
highest score go on to the semi-finals 
on the third day, then the top six 
compete in the finals on the fourth day. 

The four-day requirement of the 
WBC is why this year’s MICE will take 
place over four days, from 23 to 26 
May 2013.   

World breWers Cup
Compared to the decade-long 

history of the WBC, the World Brewers 
Cup is relatively new. The event 
debuted in Maastricht, The Netherlands 
in 2011, which saw Keith O’Sullivan 

of Ireland take first place, however with Australia’s own Luca 
Costanzo taking third place. Luca was Australia’s Cup Tasters 
Champion, and was selected to represent Australia without a 
national competition. 

The first Australian Brewers Cup took place just this year at 
MICE2012. Matt Perger won the championship, and went on to 
take the World Brewers Cup title in Vienna, Australia’s first world 
champion since Con Haralambopoulos won the World Latte Art 
Championship in 2008. Australia has only produced one World 
Barista Champion, Paul Bassett in 2003. 

The World Brewers Cup is designed to highlight the craft of 
filter coffee brewing by hand, encompassing many of the methods 
commonly referred to as alternative brewing methods. Champions 
prepare and serve three individual beverages before a panel of 
judges. During the first round, they complete two different coffee 
services, a compulsory service and an open service. For the 
compulsory service, they need to prepare three beverages using 
the whole bean coffee provided by the competition. For the open 
service, however, they can use any whole bean coffee of their 
choosing, and give a presentation about their coffee as they do so. 
Six competitors go through to the final round, where they only 
compete in the open service. 

The 2013 World Brewers Cup will take place in conjunction 
with MICE2013, staged in the centre of the Grand Pavillion, while 
the WBC will take place in a connected, neighbouring pavilion. 

State and national 
competitionS, like we have in 

auStralia through aaSca, take 
place around the world to 

Select who will repreSent their 
reSpective countrieS.

Guatemala’s raul rodas is the 2012 World barista Champion. im
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Australia’s matt perger is the 2012 World brewers Cup Champion
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W
hile it may still 
be months before 
the Melbourne 
International Coffee 
Expo (MICE2013) 

gets under way, organisers are finding 
ways to stir some early excitement. 

From a heart-warming Media 
Launch night, to expanding exhibition 
space, and an impressive list of media 
partners, organisers are working hard 
in the lead-up to ensure MICE2013 is 
the most international exposition this 
part of the world has ever seen.    

Much of the excitement was 
launched on the night of 11 
October, when the industry’s top 
names gathered at CoffeeHead in 
Camberwell. Over 150 people attended 

the Media Launch, entitled Barista 
Heroes, as the first official MICE2013 
function. The night doubled as both 
a celebration of the World Barista 
Championships coming to Melbourne, 
and a fundraiser. Australia’s top 
baristas were auctioned off to raise 
money for Coffee Kids, a charity that 
supports coffee growing families. The 
baristas helped bring in over $5600, in 
an auction led by RT Edgar Auctioneer 
Glen Coutinho. 

“The Barista Heroes event has 
been a celebration of Melbourne’s 
vibrant coffee scene. It was a great 
representation of why the city was 
chosen as the world stage of coffee 
next year,” says Clint Hendry, MICE 
Show Director. “The idea behind the 

event was to pay tribute to our fantastic 
coffee talent, while also raising funds 
for a great cause.” 

The event helped Coffee Kids 
surpass their goal of what they 
wanted to raise by the end of October. 
Together with other fundraising 
initiatives around the world, including 
the Specialty Coffee Association of 
America (SCAA) Roasters Guild Silent 
Auction, and the Camino de Santiago 
fundraiser, Coffee Kids raised a total 
of $22,000. All of the money raised will 
go towards food security projects in 
Mexico. 

“I want to thank everyone who 
organised and participated in this 
great event that successfully combined 
fun with social responsibility,” says 

From barista auctions to new media partners, excitement over the 
Melbourne International Coffee Expo is gathering momentum 

leading up to the big event next May.

Carolyn Fairman, Executive Director 
of Coffee Kids. “BeanScene, Global 
Coffee Review and MICE have had an 
enormous impact on raising awareness 
and support for coffee farmers through 
our Grow it Forward campaign. This 
effort helps coffee farmers support 
themselves between harvests – when 
there is no income from coffee. Thanks 
to all of the participants for helping 
families put food on their table and 
take care of their families year-round.”

Coffee Kids is the Official MICE 
Charity Partner, and MICE organisers 
plan to extend their support of the 
origin-focused charity through an even 
grander fundraising soirée during 
MICE2013 next year. In a sit-down 
dinner event, organisers will aim to 
raise another $20,000 for Coffee Kids. 

“Ensuring we give back to the 
farmers, who are the backbone of this 
industry, is important for us,” says 
Clint. “At the end of the day, it’s in 
everyone’s interests to support farmers 
and ensure a sustainable supply of 
quality coffee.”

In addition to supporting Coffee 
Kids, MICE organisers have been busy 
keeping up with demand for space. 
Following the unprecedented sell-out 
of the Grand Pavillion in a matter of 
weeks, organisers quickly released 
new space in the form of a covered 
walkway. 

When that space sold out, organisers 
worked to extend the walkway by 1470 
metres, opening up additional space. 
The spaces were released at the end of 
October to a waiting list of interested 
exhibitors. This additional space is 
expected to sell out by the close of 
2012. Clint confirms that there will be 
no more space released in 2013, and 
the expected final number of exhibitors 
will ensure an impressive line-up.

“We’ve done our best to cater to 
such overwhelming demand, and we’re 
confident the current structure ensures 
a smooth flow of exhibition space while 
maintaining a reasonable size that 
visitors can leisurely peruse over four 
days,” says Clint. 

With the aim of making MICE a 
truly international event, organisers 
have signed on an impressive list of 
media partners to help promote and 
cover the event. 

BeanScene Magazine remains a 
Platinum Sponsor, and will represent 
MICE on the Australasian market. 
Organisers have also actively sought 
out other international media partners 

to represent the event around the 
world. 

In Asia, Coffee Today, a leading 
Korean coffee trade publication, has 
come on board to help publicise 
MICE in the country’s booming coffee 
industry. Korea is a key target market 
for growth, with a mushrooming 
number of coffee shops, and MICE 
is an attractive event for the Korean 
industry to take advantage of 
Australian expertise. 

With the United States undoubtedly 
representing the strongest specialty 
coffee market in the world in terms 
of volume, MICE has teamed up with 
both Roast and Fresh Cup magazines. 
These magazines are leading 
American coffee trade publications. 
Roast magazine is an award-winning 
bi-monthly technical trade magazine 
dedicated to the success and growth 
of the specialty coffee industry. Fresh 
Cup provides specialty coffee and tea 
professionals with unique insights into 
the trends, ideas, products and people 
that shape their world. 

“MICE is committed to maintaining 
a strategic position as a truly 
international event,” says Clint. “We’re 
confident this impressive list of media 
partners will help us cement this 
position.”
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Eileen Keeny and Zoe Makin participate in the 
Barista Heroes Media Launch night.

Barista Heroes Fundraiser at CoffeeHead raised 
over $5600 for official MICE2013 charity 
partner Coffee Kids.
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W
hile it may still 
be months before 
the Melbourne 
International Coffee 
Expo (MICE2013) 

gets under way, organisers are finding 
ways to stir some early excitement. 

From a heart-warming Media 
Launch night, to expanding exhibition 
space, and an impressive list of media 
partners, organisers are working hard 
in the lead-up to ensure MICE2013 is 
the most international exposition this 
part of the world has ever seen.    

Much of the excitement was 
launched on the night of 11 
October, when the industry’s top 
names gathered at CoffeeHead in 
Camberwell. Over 150 people attended 

the Media Launch, entitled Barista 
Heroes, as the first official MICE2013 
function. The night doubled as both 
a celebration of the World Barista 
Championships coming to Melbourne, 
and a fundraiser. Australia’s top 
baristas were auctioned off to raise 
money for Coffee Kids, a charity that 
supports coffee growing families. The 
baristas helped bring in over $5600, in 
an auction led by RT Edgar Auctioneer 
Glen Coutinho. 

“The Barista Heroes event has 
been a celebration of Melbourne’s 
vibrant coffee scene. It was a great 
representation of why the city was 
chosen as the world stage of coffee 
next year,” says Clint Hendry, MICE 
Show Director. “The idea behind the 

event was to pay tribute to our fantastic 
coffee talent, while also raising funds 
for a great cause.” 

The event helped Coffee Kids 
surpass their goal of what they 
wanted to raise by the end of October. 
Together with other fundraising 
initiatives around the world, including 
the Specialty Coffee Association of 
America (SCAA) Roasters Guild Silent 
Auction, and the Camino de Santiago 
fundraiser, Coffee Kids raised a total 
of $22,000. All of the money raised will 
go towards food security projects in 
Mexico. 

“I want to thank everyone who 
organised and participated in this 
great event that successfully combined 
fun with social responsibility,” says 

From barista auctions to new media partners, excitement over the 
Melbourne International Coffee Expo is gathering momentum 

leading up to the big event next May.

Carolyn Fairman, Executive Director 
of Coffee Kids. “BeanScene, Global 
Coffee Review and MICE have had an 
enormous impact on raising awareness 
and support for coffee farmers through 
our Grow it Forward campaign. This 
effort helps coffee farmers support 
themselves between harvests – when 
there is no income from coffee. Thanks 
to all of the participants for helping 
families put food on their table and 
take care of their families year-round.”

Coffee Kids is the Official MICE 
Charity Partner, and MICE organisers 
plan to extend their support of the 
origin-focused charity through an even 
grander fundraising soirée during 
MICE2013 next year. In a sit-down 
dinner event, organisers will aim to 
raise another $20,000 for Coffee Kids. 

“Ensuring we give back to the 
farmers, who are the backbone of this 
industry, is important for us,” says 
Clint. “At the end of the day, it’s in 
everyone’s interests to support farmers 
and ensure a sustainable supply of 
quality coffee.”

In addition to supporting Coffee 
Kids, MICE organisers have been busy 
keeping up with demand for space. 
Following the unprecedented sell-out 
of the Grand Pavillion in a matter of 
weeks, organisers quickly released 
new space in the form of a covered 
walkway. 

When that space sold out, organisers 
worked to extend the walkway by 1470 
metres, opening up additional space. 
The spaces were released at the end of 
October to a waiting list of interested 
exhibitors. This additional space is 
expected to sell out by the close of 
2012. Clint confirms that there will be 
no more space released in 2013, and 
the expected final number of exhibitors 
will ensure an impressive line-up.

“We’ve done our best to cater to 
such overwhelming demand, and we’re 
confident the current structure ensures 
a smooth flow of exhibition space while 
maintaining a reasonable size that 
visitors can leisurely peruse over four 
days,” says Clint. 

With the aim of making MICE a 
truly international event, organisers 
have signed on an impressive list of 
media partners to help promote and 
cover the event. 

BeanScene Magazine remains a 
Platinum Sponsor, and will represent 
MICE on the Australasian market. 
Organisers have also actively sought 
out other international media partners 

to represent the event around the 
world. 

In Asia, Coffee Today, a leading 
Korean coffee trade publication, has 
come on board to help publicise 
MICE in the country’s booming coffee 
industry. Korea is a key target market 
for growth, with a mushrooming 
number of coffee shops, and MICE 
is an attractive event for the Korean 
industry to take advantage of 
Australian expertise. 

With the United States undoubtedly 
representing the strongest specialty 
coffee market in the world in terms 
of volume, MICE has teamed up with 
both Roast and Fresh Cup magazines. 
These magazines are leading 
American coffee trade publications. 
Roast magazine is an award-winning 
bi-monthly technical trade magazine 
dedicated to the success and growth 
of the specialty coffee industry. Fresh 
Cup provides specialty coffee and tea 
professionals with unique insights into 
the trends, ideas, products and people 
that shape their world. 

“MICE is committed to maintaining 
a strategic position as a truly 
international event,” says Clint. “We’re 
confident this impressive list of media 
partners will help us cement this 
position.”
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Eileen Keeny and Zoe Makin participate in the 
Barista Heroes Media Launch night.

Barista Heroes Fundraiser at CoffeeHead raised 
over $5600 for official MICE2013 charity 
partner Coffee Kids.
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A 
lmost 150 exhibitors 
have signed up for the 
Melbourne International 
Coffee Expo (MICE), 
with all major space 

selling out before the close of the 2012. 
“The incredible uptake of exhibition 

space is a sign of last year’s successful 
show, and naturally the build up to 
the World Barista Championship 
and World Brewers Cup,” says MICE 
Show Director Clint Hendry. “It’s 
unprecedented to see this many coffee-
related companies together under one 
roof, a true tribute to the strength of 
the Australasian coffee scene.” 

These companies represent a rich 
cross-section of the industry, with 
dozens of representatives from every 
segment and companies around 
the world. 

At time of print, 33 coffee roasters 
were on board for the event. From 
Australia’s largest roasters such as 
Mocopan, Grinders and Lavazza, to 
boutique roasters such as Proud Mary, 
Axil and Seven Seeds, the entire 
spectrum of the coffee roasting and 
supply industry is set to be represented 
at MICE2013. 

On the equipment side, MICE 
will be brimming with all the latest 

gadgets large and small, with 31 
brands and distributors on board. Top 
names include Italy’s espresso machine 
equipment manufacturers Nuova 
Simonelli, German roasting plant 
producers Probat, Swiss automatic 
coffee machine makers Franke and 
American service equipment leaders 
Bunn-o-matic, just to name a few. 
These and countless other international 
companies will be sending head office 
representatives to witness and support 
their brands at the region’s top coffee 
show. 

“That these companies are opting 
to have an international presence 

Nearly 150 exhibitors are officially on board for the biggest dedicated 
coffee event Australia has ever seen.
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Exhibitor list

to support their local partners shows that MICE2013 is sure to 
be a truly global event,” says Clint. “Not only are we seeing an 
impressive uptake from local companies, but global leaders will all 
be well represented at this event.” 

Following the coffee chain back to its origins, seven green 
bean traders have signed on for the event, as well as six producer 
organisations. Attendees can visit and interact with representatives 
from the Brazil Specialty Coffee Association, Papua New Guinea 
Coffee Growers, Colombian Coffee Growers Federation, Café de 
Costa Rica, Guatemalan Coffees and the Coffee Board of India. 

“Having the full coffee chain represented at MICE2013 was 
extremely important for us in terms of not only educating the 
trade, but also consumers at large,” says Clint. 

“At the event, we’ll have all these great producing nations 
exhibiting side-by-side with traders, equipment suppliers, and 
roasters. Then to top it all off, we’ll have baristas from every corner 
of the world.” 

Fifty-five countries sent competitors to the 2012 WBC, that took 
place in Vienna, Austria from 12 – 15 June. At least that many 
competitors are expected to be represented in Melbourne for the 
2013 event, as the number of contestants has steadily grown since 
the competition’s first launch in 2000. With competitors bringing 
along a support team, MICE2013 is set to be the most international 
coffee event Australia has ever seen. 

“What’s great about hosting the WBC so early on in the life of 
this event, is that we have this great opportunity to show the world 
the strength of our nation’s coffee scene,” says Clint. “With this 
impressive list of exhibitors and international representation, we’ll 
be well-placed moving forward to see MICE stay on the calendar 
as a ‘must-attend’ event for the global coffee industry.”

365 Cups
9 Bar Espresso Services
AMC Roastery Supply
Ancap Spa
Arkadia Beverages
Australasian Specialty Coffee Association
Axil Coffee Roasters
BC Coffee Merchants
BeanScene Magazine
Belaroma Coffee Roasting Company
Bennetts
Beyond the Bean
Bezzera Australia Coffee Machines
BioPak
Bite Size Coffee Treats
Bombora Supplies
Bondi Chai Latte
Bonsoy
Brambati S.p.A
Brazil Specialty Coffee Association
Breville
Brita Professional
Bunn-O-Matic Corporation
Café de Costa Rica
Café Imports
Cafenatics
Cafetto
Campos Coffee
Caspak
CMS Coffee Machine Services
Coffee Board of India
Coffee Kids
Coffee Logic
Coffee Machine Techonologies
Coffee Roasters Australia
Coffee Snobs
Coffee Supreme
Coffee Works Express
CoffeeCaps Pty Ltd
Coffeehead
Coffex Coffee
Colombian Coffee Growers Federation
Condesa Pty Ltd
CUPPACOFFEECUP
Da Vinci Gourmet
Dalla Corte Espresso Systems
Delano Coffee 
Detpak
Dimattina Coffee
Disavè Espresso Equipment Suppliers
Doctor Coffee
Ducale Coffee
Elektra Italian Espresso Coffee Machines
Equal

Espresso Company Australia
Espresso Mechanics
Everpure
Fairtrade ANZ
Five Senses Coffee
Franke Coffee Systems
Genovese Coffee
Global Coffee Review Magazine
Global Coffee Solutions
Gram Magazine
Grenade Traders
Gridlock Coffee
Griffiths Coffee
Grinders Coffee
Guatemalan Coffees
HGZ
Huhtamaki Australia - Foodservice
Illy - Mitaca Office Systems
IVECO Trucks Australia
Jasper Coffee
Jet Technologies Australia Pty Ltd
Jura Australia Espresso
Just Coffee Insurance
KeepCup
La Marzocco Australia
Latorre & Dutch Coffee 
Lavazza
Loring Australia
Market Lane
Marks Quality Cakes
Mecca
Melbourne Coffee Merchants
Menumate
Merol
Mocopan Coffee
Monin
Natvia 
NoQ
Nuova Ricambi
Nuova Simonelli
Orchestrale Coffee Machines
PAC Trading
Padre Coffee
Pelican Rouge/Espresso Connect
Plantation Direct
PNG Coffee Growers
Pour Pour Wholesalers
Prana Chai
Premier Northpak
Probat
Proud Mary Coffee
Pullman Espresso Accessories
Pura Milk
Red Star Coffee

Roastquip
Ruben Hills
Sandalj Trading Co.
Sanitarium Health & Wellbeing
Sanremo Coffee Machines Australia
Selpak
SereniTEA Infusions
Service Sphere
Seven Seeds
Single Origin Roasters 
Somage Fine Foods
St Ali Group: Hario World & Sensory 
Lab
Sunbeam
TBA
The Bean Alliance
The Blessed Bean 
The Coffee Club
The Espress Group
The O'Kelly Group Pty Ltd
Toby's Estate
Urnex Brands
Veneziano Coffee Roasters
Vitasoy
Water Filter Services
Wolff Coffee Roasters
Zokoko
Zuc Packaging

“The incredible upTake of 
exhibiTion space is a sign 
of lasT year’s successful 
show, and naTurally The 

build up To The world barisTa 
championship and world 

brewers cup.”

Enquiries to
scallaghan@belaroma.com.au
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Making the
details count

I
t’s usually just one Australian 
barista a year who gets a chance 
to compete on a World Barista 
Championship (WBC) stage. 

This year, dozens of 
Australian coffee professionals 
performed on the same setting that 
will host the WBC in May, during 
the Australasian Specialty Coffee 
Association (AASCA) National Coffee 
Championships. 

From 1 – 3 March, Melbourne 
International Coffee Expo (MICE) 
organisers set up the stage at the 
Melbourne Showgrounds that just a 
few months later would host the WBC. 
In addition to providing a world-class 
platform to showcase our Australian 
talent, the event served as a preview 
for what is set to be one of the most 
significant coffee events to take place 
on Australian soil. 

With exhibition space officially 
selling out at the end of the last year, 
almost 150 lucky exhibitors have 

secured their space for MICE2013. 
With space now full, and the days 
ticking down to the big event, MICE 
Show Director Clint Hendry says 
organisers are focusing on the finer 
details of success.

“The AASCA National 
Championships were an incredible 
display of the coffee talent on offer, and 
the dedication of Australian baristas to 
the local competition scene,” says Clint. 
“From an organisational perspective, 
we’re now well prepared to take lessons 
learned from that weekend to put on a 
highly successful WBC.”   

One of these details is the Cafetto 
Barista Buddies program. The AASCA 
initiative welcomes Australian baristas 
and coffee professionals to sign up, 
and be paired with an international 
competing barista. Those local buddies 
will help baristas when they come to 
Melbourne, to source supplies, find 
their way around the city, and any other 
support they require. 

In the countdown to MICE2013, organisers are putting together a line-up 
of activities to make this the best coffee event the country has ever seen.

Cafetto Managing Director Chris Short says he was keen to 
sponsor a program that would support visiting baristas, and also 
provide Australians with a chance to connect with the international 
coffee community. 

“The Cafetto Barista Buddies program is a way for the 
Australian coffee community to directly support the WBC coming 
to the country,” says Chris. “By pooling our resources and everyone 
pitching in, we can ensure that every single national champion has 
a great experience in Australia.” 

To further extend their support, Cafetto will be setting up an 
offsite Barista Buddies practice room, that will be available a few 
weeks prior to, and during, the event. It will be open a few weeks 
ahead of the competition, and fitted out with two WBC conpliant 
practice stations, and will provide milk, wash stations, and other 
practice requirements. The rooms will offer free wi-fi, and during 
competitions days it will livestream the event.  

The room will be conveniently located at the Cafetto warehouse 

just two minutes’ drive from the Melbourne Showgrounds where 
the WBC will take place, and a single tram stop away. The room 
will also offer social areas with couches and table tennis, to provide 
an area for baristas to rest and socialise when they’re not busy 
preparing for the competition. 

With so much activity building up around MICE2013, organisers 
will be coordinating and communicating official industry events. 
The MICE2013 Official Event seal of approval is available for 
participating exhibitors and sponsors. MICE2013 Official Events 
will be communicated on the MICE web site, in the show guide, 
and through social media. Anyone interested in communicating 
their events should contact MICE organisers. 

With all the excitement and enthusiasm building for MICE, 
Show Director Clint says that remembering the origin countries 
that are the backbone of the industry is an important consideration. 
For these reasons, Coffee Kids has been selected as the MICE2013 
Official Charity Partner. Coffee Kids is an international charity that 
works on food security projects in coffee growing countries. 

“While our coffee industry in Australia is thriving, it’s important 
to remember the challenging conditions that exist at origin, 
where some coffee growing families aren’t able to feed themselves 
throughout the year,” says Clint. 

To raise money to support Coffee Kids’ food security projects, 
MICE2013 will be holding an exclusive charity dinner on Saturday 
25 May. The event will host a Charity Auction, including the 
donation of a Nuova Simonelli machine used during the WBC. The 
event is being supported by Service Sphere, with a limited number 
of tables available. All proceeds raised on the night will go to 
Coffee Kids. 

To register for the Cafetto Barista Buddies program, enquire 
about Official MICE Event sanctioning, or to purchase tickets for 
the Coffee Kids Charity night visit 

 
www.internationalcoffeeexpo.com

The arena used for the 2013 AASCA 
National Coffee Championship 
stage will welcome the World Barista 
Championships from 23 – 26 May 2013.

World Barista Championships 2013 
Official Merchandise premiered at the 
AASCA Australian Coffee Championships. 

Chris Short, Cafetto Managing Director
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“Not oNly have 
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of the global coffee 
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that will leave aN 
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m o r e  t h a n  1 0 , 0 0 0  v i s i t o r s  w i t n e s s e d  t h e 
m o s t  i n t e r n a t i o n a l  c o f f e e  e v e n t  a u s t r a l i a 

h a s  e v e r  s e e n .

f
rom 23 – 26 may, the 
melbourne international coffee 
expo (mice2013) welcomed 
more than 10,000 visitors to the 
melbourne Showgrounds for 

a vibrant gathering of the coffee industry. 
With an attendance well and truly breaking 
last year’s inaugural event attendance of 
more than 7000 visitors, it’s easy to see why 
melbourne is now regarded as one of the 
best cities for coffee in the world.

following last year’s event, mice2013 
stepped up a notch. everything was bigger 
and better, from the sheer size of the 

expo, the calibre of exhibitors and the 
buzz in the air. 

from the moment exhibitors entered 
the doors, a coffee haven awaited them. an 
inflatable rainbow hovered above the St 
ali stand, and the aroma of freshly brewed 
coffee made the Grand pavilion one of the 
most desired coffee-hot spots in melbourne.

 filling the Showgrounds’ massive 
Grand pavilion and walkway tunnel were 
more than 150 exhibitors from all over 
the world, demonstrating the best coffee, 
technology and trends on offer. 

While a special designated show train 

chauffeured visitors right to the doorstep, 
anyone in the city would have been 
hard-pressed to miss a tram sporting 
the mice2013 logo. but it wasn’t just 
industry professionals who had caught 
the mice2013 buzz; australian and 
international press picked up on the 
significance of the event. What followed 
was a domino effect of radio interviews, 
newspaper articles and video coverage.

 “this event has exceeded all 
expectations,” says Show Director clint 
Hendry. “not only have we represented 
the australian industry brilliantly, we 

have drawn the attention of the global 
coffee industry in a way that will leave an 
impression for many years to come.”

 the event kicked off early in 
the morning on 23 may, with the 
announcement of the royal agricultural 
Society of Victoria’s (raSV) australian 
international coffee awards winners (for 
results see page 14). and with that, the stage 
was set for four days of excellence. 

While the award winners were toasted in 
the pura Vip lounge, the first of the nation’s 
best barista kick started the heats of the 
World barista championship (Wbc) in the 
dedicated Wbc building. 

the Wbc started in 2000 in monte 
carlo with 12 competing nations. this year 
it was australia’s turn, held in conjunction 
with mice2013, with the support of the 
australasian Specialty coffee association 

(aaSca). australia welcomed 59 Wbc 
baristas and 26 World brewers cup 
(Wbrc) national competitors. the Wbc 
competition stage was purposely set in 
its own dedicated building, connected by 
the walkway pavilion. inside, the national 

flags of 53 competing 
countries hung for the first two days, until 
slowly the flags of the remaining 12 baristas 
were left, followed by the final six. 

in the centre of the Grand pavilion, 
a slightly smaller grandstand hosted the 

 MICE 2013 
wrap-up
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with one of our Junior Collection 
machines it doesn't matter !

In the home or cafè?

Junior

Junior Pul

Junior Plus

* The TCI is a PID controlled dual boiler 
machine. It delivers accurate digital 
control to the temperature of the 
water flowing from the brew boiler. 
There is also an independent steam 
boiler. Such digital control permits 
accurate micro regulation of 
temperature in steps of one degree, 
allowing baristas to find the optimum 
brew temperature for their favourite 
beans.
Also available as a regular HX machine 
with 2 litre boiler.

In the home or cafè?

BFC srl , Conegliano ITALY - www.bfcsrl.it - Distributed by Cosmorex Co�ee Canberra  ACT@bfcsrl.it (02) 6280 7511

Junior

Junior Extra TCI *

Wbrc. mtc Group was the exclusive 
coffee sponsor for the event. competitors 
used mtc Group’s specially selected 
washed caturra from Don antonio estate 
in Guatemala during the compulsory round 
of the competition. 

“mtc Group has been working with 
farmers and buyers for 10 years and 
bringing those coffees to australia for 
the past three years,” says mtc Group’s 
andrew ford. “as a result we have a direct 
engagement in Guatemalan coffees. it’s one 
of our preferred origins.”

 the same coffee used for the 2013 
Wbrc was also served at Serve the 
audience brew bar at mice2013.

of course it was fitting that the expo saw 
a swarm of home support for australia’s 
own barista champion matt perger and 
australia’s brewers cup champion lachlan 
Ward. both achieved commendable 

performances and represented the 
australian coffee community with true 
characteristics of champions (for full 
coverage of australia’s performance see 
page 80). cementing new Zealand’s 
position as a real force to be reckoned with 
in the specialty coffee scene, nick clark 
finished the Wbc in fifth position. 

baristas competing in the championships 
were paired up with local coffee industry 
professionals throughout their stay as part of 
the cafetto barista buddies program. the 
program gave visiting baristas the chance 
to get some local insight during their stay, 
while also encouraging an exchange of 
coffee knowledge among the world’s best.

inside the Grand pavilion and walkway 
tunnel, more than 30 roasters were among 
the exhibitors, with another 30-plus 
equipment manufacturers displaying 
hundreds of examples of roasters, coffee 

brewers, espresso machines, milk jugs, 
tampers and space-age automatic coffee 
makers. representative teams from 
numerous producer countries such as 
colombia, costa rica, india and ecuador 
were also present. 

the industry activity was not limited to 
the Showgrounds, however. on 22 may, 
industry leaders from around the globe 
gathered to discuss issues affecting the 
global coffee trade, both from a production 
and consumption perspective at the 
Global coffee review’s inaugural leaders 
Symposium at Zinc in federation Square. 

on 23 may, the industry celebrated 
the first day of mice2013 at espresso 
mechanics’ exclusive event at 
thoroughbred in South melbourne. barista 
royalty graced the warehouse with 2012 
Wbc raul rodas and 2004 Wbc tim 
Wendelboe taking the audience through a 
demo of nuova Simonelli’s aurelia ii t3 
espresso machine. 

back on mice2013 turf, a number of 
exhibitors held their own on-stand events 
to please the crowds. australia’s only 
internationally certified coffee trainers, 
coffee logic, maintained a busy schedule 
of training sessions throughout the show, 
tutoring eager students in the arts of cupping 
and roasting. 

the father of that most personal of 
barista tools, the tamper – reg barber – was 
a delightful presence throughout the expo, 
doing a number of meet and greet sessions 
at the Genovese stand.

the maestros of syrups, monin, 
launched a number of new flavours and 
sauces at mice2013, including a fruit-based 
range made from 50 per cent fruit juice.

 Ducale coffee livened up their corner 
with live tunes throughout the four days, 

featuring local artists such as Danny Walsh 
of the Danny Walsh banned.

 from the bustle of the day to the 
night, on 25 may italian espresso machine 
manufacturers la marzocco hosted a 
jam-packed event at their new abbotsford 
showroom. “Just being in melbourne and 
sharing in this amazing coffee culture is very 
special to me,” says la marzocco’s ceo, 
Kent bakke, who was visiting melbourne 
from the united States. “i’m so proud and 
very humbled to see that so many people 
use my products in australia.”

 continuing the event’s after hours 
activities, the who’s who of the coffee 
industry gathered at north melbourne’s 
casa and bottega on 24 may to support 
coffee Kids, which celebrated 25 years 
helping women and children of coffee 
producing families at origin.

 “our role is to find local solutions 
together with the farmers. We don’t always 
think about things like climate change, 
currency devaluation, security and land 
diminishing, but each of those things affects 
the livelihoods of the coffee farmers,” says 
coffee Kids executive Director carolyn 
fairman. “that’s why we’re here, because 

we care and recognise that quality coffee 
doesn’t always mean quality of life.” 

annabella minesta, a coffee farmer from 
Guatemala also made a special appearance. 

as the final day of mice2013 
approached on 26 may, exhibitors were 
swarmed with the expo’s largest crowds as 
public members came to experience the 
best coffee offerings and honour australia’s 
last hope of claiming a title in the Wbc 
grandstand. the roaring of the home crowd 
wasn’t enough for matt perger to claim 
the winning title, but a worthy pete licata 
clasped the winner’s trophy with both hands 
to signal the end to melbourne’s Wbc 
hosting duties. “We’ve just toppled last 
year’s attendance with the most successful 
dedicated coffee trade event the country has 
ever seen,” says Show Director clint. 

He attributes the success of mice2013 
to the exhibitors, the strength of the 
australasian coffee scene and event 
platinum Sponsors including pura, espresso 
mechanics, equal, iveco trucks australia, 
cafetto, Jet technologies, Sunbeam, 
Vitasoy, aaSca and raSV. “it was the 
right time to show melbourne’s coffee 
culture to the rest of the world.” 

june 2013
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specialty coffee since 1968

Call 1300 132 507 
or visit belaromacoffee.com.au

We may not have Harry Callahan 
on our team, but we have the next 

best thing – Scottie Callaghan. 
Champion Barista, Latte Art King 

and allround nice guy, Scottie 
inspires us and our customers to 

make brilliant coffee day after day.

So if you want to know more 
about how making consistently 

great coffee can really make 
a difference to your business 

give us a call.

2 0 13  w o r l d  B a r i s t a 
c h a m p i o n  r u n n e r - u p

2 0 13  a u s t r a l i a n  B r e w e r s 
c u p  c h a m p i o n

Matt Perger 

LachLan Ward

b
eing the hometown 
favourite in an international 
tournament can be a 
tough assignment. but for 
australian barista champion 

matt perger, competing at the recent 
World barista championships (Wbc) in 
melbourne carried with it a few benefits.

“it was lovely to sleep in my own bed 
[throughout the four days of competition] 
and it was great to be here and hear 
the crowd,” says matt, Head barista at 
melbourne’s St ali.

matt’s hometown run carried him all 
the way to the finals, where he placed 
second to the united States’ pete licata.

matt has previously placed third in 
the 2011 Wbc in colombia and won 
the 2012 World brewers cup (Wbrc)
in Vienna. His experience on the world 

stage was brought to bear in this year’s 
Wbc routine, where he put the ultimate 
composition of his signature drink in the 
hands of the judges and introduced new 
extraction methods.

matt says that learning to compete 
has been about much more than simply 
seeking out the finest coffees. in fact, 
he says in devising this routine, he 
challenged himself to remove all his 
prior knowledge and rediscover coffee 
from scratch. the result was a signature 
drink that incorporated three different 
beans, drawing inspiration from the 
deconstructed food movement. He then 
presented the three coffees to the judges 
separately with an invitation to mix them 
up according to their own wishes.

the three varietals used in the drink 
were red bourbon, caturra and Geisha, 

f
or lachlan Ward, entering 
this year’s brewers cup 
was about far more than a 
competitive urge to win a 
world championship. 

instead, the 23-year-old manager 
at melbourne’s cutting edge specialty 
coffee emporium, Sensory lab, was 
driven by a desire to spend as much 
time as he could learning about, and 
experimenting with, the coffee that he 
loves so much.

“there are not many other 
times in life when you can focus so 
wholeheartedly on making the best 
coffee you possibly can,” lachlan 
says. “obviously in service there are 
other demands that you have to meet. 
coming into a competition like this, 
i’ve been able to spend the past few 

weeks essentially just brewing coffee.”
Having moved to melbourne from 

brunswick Heads in northern new 
South Wales when he was 18, lachlan 
fell into the coffee industry simply as 
a way to earn a living while he was 
studying. but it didn’t take long for 
the coffee to take over, ultimately 
displacing his journalism studies as his 
chief pursuit.

“the more i started to get into it, 
the more i realised it was what i really 
wanted to do, rather than what i was 
studying,” he says.

lachlan’s love for coffee was 
evident in the careful and detailed 
approach he took in his brewers 
cup presentation. using coffee from 
finca Santuario in colombia, lachlan 
brewed two different varietals through 

all grown on finca Santuario in the caucau region of colombia. matt 
then departed from competition norms by pulling what he called a 
“coffee shot”, extracting three different varietals for an unusually long 
amount of time, creating espresso shots the strength of a filtered coffee.

“Since changing technique i’ve discovered more possibilities with 
the espresso machine than i’ve ever had before,” matt told the judges. 
“Shot length or brew ratio is no longer a limitation, and i can create any 
strength of coffee beverage on demand – from those shorter, stronger, 
espressos, all the way through to the longer, more diluted filter coffees.”

matt also took his cappuccino in a brand new direction with the help 
of a dairy farmer. they experimented with the cows’ feed until they found 
a combination that created a milk with “a subtle praline sweetness and an 
unbelievably clean finish”.

there was also matt’s tamping technique – first using an extremely 
wide-mouthed funnel to fill the basket, and then rolling the tamper 
around the coffee in a circular motion – a technique called nutation.

as if all this innovation this wasn’t enough, matt says competing on 
the world stage has forced him to calibrate his coffee to the international 
palate, as opposed to the prevailing preferences on his home turf. 
“australians like sour coffee generally, and they taste a lot of old coffee, so 
they’re very sensitive to woodiness and they’re not very sensitive to strong 
sourness,” he says. “the international judges usually like things a little bit 
lighter and with a little bit more finesse, so that’s how we came out.”

So, with two top-three finishes in the Wbc and a Wbrc under his 
belt, the obvious question is: what’s next for matt perger?

“i’ll definitely be taking more than a year off from competing,” he 
says. “there are probably other things that i can do here [in melbourne] 
that are more innovative than competing.”

a Hario V60 pour over method, leaving the judges to choose 
between a caturra and a Geisha. 

this desire to display more than one cultivar was indicative of 
lachlan’s love for the almost endless taste possibilities offered by 
the coffee bean. 

“because these coffees were grown in such similar terroir, the 
differences in the cup were going to be purely genetic, so it was 
about enjoying the cultivar as the main determinant of taste,” he 
says. “the inspiration was the farm. i would have loved to have 
been able to give the judges all of Santuario’s [22 different] coffees 
to taste, but obviously that wasn’t possible.”

underpinning his passion for coffee is a love for the story behind 
the beans – how it is cultivated, how it is processed and how it can 
travel thousands of kilometres to the drinker’s cup. 

this was lachlan’s first year on the competition scene. He had 
won third place at the Victorian level, and managed to make it 
through to the final round by competing in the open heats.

While lachlan’s brewers cup campaign ended after the first 
round of the competition, this is far from being the end of his 
journey through specialty coffee.

“at the end of the day, competition is like serving coffee to the 
most receptive customers you’re ever going to have. these judges 
are there to enjoy the coffee for everything it can be,” he says.

 “i entered this as purely a learning experience and 
throughout this i feel like my palate has improved markedly. it’s just 
been so great to meet so many other people who love this thing as 
much as i do.”
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w o r l d  B a r i s t a  c h a m p i o n

w o r l d  B r e w e r ’ s  c h a m p i o n

Pete Licata

erin mccarthy

W
hen event emcee 
Stephen leighton 
announced united 
States’ pete licata the 
2013 World barista 

champion (Wbc), the Kansas city 
barista stood stunned before clenching 
both fists and breaking into smile.

“i feel amazing. [i’m] honoured to 
come out on top against an amazing 
group of baristas,” says pete, a barista at 
parisis coffee in Kansas city. 

this was pete’s second attempt at the 
Wbc crown. He competed in the 2011 
Wbc competition in bogota, in which he 
placed second. this year, pete was back 
with a hunger for the crown that eluded 
him two years ago. 

“i was very happy with my routine,” 
he says. “i thought i had a good chance 
[of winning] if i could achieve all the 
things i wanted to do.”

Within his 15-minute performance, 
pete breezed his way through a precise 
performance as he made his espressos, 
cappuccinos and an original signature 
drink. pete used a double hopper 
mahlkönig grinder and altered the grind 
between his espresso and cappuccino 
coffees. for his signature drink, pete 
created a non-alcoholic coffee cocktail, 
inspired by Kansas city’s vibrant cocktail 
culture. He pulled an espresso coffee over 
ice and incorporated palm sugar syrup, 
non-alcoholic orange and lemongrass 
bitters and quinine to highlight the acidity 
and sweetness of the colombian cup of 
excellence winning coffee. 

“i am the last set of hands in the chain 
to touch this coffee before you drink 
it,” pete told the judges. “on behalf of 
arnulfo [leguizamo, coffee producer 
from café imports], myself, and the 
many other coffee professionals who 

W
hile everyone’s 
first overseas trip is 
memorable, it’s fair 
to say that some are 
more memorable 

than others. but it is only a very select 
few who could possibly say that their first 
overseas trip was a genuine world-beater.

as the winner of the World brewers 
cup on his very first trip outside of the 
united States, that is one boast that 
erin mccarthy may actually have all to 
himself.

the gracious and laid-back champion 
was, understandably, all smiles after his 
win at the competition, which was held 
as part of the melbourne international 
coffee expo. 

Sipping triumphantly on a little 
celebratory bourbon, direct from 
brooklyn by his support team, erin 
was more focused on the joy of the 

competition itself than the thrill of 
winning when he spoke to beanScene 
directly after the announcement.

“mostly i feel so grateful to be here 
and so thankful,” he says. “it’s been so 
friendly and positive. there’s such a sense 
of community [among the competitors]. 
i feel like i’ve made new friends.”

Working as a machine technician 
and coffee trainer with counter culture 
coffee roasters in new York, mccarthy’s 
journey into specialty coffee began 10 
years ago at Gimme coffee, which was 
one of the first third-wave coffee places 
on the east coast of the uS, in upstate 
new York. from there he moved south 
to 1000 faces in athens, Georgia, before 
returning to new York in 2009.

“it was a long road to come here and 
so many people have helped me along 
the way,” erin says.

erin charmed the judges with a warm 

have affected this coffee, please enjoy.”
During his presentation, pete paid homage to the journey of coffee 

beans from crop to cup. He provided the judges with booklets to follow 
with details of his coffee and the people who had contributed to his coffee 
journey. “the inspiration for my routine really came from just seeing that 
there are all these people who are affecting coffee, not just a barista or a 
roaster,” pete says. “there are coffee importers, coffee exporters, coffee 
growers and a lot of people affecting the coffee process and preserving the 
quality of the product so that i can give it to the customer.” 

a career as a barista was nothing more than a side job when pete first 
put his hands on a coffee machine. “i started work as a part-time barista 
because i couldn’t get a job in college,” he says. “i then started working 
behind the bar and fell in love with the profession. i kept doing it because 
it was so much fun. it’s easy to be passionate about [coffee] when it’s such 
an exciting and progressive product.” 

the Wbc in melbourne was pete’s last shot at the title before he 
planned to retire and take a back-seat mentoring emerging baristas. 
after more than 10 years working in the coffee industry, pete says the 
development of the specialty coffee scene is impressive. “the past five 
years has been like [the development of] computer technology in terms 
of the curve of how fast things change,” he says. “So many people are 
looking at new ideas and exploring so much and keeping an open mind 
about coffee. there’s always something new and exciting going on.”

asked why he’s so passionate about coffee, pete’s answer is simple. 
“i’m addicted,” he laughs. 

With the hard work over, pete planned to enjoy his new-found success 
exploring the city that hosted the fourteenth Wbc. “[melbourne] is so 
beautiful. i look forward to enjoying its coffee scene,” he says.

and engaging presentation of a lino lot of Hacienda esmeralda, which 
is a Geisha variety grown in boquete, panama.

“the Geisha is the meryl Streep of coffees,” erin said in his 
presentation. “if it’s in there, then you know the coffee/film has the 
potential to be amazing.”

the Streep analogy was a risk, mccarthy said, but one that seemed 
worth throwing in there.

“if none of them knew who meryl Streep was, it would have really 
bombed, but luckily it worked out,” he says.

erin’s brew used only the right sized beans, which had been 
screen-sorted for uniformity before roasting, making the roast itself 
more consistent. the beans were then roasted on a high initial heat, 
with a gentle drop-off at the peak of caramelisation. 

after grinding, the coffee was carefully sifted to remove the fines 
and then brewed through a Kalita Wave, which was selected for its 
flat bottom, allowing the water to filter steadily and evenly through 
the coffee.

With a brew that featured notes of pineapple, apricot and stone fruit 
sweetness, erin managed to come out on top of a field of 19 contestants 
from around the world. after three days of competition, erin was 
named the winner by a panel of four international judges from mexico, 
new Zealand and taiwan, coming out ahead of Jung in-Sung from 
South Korea and Joshua tarlo from canada, who placed second and 
third respectively.

now, with his first overseas trip out of the way and his first world 
title under his belt, erin is keen to make the most of his world champion 
status. “i’d love to do some more international travel,” he says. Call 1300 132 507  

or visit belaromacoffee.com.au

Because 70% of flavour is based on 
aroma, having a great quality, recently 

roasted coffee that is packaged with real 
integrity goes a long way toward making 

sure your customers love  
your coffee too.

So if you want to know more about how 
making consistently brilliant smelling 
coffee can really make a difference to 

your business give us a call.

specialty coffee since 1968

in the morning

OUR COFFEE

We love
the smell of

Coffee
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MICE2013 ExhIb  Itor hIghlIghts
With all the caffeine being consumed at 
mice2013, it’s little wonder that there 
were a lot of people with energy to burn, 
and at the belaroma stand they had just 
the thing.

complete with basketball ring and 
graffiti covered walls, the belaroma stand 
was more playground than shopfront, but 
that doesn’t mean there wasn’t plenty of 
serious coffee business going on there too.

if you were following the buzz about the 
expo on social media, then chances are you 
have already seen the stand, as it was one 
of the most photographed displays there.

“it’s all over the web, which has been 
great for the brand,” says the managing 
Director of Sydney espresso Services, ash 
Kotzen, who is distributing the machine in 
partnership with belaroma. “We wanted 
to give it a bit more of a street feel and the 
response has been great.”

and if they weren’t drawn in by the 
prospect of shooting some hoops, then the 
t-shirts saying “Who’s hot and cranking out 

amazing coffees at stand number 19? come 
and meet Stella”, being worn by belaroma 
staff all around mice2013, certainly 
piqued the curiosity. 

the centrepieces of the stand were the 
two unic Stella Di caffe espresso machines, 
which were kept busy pumping out some 
of belaroma’s finest brews. the Stella Di 
caffe is the latest machine from unic. this 
machine has been developed to compete 

in the multiboiler market. it has thermalink 
network with piD and solid-state relay for 
the heating of its individual coffee boilers 
and independent steam boiler. the user-
friendly lcD allows the user to enter the 
programming modes to adjust temperature, 
volumes, day/night mode and much more. 
the software can be upgraded via uSb 
with all the new features as they become 
available.

few soy milk brands have as much instant recognition on the 
australian café scene as bonsoy from Spiral foods.

made from a special variety of whole organic soy beans grown 
in the uSa, bonsoy has been a barista’s favourite for many years. 

bonsoy has managed to build its profile with minimal marketing over 
the years, instead relying on social media channels such as twitter, 
instagram and facebook to communicate with the market. but over 
the weekend at mice2013, bonsoy took their communications one 
step further, launching a dedicated website for the product.

until now, bonsoy’s web presence has been limited to the 
website of its parent company, Spiral foods. now bonsoy’s 
fans will be able to interact more directly with the brand, using 
the website  www.bonsoy.com or the purpose-built app. these 
platforms will enable fans to find out which cafés are using bonsoy, 
as well as details about the product and the latest happenings in the 
bonsoy world.

Known for thinking outside the square, bonsoy tried something 
else a little different at mice2013. instead of simply adding to the 
already myriad coffee offerings, they showcased their product by 
making banana smoothies. that said, if visitors fancied trying bonsoy 
with their coffee then there were plenty of roasters around who were 
happy to comply.

While soy was something of a pariah product in the coffee world 
in the past, the growing health consciousness of consumers, coupled 
with an increased willingness to try new products and flavours has 
seen the bean earn its own place in cafés. because of the high protein 
content of bonsoy, the product also holds its shape when being 
steamed, making it a popular choice among baristas. 

bElaroMa bonsoy

bIopak 
With sustainability such a massive issue in the growing and 
sourcing of coffee, it’s time for consumers to think about that last 
stage of the process. 
So your coffee may be organically grown, but how environmentally 
friendly is that cup you’re drinking it out of?

Well, if you’re toting one of biopak’s brand new byocups, then 
you can breathe easy (and so can the rest of the planet). 

the byocup is a reusable cup that is made from pla, a bioplastic 
that is made from annually renewable resources (also known as 
plants). 

the production of pla emits 75 per cent less greenhouse gases 
than compared to conventional plastics made from fossil resources. 

the byocup can be custom-branded, and it’s also microwave and 
dishwasher safe.

of course that’s not the end of the story. biopak displayed their 
full range of sustainable products at the melbourne international 
coffee expo, including a new range of sugar cane pulp take out 
containers.

not content to rest on their laurels after delivering such a broad 
range of sustainable packaging to the market, biopak also offsets the 
carbon emissions associated with the production, distribution and 
disposal of all their products.

While cups and takeaway packs made from renewable resources 
seem pretty high-tech, biopak’s founder, richard fine, tells 
beanScene he is keen to keep pushing the envelope.

“We continually look to improve, and i think it is evident in all of 
the new products we have on display here,” richard says. 

“that’s what biopak’s all about. 
“We want to educate consumers about the impact of disposable 

packaging and provide innovative and more sustainable packaging 
solutions.”

the brita professional stand was abuzz when a familiar face dropped 
by for a visit. masterchef’s Gary mehigan is brita professional’s 
new brand ambassador and he spent a morning greeting fans and 
embracing the importance of water filtration. 

“His passion and knowledge of coffee and his recognition of 
why water is such an important ingredient to the perfect cup of 
coffee makes Gary the perfect choice,” says brita professional’s tim 
bonaguro.

in other exciting news, Dr Hilmar Walde, managing Director of 
brita professional Worldwide made a trip from Germany to guest 
star at the stand. tim says mice2013 was the ideal opportunity to 
introduce the brita professional range to the coffee industry. “our 
products are designed for the coffee industry. bad water affects coffee 
quality and we want people to be aware of that,” says tim. “ninety 
eight per cent of coffee is water, therefore it’s important people take 
water quality seriously.”

tim says mice2013 was a platform to educate customers about 
water filtration and the benefits of water quality. “using a water filter 
helps to avoid scale build-up, it uses less energy and it balances the 
right calcium dose,” says tim. “farmers spend hours growing and 
picking their beans, roasters spend a lot of time perfecting their blend, 
baristas put that coffee through a high quality machine, which goes 
through water. if the water isn’t right, it affects the efforts of the entire 
chain. Water is such a key ingredient to the quality of coffee.”  

thankfully, tim says more and more people are becoming 
educated. “mice2013 is about increasing awareness. people have 
the opportunity to ask us questions, share their stories and speak to us 
about their business needs,” he says. 

brita professional showcased their full range of filtration products, 
both new and existing throughout the four-day event, including 
brita’s purity c range. Guest baristas took to the coffee machine at the 
brita stand to serve coffee to visitors and provid a refreshing filtered 
water for those who had consumed too much caffeine. 

“We’re as passionate about coffee as much as we are about water 
quality,” says tim.

brIta
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a lot of people like to avoid thinking about cleaning, but as any 
good barista knows, a clean espresso machine is essential for making 
high quality, good tasting coffee. 

and this is not an industry that is just standing still. as coffee 
knowledge and technology has advanced, so too has the cleaning 
technology that goes along with it. that’s why australia’s leading 
coffee machine cleaning product manufacturer, cafetto, launched 

two new ranges at mice2013.
one new range is cafetto’s certified organic cleaning products. 

With so much growth in the coffee industry being driven by certified 
products, such as organic, there is a huge imperative that coffee 
professionals are keeping their product free of chemicals right 
through the preparation process.

cafetto’s first organic product, the eVo espresso machine 
cleaner, was launched in 2005. they have now built on that to 
create a complete range that includes both powder and liquid 
descalers and a range of organic cleaning tablets for both traditional 
machines and super automatics. for those getting started, cafetto 
even has a box set that includes both the machine cleaner and 
descaler, as well as a head cleaning brush and microfibre cloth. 

to complement this, cafetto has just released their organic milk-
frother cleaner. after two years in the making, cafetto managing 
Director chris Short this cleaner is the “jewel in the crown” of the 
cafetto range.

“it’s a very unusual formula made from a range of natural 
ingredients that actually cleans effectively and sanitises,” chris says.

With people getting ever more serious about the quality of 
their coffee, even in the home, cafetto has also launched their new 
cafetto at Home range, which comprises portion controlled packs 
of a wide range of their cleaners. this includes everything from the 
home espresso machines to the new pod machine cleaner.

“We decided to bring out our best for the show,” chris says.

CafEtto

CaMpos
as crowds of heads hovered at the campos 
coffee stand and noses fixated on the 
rows of coffee samples below, it was clear 
the stand was offering something special. 
featuring 60-gram samples of Guatemala’s 
finca el injerto beans, campos coffee 
managing Director Will Young says he 
wanted his stand to host cupping sessions to 
educate the audience. 

“We’re inviting beginners to learn how 
to cup, and trade experts to experience rare 
coffee varietals many have never seen or 
tried before,” says Will. “there have only 
been four to five open cupping sessions of 
the el injerto in the world, we’re very lucky 
to have these amazing coffee samples.” 

in 2012 the el injerto beans were 
sold at auction for approximately $500 
a kilo, one of the highest prices paid for 
coffee. el injerto has produced the coffees 
that took first place at the Guatemala cup 
of excellence in 2006, 2008, 2009, 2010 
and 2012.

cupping samples of rare coffees were 

also on display, including the pandora 
el 06, tanzania marago, Geisha and 
capadocia caracol bourbon peaberry 
varietal from Guatemala. Winning cup of 
excellence San isidro from costa rica was 
another standout for mice2013 visitors to 
see. campos invited special farmer guests 
from el Salvador and Guatemala to the 
tastings. 

for coffee drinking, campos served 
their award-winning Superior blend, 
colombian roberto achicue micro lot 
single origin and esmeralda Geisha for 
coffee lovers to sample. “our stand is a 
coffee geek’s dream come true,” says Will. 
“it’s mice2013, we had to do something 
crazy. You don’t often get to try the world’s 
most expensive coffees for free on an 
espresso machine, so we wanted visitors to 
enjoy tasting the world’s best coffees with 
the farmers who produced the beans.”

for more cupping experiences, campos 
coffee’s new melbourne espresso bar in 
carlton, Victoria, hosts public cupping 

sessions where enthusiasts can learn the 
journey a coffee makers from the farm the 
espresso bar. What began as a small cafe 
in newtown, Sydney, is now a successful 
business with a growing presence in 
brisbane, Sydney and melbourne.

from the launch of mice in 2012, the coffee board of 
india (cbi) had been in australia to take advantage of the 
opportunities such a major event gives to roasters and consumers 
in the australian market. this year the cbi did not only return as 
participants, but as an exhibitor too. During the four-day event, 
the cbi put on the ultimate origin show in colours, flavours and 
exotic stories from the beginning of the history of coffee in india 
to today’s multi-faceted industry. 

the colours at display at the cbi stand were no doubt a major 
reason behind the stand attracting a constant flow of visitors, just 
curious about the flavour of single origin coffee from india. a 
beautifully filmed mini-documentary on the history of india’s 
coffee history came up with more than a few surprises to the 
visitors, including how india, while much more known as a tea-
producer is actually the world’s six to seventh largest – and oldest 
– coffee growing country.   

“this has been a really great show for us. We have had so 
much positive feedback from everyone here at the expo and 
it shows that we have some good opportunities to develop this 
market more for our coffees,” says Jawaid akhtar, chairman 
of the cbi. “We really believe this is a market we need to focus 
more on as the potential for the australian market to grow further 
is significant and we are very happy and enthusiastic to be here in 
melbourne this year.”

the cbi also used mice2013 to launch the latest of now 17 
established coffee regions in the country, the araku Valley region 
in northeastern state of andhra pradesh.

CoffEE board of IndIa

as coffee culture becomes more refined, the skills required to 
be a top barista or roaster become more advanced. to meet the 
demand high quality training and instruction is needed to keep 
the industry moving forward. 

Sydney-based coffee trainers coffee logic has stepped into 
this growing market as australia’s only internationally certified 
education provider for coffee professionals. as australia’s only 
licensed education partner with the Specialty coffee association 
of america, coffee logic provides training for professional 
roasting, tasting and baristas.

While the roasting training classes were limited at mice2013, 
more than 100 coffee professionals from all around the world 
were able to hone their cupping techniques and barista skills with 
the help of the coffee logic team.  

participants were taken through a course to focus their sensory 
skills, tasting sweet, sour and salty solutions and then mixing the 
three to test the balance of the different tastes. “that’s a basic skill 
that you need whether you’re going to be a roaster, a taster or a 
barista,” says coffee logic’s principal, instaurator.

Going beyond the basic skills though, is where coffee logic 
really sets itself apart from the crowd. the school has three 
strands of barista training, the most advanced of which will 
prepare the baristas for international competition.

“every company now has their own training programs and 

they all do a great job,” says instaurator. “but this is providing a 
common platform because, as we all know, the barista profession 
is becoming more and more highly skilled and our training will 
help them to reach those higher levels such as international 
competition.”

CoffEE logIC
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CoffEE MaChInE tEChnologIEs

CoffEE works ExprEss

from afar, the coffee machine 
technologies (cmt) stand was all slick 
machinery and business-like efficiency. 
but for the lucky few who made it past 
the security-guarded opening in the 
curtains, this stand was so much more. 
inside, cmt’s Director John colangeli 
had created an exclusive zone where the 
prosecco was flowing and valued customers 
were given the chance to take a break from 
the hustle and bustle of mice2013 and 
unwind in style. 

italian waiters from John’s ancestral 
town of carpineto in italy chilled the 
prosecco by pouring it through an ice 
sculpture that displayed the logo of cmt’s 
new espresso machine, the trident. 
complementing the prosecco was freshly 
carved prosciutto and wheels of grana 
padano, making it easy to forget the 
organised chaos taking place outside.

but while the luxury flowed freely 
inside the busy stand, the business side of 
things was not neglected. this was best 
demonstrated by the launch of cmt’s 
brand new trident. a multi-boiler with piD 

temperature control and internal pump and 
motor, the trident was designed by John 
and built in italy, with the exterior and 
wiring all made in australia.

“no one else in australia is doing 
what we do with regards to designing and 
building our own machines,” says John.

cmt also had on display an extensive 

range of machines from their Docklands 
showroom, including commercial models 
from Wega and la marzocco, and domestic 
machines from rocket, bezzera and 
brugnetti, to name a few.

if you fancy a little Vip treatment, visit 
cmt’s Docklands outlet where the class 
and personal service continues. 

Stepping onto coffee Works express’ 
(cWe) booth at mice2013 resembled a 
café environment with enough equipment 
for coffee lovers to swoon over.

“We wanted to showcase all that we 
have and everything we could offer,” 
says cWe’s natalie Kollar. “Visitors have 

the opportunity to get up close with the 
equipment range we distribute, but we 
also wanted people to feel like they were 
walking into a café.” 

the cWe stand used large wooden 
crates, brickwork and industrial chairs 
to create an environment that natalie 
says displayed cWe’s “creative and 
emotional side”. 

“We wanted our visitors to be part of our 
cWe family,” she says. 

the stand featured the latest models 
from the company’s range of top-of-the-
line brands, including the newly revamped 
Wega Sphera espresso machines which 
boasts advanced technology, reliability 
and unique design with its white and sand 
colours and chromed porta-filter handles. 
cWe also represented espresso machine 
models from franke, Slayer, bnZ coffee 
grinders and motta barista accessories. 

as crowds flocked past the stand on 
the way to the competition stage, visitors 
stopped and stared at the one-group Slayer. 

“it’s copped phenomenal attention,” 
says natalie. “We’re lucky to have Jason 
prefontaine and Scott baldwin from Slayer 
to demonstrate the machines, answer any 
questions and serve some delicious coffees.”

cWe has shared a long-term partnership 
with Slayer and officially released the Slayer 
one-group at mice2013. the machine is 
designed to cater to roasters and coffee labs 
that like to have a few diverse commercial 
coffee machines on hand to test roasted 
beans. “it’s a one-of-a-kind machine,” 
says maico la penna, cWe national 
Sales manager. “it’s a current, innovative 
espresso machine that celebrates the lever-
system, and technology behind it. it’s about 
keeping coffee simple and still getting the 
best result.”

cWe stand also ran constant 
demonstrations on their machines, inviting 
hands-on experiences for people to try. 
“the more we can help educate people 
about our products, the stronger our 
industry will become,” says natalie. 

CofI-CoM tradIng
it was hard to go pass cofi-com’s stand without staring at the 
photographic backdrop of farmers handpicking their way through 
endless piles of coffee. cofi-com’s elizabeth barry says the idea was 
to transport visitors into the daily life of a coffee producer to help 
them understand the incredible journey each bean undertakes. 

“coffee farming is much harder than one imagines. on top 
of the tough physical labour there is the mental fatigue from the 
constant risk of losing a crop to weather, pests, disease and theft. 
each bean a farmer successfully produces is a triumph of dedication 
and labour,” elizabeth says.

Surrounded by coffee trees, elizabeth says their presence at 
mice2013 was all about awareness. “We were excited to exhibit 
here as we play a vital role in the coffee supply chain. our 
knowledge in and off the field allows us to supply beans from 
origin to roasters in australia, new Zealand and the asia pacific 
region with confidence,” she says. “it is a great opportunity to 
introduce potential clients to select micro lots and speciality green 
beans. at the same time it is also a good chance to demonstrate our 
ability to supply micro and gourmet roasters with rare and unique 
quality coffees.” 

cofi-com are the sole importer of Daterra coffee into australia 
and had their connoisseur pack on display at mice2013. this is a 
new selection combining four coffees from one farm, highlighting 
a variety of flavours produced through different post-harvesting 
techniques. other specialties supplied by cofi-com included pea 
berries from Kimel estate in papua new Guinea and a new arrival 

to the australian market – an indonesian Geisha known as Sri 
Galuh. in addition there was a Guatemalan cup of excellence 
from finca el pintado and a rare ethiopian washed Sidamo Haile 
Selassie. 

“our speciality boutique is a first-rate opportunity to source 
some of the world’s best coffees and share our commitment to coffee 
farmers worldwide,” says elizabeth.

the strumming of guitars filled the grand 
pavilion as Ducale coffee’s dc tunes took 
to the stage at mice2013. 

Drawn to the bass beats, visitors to 
mice2013 couldn’t help but be drawn 

to the sounds on Ducale’s stand which 
featured two bands each day.

Ducale has successfully been running 
dc tunes for the past year. combining 
Ducale’s love of coffee and the independent 
music scene, dc tunes is all about helping 
independent artists find a space to perform. 
Standout acts included patch brown from 
melbourne band the Hellhounds, and 
King louie. 

“We’ve invited our favourite bands to 
be apart of mice2013 this year. We’ve 
got a bit of everything from blues, rock to 
country,” says rob Stewart, Ducale coffee’s 
operations manager. “We like doing 
something that doesn’t typically fit in the 
coffee industry. We serve great coffee but 
Ducale coffee has grown so much since last 
year’s mice2013, we had to lift the bar.”

adding to that was Ducale coffee’s 
launch of their new b-Side blend. Sales 
from this product will contribute to 
continued funding of dc tunes. 

“We wanted to create a blend that a 

muso would be happy to drink first thing in 
the morning after a night out gigging,” says 
rob. “that’s why the b-Side blend is an 
8/10 in strength. it’s the strongest bend in 
our range featuring colombia Santa rita 
and brazil fazenda cedro micro lots.”

Ducale’s bialetti brew bar offered 
samples of the dc premium range including 
the reale, origin, monsoon blend, with 
rotating single origins. 

numi organic tea and Yoga Juices also 
partnered with Ducale this year to create 
a stand that presented a premium range 
across multiple beverage groups.

using cardboard cylinders, Ducale stand 
was a mix between an industrial site and 
band stage. 

“We wanted our stand to look 
visually appealing but be different 
at the same time,” says rob. “We’ve 
brought together raw, environmentally 
friendly materials to create a comfortable 
environment for people relax and enjoy 
our coffee and music.”

duCalE CoffEE
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EsprEsso MEChanICs
it was a technical wonderland at the 
espresso mechanics stand at mice2013 
– not just for coffee lovers but also for 
those with a love for the technology that is 
behind every great cup.

the 2012 World barista champion 
(Wbc) raul rodas from Guatemala 
and the uK’s 2009 Wbc champion 
Gwilym Davies were on hand at the 
espresso mechanics stand at various 
stages to demonstrate their world-beating 
techniques.

the two champions showed how to get 
the best cup out of the technology on hand 
– using both the aurelia ii t3 multi-boiler, 
which is the official machine of the Wbc 
and the Victoria arduino adonis 2 t3. 
they also gave one-on-one instruction to 
lucky baristas throughout the show.

raul and Gwilym weren’t the only 
coffee heavyweights seen around the stand 
over the course of the four days. nuova 
Simonelli’s president, nando ottavi and 
managing Director cosimo libardo were 
both over from italy for mice2013. 

nuova Simonelli is the official 

machine sponsor of the Wbc.
as well as demonstrating how to use 

the best of coffee technology and expertise 
to produce the perfect cup, espresso 
mechanics set up a tech bar where their 
senior technicians took questions in person 
and via twitter and facebook.

they covered many of the common 
issues people face with their coffee 
equipment, and also gave visitors the 
chance to spin a virtual carnival wheel on 
the ipads provided to win a very real prize. 
as a result, many espresso mechanics 
keyrings and t-shirts were seen around the 
show as the weekend progressed.

on display was the premium range of 
nuova Simonelli espresso machines, and 
a range of Victoria arduino machines, 
which drew a lot of attention for their sleek 
chrome and white vintage appeal that 
were reminiscent of a 1950s automobile.

as well as the commercial machines 
on display there was the new nuova 
Simonelli V1, a multi-boiler with t3 
technology that has been designed for 
domestic use.

frankE
franke inhabits an interesting place in 
the coffee world – making machines 
for baristas, and making machines that 
virtually are baristas.

on the franke stand at mice2013, 
visitors had two choices. they could get 
a coffee made by a barista on the top-of-
the-line la Spaziale S40, or they could let 
franke’s engineers do all the work and try 
out the new franke H.

franke’s la Spaziale S40 machine 
features an internal product counter for 
all drinks served. the eGS function 
automatically moistens the coffee pads in 
the filter and electronic grinding degree 
controls per brewing group. 

the franke H is the company’s newest 
one-touch automatic coffee system. 
embodying Swiss quality and precision 
in a compact design, the H features a 
digital icon display, one-touch cappuccino 
function and Spumatore Duo twin 
foamer for the preparation of two coffees 
simultaneously. 

to step even further into the future, one 
need only step across to the foammaster 
m800, a fully automatic bean-to-cup coffee 
machine that could have just beamed in 
from the 22nd century. “this is the jewel 
in the crown of franke’s collection,” says 
franke’s australasian Sales manager David 
Downing.

using a touchscreen interface, the 
foammaster is in the premium class of 
coffee machines for good reason: whether 

it is classical coffees or warm and cold milk 
creations with perfect foam, the fm800 can 
effortlessly dispense a massive array of café 
quality beverages.

“this really is a one-stop beverage 
system,” David says. “it’s a great machine. 
because of the quality of the foam, this 
could be put into a corporate environment 
where they want to create a bit of a café 
zone without their people having to leave 
the business.”
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celebrating more than 50 years of coffee roasting in australia called 
for some special guests at the Grinders Stand at mice2013.

rancilio ceo Giorgio rancilio was a guest at the Grinders 
stand to demonstrate the new rancilio xcelsius technology. 
Grinders have shared a partnership with rancilio since 2005 and 
are exclusive australian distributors of rancilio products. 

“We wanted the new rancilio xcelsius on display to show how 
our current coffees taste running through this innovative machine,” 
says Grinders’ national marketing coordinator faye Heininger.

the xcelsius uses extraction temperature profiling to enhance 
individual flavour characteristics of each blend by varying that 
temperature. each group head is electronically controlled to 
guarantee temperature stability for consistent cup results. 

Grinders’ stand space was purposefully divided into three separate 
areas. “We wanted to showcase what we do now, what we’ve done in 
the past and what the future is for Grinders,” says faye.

in the first division Grinders showcased their three single origin 
coffees using chemex and espresso. “We wanted people to try the 
coffee using both methods so they could taste the difference in 
calibration with new temperature profiling from xcelsius,” says faye.

tea was also featured on the stand, with the premium temple 
tea brands on display. temple tea is a specialist range of nine teas 
sourced from around the world. 

the third tier of the stand showcased Grinders’ Giancarlo 

coffee, to represent the old brands that still resonates with 
customers. “i am honoured that [Grinders] have made a brand of 
coffee in my name, which i enjoy myself,” says Giancarlo Giusti, co-
founder of Grinders coffee. 

an important part of the Grinders stand was also customer 
feedback. “it’s really important to know what you’re doing is what 
people want,” says faye. “it’s a great stepping stone and we had really 
good reactions to the machine and our coffees.” 

making its debut at mice2013 was Grinders’ mice blend, just 
for the occasion. “after 51 years in the coffee industry, we want to 
continue showing that Grinders coffee is still in the game,” says faye.

grIndErs

it was hard not to miss Huhtamaki’s stand 
at mice2013 with its use of bright colours 
and handmade embossed wall providing 
a creative touch. boasting the tagline 
‘create an impression’ – it’s exactly what 
Huhtamaki’s products did, quite literally. 

“We launched the australian-made 
callisto embossed cup range at mice 
2012 but this year we’ve gone one step 
further and customised the cups for 
[coffee] brand owners,” says Huhtamaki 
product manager, christina fernandez. 
“callisto embossed paper hot cups aims 
to bring brands to life. it’s quite unique and 
Huhtamaki is proud to be the first to do it.” 

customers can have their own design, 
brand or slogan fully custom-embossed 
around the entire cup, adding another 
dimension. 

“this is an innovative way brand 
owners can use our packaging to 
differentiate their brand,” says christina. 

Showing Huhtamaki’s eco-friendly side, 
the company featured their bioWare hot 
cup range, which also expands to plates, 
cups and cutlery. “We’re relaunching the 

bioWare range using sustainable and 
biodegradable materials,” says christina. 
“We want customers to know our products 
are made from renewable materials that 
ensure consistency in quality and product 
performance.”

With this range, Huhtamaki offers 
foodservice operators a natural way to 
invest in their environmental image 
and support their consumers to make a 
conscious choice.

for the second year running, 
Huhtamaki is an official sponsor of the 
mice2013 brew bar. mice2013 visitors 
to the brew bar, World brewers cup 
brew and espresso bars were given the 
opportunity to taste coffee from different 
regions in a range of Huhtamaki’s paper 
hot cups, including the australian-made 
callisto embossed cup. 

“We wanted to bring something 
different to the market,” says christina. 
“Just as the World barista championship 
and World brewers cup makes an 
impression on a large audience, we wanted 
to create an impression also.”

Genovese coffee’s stand at mice2013 had 
it all – part café, part showroom and all-
round activity hub. 

“it was really important for us to 
be a part of mice2013 considering 
that Genovese coffee has been serving 
melbourne’s coffee community for 42 
years,” says ben toovey, Head of the 
Genovese coffee Specialty coffee Division. 
“the company’s witnessed an evolution 
of coffee and we want to show people that 
we’re still here and evolving with it.”

the stand displayed Genovese coffee’s 
entire range of roasted and blended coffees, 
including their Super brazil blend. 

for a unique touch – Genovese coffee 
served coffees using the same single 
origin coffee italian barista champion 
francesco Sanapo used in his World 
barista champinoship (Wbc) routine. 
this ethiopian coffee called nekisse 
contains a creamy mouthfeel, heavy 
berry jam flavour, and layers of citrus and 
tropical fruits. 

behind the scenes, Genovese 
coffee supported francesco and his 

Wbc campaign, providing him with 
a training facility and practice room 
customised to Wbc specifications. the 
result proved worth it with francesco 

finishing sixth place in the Wbc.
Genovese coffee’s complete range of 

equipment was on show at mice2013, 
ranging from domestic to high-end 
commercial, traditional and automatic 
products. Highlighted items included 
Wega’s traditional Vela Vintage leaver 
espresso machine and Wega concept in a 
customised pink to help raise money for 
the national breast cancer foundation. 
the new Wega Vault lever machine also 
made its world debut at the Genovese 
coffee stand. 

the mazzer range of equipment, the 
little Guy (formerly otto espresso) and 
appearances from canadian tamper creator 
reg barber also proved a hit with coffee-
fans. for crowd participation, Genovese 
coffee hosted a latte art Smackdown 
where milk-textured talent was at its finest. 
ben morrow was crowned the winner and 
received a fixed gear bike from crème, 
valued at $1200.

“to be involved at an event where the 
Wbc are hosted is always a buzz,” says 
Genovese coffee’s adam Genovese. 

Sustainability is at the forefront at origin, coffee production 
and in the way it is served. imf (industria machine ferrarese) 
however, is providing the missing link at the roasting level by 
producing energy efficient roasting machinery.

using 30 per cent less gas than other roasters on the market, 
imf’s single burners are both energy efficient and also boast the 

advantage of being particularly compact, integrated units. 
With machines ranging from five kilograms in capacity to 360 

kilograms, imf have solutions for every type of business from 
artisan roasters up.

imf’s machines save energy by recirculating their heat 
throughout the unit, using their own Vortex and equaliser 
roasting technology.

the Vortex system mixes ambient air into the hot airstream 
before it enters the roaster via an electronically operated 
modulating valve, so the air is already at the correct temperature 
before it enters the drum. this gives a consistently uniform 
temperature of the hot airstream through the entire roasting 
process on every roast.

the equaliser ensures the same volume of air enters into 
the roaster. this feature delivers equal volumes of hot air both 
inside and surrounding the drum surface, giving even heat 
distribution across the entire surface of the coffee beans, and 
eliminating any temperature fluctuations inside the drum. 

temperature and air volumes can be adjusted according 
to the coffee blend or single origin via the user-friendly plc 
touchscreen.

While they are manufactured in northern italy, just near 
bologna, imf are exclusively distributed in australia by 
roastquip, which is based in Sydney.

huhtaMakI gEnovEsE

IMf
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the understanding of how critical 
freshness is to getting the best flavour out 
of coffee has grown over the years, and 
with it, a greater appreciation of the role 
good packaging plays in this equation.

Jet technologies is australia’s leading 
coffee packaging company, providing 
not just the packaging itself, but also the 
machines that make the whole process of 
sealing in that freshness possible.

With two machines set up to be fully 
operational for the duration of mice2013, 
it is little wonder that the Jet technologies 
stand was a popular attraction. 

even those who may have never 
thought they would be interested in how 
coffee is packaged before couldn’t help 
but stop by for a look as the machines 
packed and sealed the coffee right in front 
of their eyes.

one of the machines demonstrated 
Jet technologies’ newest product, the 
pre-made bag. Sucking up beans from a 
massive drum, visitors were able to see 
how the machine then fills the bag and 
seals it, securing the fresh coffee inside. 

this machine and its bags are targeted 
at small to medium-sized roasters who 
produce less than four tonnes per week.

also on display was the printed roll 
stock system, which builds the bag up from 
a single sheet and fills it with the coffee. 
these machines are best suited for roasters 
turning out greater than four to five tonnes 
per week.

and that is just the beginning.
“there’s a huge amount of work that 

goes into the design of the packaging 
itself,” says Jet technologies’ General 
manager Sam Dickson. “in coffee, it’s 
crucial that we have aluminium in the 
structure so that no light, oxygen or 
moisture can get in there and diminish the 
shelf life.”

jEt tEChnologIEs

la MarzoCCo
after more than 30 years of success in the uS, where it was part of 
the initial boom behind the global expansion of the Seattle-based 
Starbucks coffee company, la marzocco are planning big things for 
australia. During this year’s mice2013, la marzocco opened its new 
showroom and representative offices in melbourne and Sydney.

“the australian market is the second largest for la marzocco 
after the uS, with 18 per cent of our total global sales here. it’s a 

fantastic market with very high-quality italian-based espresso coffee 
beverages,” says la marzocco’s ceo Kent bakke. “We are really 
excited about starting the australia-new Zealand branch of the 
company here.”

from the first lines of espresso makers that grew out of the italian 
market in the 1920s, la marzocco took a lead in the business early on 
when in 1935 the company patented the first horizontal machine.

in 1970 the italian company, which today manufactures all its 
espresso makers by hand in florence, would again take the brewing 
process to a new level.

During mice2013, visitors were able to inspect and appreciate 
the latest innovation and technology upgrades from la marzocco first 
hand. featuring a variety of the company’s espresso leaders from the 
original linea to the Gb/5 series, the equipment that attracted the 
most attention was the latest upgrade in technology – the linea pb.

in its nearly 25-year history, there have been incremental updates 
to the classic linea, but the linea pb is the first complete update of 
the machine. the linea pb is the next-generation, carrying the linea 
line forward in a way that is familiar, yet also fresh and new.

in addition to many of the classic la marzocco features, the linea 
pb is the first la marzocco espresso machine to feature a cutting-edge 
electronics system. this gives the barista control over everything from 
boiler temperature to hot water tap dose, ensuring a new level of 
performance and reliability.

crowds were abuzz around the latorre and 
Dutch stand at mice2013. With barely 
any room to see what was going on, it was 
clear visitors were excited about the stand 
offerings.  

“together with proud mary we’re 
cupping some of the best coffee of the 
world,” says andres latorre, managing 
Director of latorre and Dutch coffee 
traders. “We’re also serving these coffees 
free of charge. people at a café would pay 
more than $10 a cup. it’s a great chance 
to taste exceptional coffee and to better 
understand how beautiful and fresh coffee 
can be when it’s put through filter.” 

Visitors to the stand could sample from 
a number of different origin and espresso 
coffee, including the panama Don pachi 
and Don pepe Geisha, el manzano yellow, 
orange and red bourbon, among others.

“these coffees are evidence of the 
best coffees we’ve found in the first half of 
the year. they are really special coffees, 
including the Geisha which won the best 
of panama, the manzano which is cupping 
at more than 90 points and colombia’s 

Hr61, which is the world’s third most 
expensive coffee,” says andres. 

latorre and Dutch hosted two cupping 
sessions each day at mice2013, teaching 

beginners how to cup, what to expect and 
what taste notes to look for from some of 
the best coffees in the world. 

the latorre and Dutch stand was a 
coffee lovers oasis, with lounge chairs, 
record deck and pumping tunes to set 
the scene. 

“We wanted to create a welcoming 
space with a cool, urban street vibe that 
represents australia’s café culture,” says 
andres. 

more importantly, the stand was 
an opportunity for andres to educate 
consumers on the importance of 
coffee traders. 

“We wanted to celebrate the transparent 
relationship we have with our clients and 
roasters,” says andres. “exhibiting with 
proud mary proves how important the 
roaster relationship is to coffee traders. We 
work with the best producers, try to source 
the best coffee we can find and negotiate 
coffee together with a good price for the 
farmers.”

latorre and Dutch works with many 
renowned growers around the world.

latorrE and dutCh

lavazza 
there were plenty of things shining at the lavazza stand at 
mice2013 – including a light installation of coffee cups, talented 
baristas and scrumptious movida donuts. 

but that’s not all, foodservice brand manager belinda lees 
says lavazza’s stand set out to excite and impress the masses. the 
stand embraced a modern italian feel and encapsulated an inviting 
café environment. “this is lavazza’s first time at mice2013. We 
wanted to focus on presenting the brand as an important part of the 
foodservice market,” says belinda. “lavazza has its own unique story 
to share with the australian coffee industry, we wouldn’t have missed 
it for the world.”

each day at mice2013 presented a jam-packed schedule of 
events. comedian ben lomas, aka the caffeinator, presented a forum 
with industry legends about their hospitality experience. Speakers 
included tony nicolini from Doc Group, Daniel Vaughan from the 
pantry & Hugo’s Group, andy mcmahon from movida, and Daniel 
Wilson from Huxtable. 

“it was a great behind-the-scenes insight into some incredible 
minds of the australian hospitality industry,” says belinda. 

mice2013 was also host to the finals of the baristar 
championship, a campaign dedicated to finding the rising stars of 
the coffee industry. the search to find australia’s favourite baristar 
began in february and the final showdown took place at mice2013. 
there could only be one winner and Western australia’s laurence 

Greenfield took the inaugural title of australia’s baristar. “laurence 
epitomises what the barista championship was all about. He is a 
hidden talent that had to be shared and he’s a great ambassador of 
the australian coffee industry,” says belinda. 

the lavazza stand also hosted the ucan café blind barista 
challenges, ran demonstrations of their a modio mio home 
espresso machine and launched their new lavazza ecups and new 
Gran riserva blend. 
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pura milk was a platinum Sponsor of 
mice2013 and has been a proud supporter 
of the australian coffee industry for the 
past decade. as such, the brand was easily 
recognisable throughout mice2013. not 
only were many exhibitors using pura 
milk to serve multitudes of lattes, pura 
milk was featured on the world stage as the 
official milk supplier for the World barista 
championships (Wbc).

“that was a real honour. but the 
highlight for me was seeing everyone come 
together to celebrate the industry,” says 
lance brown from lion Dairy and Drinks. 
“there’s a place for everyone here to grow 
and prosper and a real camaraderie. i was 
also touched by the coffee Kids charity 
evening. it was such a real reminder that if 
you don’t have great beans, my product is 
just a glass of milk.”

Special guests also found sanctuary in 
the lion Dairy and Drink Vip lounge. 
mice2013 visitors would have seen the 
vintage 1927 ford Hudson pura milk 
delivery van parked out front of the lounge. 
Situated at the back of the Grand pavilion, 
the Vip lounge was available exclusively 
to lion Dairy and Drinks special guests. 
Visitors were able to meet in comfort 
and have access to complimentary drinks 
and snacks, all courtesy of lion Dairy 
and Drinks. “it was such a great space to 
honour our guests and provide a quiet 
space to showcase what lion do best,” says 
lance. “We served our King island cheeses, 
our range of beer and wines, carbonated 
beverages and flavoured milk  – a break 
from coffee.”

lance says he’s been proud to see the 
talent of australia’s coffee industry blossom. 
“mice2013 was the best dedicated coffee 
show australia’s ever seen. four years 
ago the concept was merely an idea,” says 
lance. “now we’re hosting the Wbc and 
it’s an honour to be a part of it.”

lIon daIry and drInks

MoCopan
it was hard walking past the mocopan stand at mice2013 without 
stopping. in fact, judging by the size of the crowd milling around the 
stand for the duration of the show, it was impossible. 

Quality coffee, locally roasted and supplied within its optimal 
freshness window was the key at the mocopan stand throughout 
mice2013, with the showpiece being the launch of their new roast 
54. “the name was chosen to represent the proud heritage mocopan 
has roasting coffee in melbourne that dates back to our establishment 
in 1954,” says mocopan’s national Sales & marketing manager, 
eugene Visione. 

roast ‘54 is a four bean blend that has been designed to add a new 
flavour profile to the existing mocopan range. Visitors to mice2013 
were given a taste of the rich coffee heritage that mocopan boasts 
with a range of new products on the mocopan stand with a choice of 
blends including tre campi, mocopan’s new 100 per cent fairtrade 
blend as well as mocopan’s ethiopian Single origin. “Sustainability 
and origin are very important to our customers, so it was important 
we introduced new blends that enabled us to meet the needs of 
today’s increasingly savvy coffee consumer,” eugene says.

While coffee was the focus of the stand, there was plenty to 
keep visitors happy, with the baristas showing off their considerable 
latte art skill. broken hearts, triple rosettas and even the occasional 
dragon could be seen adorning the lattes that were flowing from 
the machines at an impressive pace. “it was incredibly busy,” says 

eugene. and from the amount of photos being taken and the looks 
on the faces of the people crowding around the stand, it was set to 
stay that way.

With so many different varieties of 
coffee on show throughout mice2013, 
monin offered visitors the chance to do 
something a little different to their brew.
this involved adding a dash of 
hazelnut or caramel, or striking out into 
completely new taste territory.

most people already know monin 
for their extensive range of syrups that 
are used to add a touch of sweetness 
and differentiation to coffees around 
the world. 

but now the company has a range of 
fruit purees too. made with 50 percent 
real fruit, monin’s nine fruit purees are 
stable blends that do not need to be 
refrigerated as they are able to be kept 
on the shelf for up to five weeks and are 
developed for wide range of applications 
such as smoothies, milkshake and 
toppings. “We want to showcase to 
cafés how we can help them build their 
business with a wider variety of drinks, 
not just the flavoured coffees,” says 
beverage innovation manager for monin 
in australia, tomas Vikario.

monin has also launched a brand 
new selection of sauces – chocolate and 
caramel, which can be used for mochas 
and milkshakes, as well as toppings for 
desserts. 

on the syrup front there was a whole 
range of new sweet flavours, including 
salted caramel, chocolate cookie, 
tiramisu and black forest.

With such a massive range of flavours 
on display, it was little wonder that the 
monin team was kept busy throughout 
the day preparing coffees and ice teas, 
and demonstrating the full scope of the 
monin product range. 

tomas hosted three barista workshops 
daily aimed at the trade, exploring 
how trends in flavour can help cafés 
grow their business. 

there was even some world class 
barista action on the stand, with judges 
and competitors from the World barista 
championships, which were being 
held just 50 metres away, stopping by 
to demonstrate the potential of flavour 
combinations.  

MonIn

MtC group
While all eyes were watching the world’s 
best competitors on the World brewers 
cup (Wbrc) Stage, the team at mtc 
Group were focused on the coffee. 
mtc Group was the exclusive coffee 
sponsor for the World brewers cup. 
competitors used mtc Group’s specially 
selected washed caturra from Don 
antonio estate in Guatemala during the 
compulsory round of the competition. the 
same coffee used for the 2013 Wbrc was 
also served throughout the duration of the 
Wbrc competition at Serve the audience 
brew bar.

“i’ve been involved in barista 
competitions since 2000. ever since i’ve 
always had a sense of frustration that the 
competitions were insular to the public,” 
says mtc’s andrew ford. “this year at 
mice2013 we wanted the opportunity to 
show the industry that the brewers cup is 
coming of age and invite the audience to 
get engaged.”

to do that, andrew suggested mtc 

operate a brew bar serving competition 
coffees and educating visitors about how 
coffee is processed. 

Guests were presented with an 
opportunity to taste specially selected lots 
from mtc Group’s partner producers in 
Guatemala, roasted by coffee alchemy 
in Sydney. Some of the coffees showcased 
at the Wbrc brew bar, included specially 
selected lots from their partners at Santa 
felisa, Don antonio, el aguajal, la 
cupula, Santa rita, el aguajal, and plan 
Del Guayabo estates. 

a total 350 kilos of coffee was 
imported and air freighted. twenty kilos 
of competition coffee was used for the 
brewers cup championship alone, 20 kilos 
was used for judges’ calibrations and the 
rest served on the brew bar. 

“We wanted to educated our customers 
and change their minds about brewed 
coffee using different processes,” said amy 
Wong, Qa manager for mtc.

“So many customers are so used to a 

latte or cappuccino, so that when they taste 
the competition coffee through V60 filter 
they say ‘wow’. We’re showcasing coffee in 
new ways and people are appreciating it.”
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Sustainable practices have been a great 
point of difference for businesses in the 
coffee industry for some time now, but 
with pac trading, sustainable packaging 
can be more than just a talking point – it 
can provide a whole new marketing 
vehicle.

pac trading’s biodegradable coffee 
cups can be customised to include logos 
or any other design that a business would 
need to promote themselves outside of 
their premises.

“We can really help people to get 
their brand out there and really market 
it effectively,” says pac trading’s Sales 
manager Graham prosser. “it’s also a 
very inexpensive way of marketing.”

Starting at 10,000 units per size for 
coffee cups, pac trading was getting 
plenty of interest throughout mice2013. 
for cafés for which storage is an issue, 
pac trading also produce branded 
sleeves that can be added to the cup at 
the point of sale.

but it’s not just coffee cups that pac 
trading offer. recognising that most 

cafés are food businesses too, pac 
trading had their full range on display 
at their stand. they offer a diverse range 
of sustainable packaging solutions, 
including fully sustainable salad boxes, 
sugar cane and bamboo-based products.

“We’re really driving towards 
compostable and biodegradable 
products,” says Graham.

“Governments and councils are 
now very active in pushing sustainable 
solutions and products into the 
marketplace. they are educating people 
in schools, colleges and universities, 
about why they should use sustainable 
solutions and how it helps the 
environment. We try to work with them 
as closely as possible.”

paC tradIng

pEntaIr
as packed crowds filled the grandstands 
to watch the World barista championship 
(Wbc) and World brewers cup (Wbrc), 
little did they know the hard work that the 
pentair team was doing backstage. 

“We’re responsible for the barista’s 
water quality on stage,” said peter 
Whitwood, pentair national business 
Development manager. 

everpure is the water filtration sponsor 
for the Wbc and Wbrc. for four big 
days, peter and the everpure team were 
responsible for blending and filtering the 
water to the specific requirements of all the 
Wbc and Wbrc baristas. 

“World coffee events gave us the 
competition water specifications to meet, 
so we conducted a water assessment on 
the melbourne Showgrounds site, then 
adjusted the water quality to exactly meet 
the requirements.”

peter says the process involved first 
filtering all chemical and particulate from 
the water, then blending the water up to 

the exact mineral levels. in melbourne 
the mineral levels are below the required 
specification, so they utilised a blending 
process to concentrate the mineral up 
to the desired level. the way it works, 
peter explains, is by utilising features 
from everpure’s mrS-600 He-ii High 
efficiency reverse osmosis System.

because of its high efficiency design and 
built-in water pressure control, peter and 
his team can reduce or increase mineral 
level by use of a membrane. they then 
boost the blended water into storage tanks 
that feed into the piping network leading 
to the Wbrc stage, Wbc Stage, brew bars 
and practice areas. 

“We always aim for perfection on stage, 
everyone wants the finest coffee, therefore 
they need perfect water quality,” says 
pentair’s ronny billemon.

the everpure team blended 2000 litres 
of water each day. every day the water 
concentration had to be exactly the same 
for each competitor. “the competition has 

to be about the barista and coffee, water is 
the neutral ingredient,” says peter.

pentair is a global water filtration and 
pumping specialist and the manufacturer of 
the everpure range of water filters. 

Queensland coffee machine Services (QcmS) has been serving 
australia coffee machine needs since 1983. Jim Helwani and 
son najee Helwani operates a business that caters for the entire 
coffee market.

“We specialise in bringing handmade espresso machines from 
italy. in the past two years we’ve been supplying roasters as well as 
grinders,” says najee. 

more than 500 restaurants, hotels and cafés throughout australia 
currently rely on Queensland coffee machine Services. the family 
owned, private business made their début at mice2013 with a vast 
array of espresso machines and roasters to suit both the commercial 
and consumer scene. 

la nuova era cuadra machine was a particular standout, with its 
quality traditional lever espresso machine, 1.8-litre copper boiler, hot 
water outlet and a full-size commercial group.

its big brother – the three-group equivalent, was also on display. 
“We wanted to offer a range that could capture the entire market,” 

says najee. 
mice2013 was QcmS’ launch of the andromedia machine. 
“this machine is all about functionality. it has a retro old 

school design developed by la nuova era. We know what’s 
needed in the market and we understand what cafés go through 
on a daily basis. We know there are spillages around the tray, so to 
maximise efficiency and avoid disasters, there are no electronics 

under the tray,” says najee.
He adds that the andromedia design took two years of manual 

labour and design to perfect. even the electronic control boards are 
wrapped in silicon to deter bugs attacking the cords. 

for small coffee roasters, the Dip te 1000 is the ideal match. 
this machine runs on only a single 15 amp power outlet. the 
Dip te3000 2.5 kilogram machine roasts between 500 to 2500 
grams of green coffee beans at a time. “We have established ourselves 
as market leaders in coffee machines, sales and service and are happy 
to be apart of the mice2013,” says najee.

QuEEnsland CoffEE MaChInE 
sErvICEs

sErvICE sphErE
the Service Sphere stand was ablaze with products and partnerships 
at mice2013. the revolutionary astoria plus 4 You espresso 
machine was a central focus of activity. “by way of innovation 
the multi boiler plus 4 You is an impressive machine we’re proud 
to feature at mice2013,” says Service Sphere Director maurizio 
marcocci. “We’ve had lots of requests for customers for higher 
personalisation on machines, so coupled with its feature Green line 
technology, this machine can be designed with a custom sticker bomb 
rear panel.”

 this latest plus 4 You model, released in 2011, is a multi-boiler 
machine with one designated steam boiler and separate boilers for 
each espresso brewing group head. the machine also features uSb 
programmable technology, where café owners and technicians can 
automatically load the machine with predetermined settings. “it’s 
a stable, consistent machine that uses 50 per cent energy that other 
equivalent models,” maurizio says. 

a percentage of sales of any astoria plus 4 You model will go to 
charity organisation coffee Kids to help improve the lives of coffee 
farmers and their families. 

Service Sphere also displayed the company’s full range of 
equipment at mice2013, including mazzer Grinders, rheavendors, 
everpure/claris water filtration systems and animo bulk brewers. 

as animo’s exclusive distributor in australia for the past five 
years, Service Sphere invited animo’s area Sales manager asia 

pacific phillippe Hauser to be present at mice2013. “animo is 60 
years old and we continue to specialise in coffee brewing coffee 
equipment,” says phillippe. “the market is getting more and more 
sophisticated so our equipment must be user-friendly, safe and most 
importantly helps retain a quality coffee product.” 

on display at mice2013 was animo’s range of bulk brewing 
systems that brew coffee in a short period of time. “We provide 
quality equipment for quality coffee,” says phillippe. 
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a visit to toby’s estate stand was like 
reading a diary entry into the coffee travels 
of toby Smith. polaroid images of coffee 
farmers were pinned to the walls, beans 
were ready for sampling and toby Smith 

was on hand to disclose his coffee tales.
toby is the proud owner of the multi-

award winning coffee plantation finca 
Santa teresa (fSt) in panama. the farm 
is renowned for producing high quality 
Geisha coffee and some micro-lots. toby 
says his farm is his “experiment ground” for 
toby’s estate. 

together toby and his Head roaster 
chris bonney created the fSt micro lot 
blend using honey, natural processed and 
fully washed beans all from the same farm. 
“it’s exciting to be able to have full control 
over the coffee lifecycle from seed to cup,” 
says toby.

as a result, toby launched his new 
experiment blend at mice2013 using the 
fSt beans from the first harvest on the 
farm. “the experiment is exactly as the 
name suggests. it was an experiment, which 
has turned into a blend i’m really happy 
with and something consumers seem to be 
liking as well,” he says.

the blend has great acidity, citrus notes 
and a chocolate and berry flavour. “the 
experiment blend has many levels. it’s 

complex and you can get quite a lot of 
variation on flavour depending how it’s 
brewed,” toby says. 

toby’s fSt green beans will be 
available to roasters australia-wide through 
a new company plantation Direct that toby 
launched at the show. 

also on display was the new-look toby’s 
estate packaged bags. Sporting an organic 
appearance and texture, the packaged bags 
contain a recycled paper sleeve with a 
story of the coffee and the farm from where 
it’s picked. 

toby’s presence at mice2013 was also 
his opportunity to share his coffee tales in 
person, and through his book coffee trails, 
released last year. “i’m really interested in 
sharing my farm and processing stories to 
those who are interested – consumer or 
café owner,” he says. “i’m passionate about 
direct farm relationships and bringing 
consumers closer to farm. for that reason 
i’m also working on starting origin trips 
to my farm later in the year for people to 
be able to share in the same experiences 
i have encountered.” 

toby’s EstatE

vItasoy
for many years the topic of soy milk in 
coffee was a touchy one, with some purists 
swearing that there would never be a soy-
based product that could do their hallowed 
drink justice. but it seems that those days 
are now past, with a whole range of soy 
milks changing the way baristas think about 
the drink that is becoming increasingly 
popular among health-conscious 
consumers.

leading the charge is Vitasoy, which 
launched its brand new organic café for 
baristas at mice2013.

With just six simple ingredients, organic 
café for baristas aims to be a game-changer 
for any soy milk-averse baristas left out 
there in café land.

using only australian grown whole 
organic soy beans, Vitasoy’s new product 
has taken the baton from its predecessor, 
café for baristas, which was launched three 
years ago.

“it has been specially crafted to 
complement fantastic coffee,” says Vitasoy’s 

brand manager, Sophie Veltman. “We’ve 
had feedback historically that sometimes 
soy milk competes with the flavour of the 
beautiful coffee that all the baristas here 
are creating. this product is specifically 
designed to have a more mellow flavour 
and complement the coffee that the baristas 
spend so much time and effort creating.”

With two machines on the stand 
pumping out coffees continuously, there 
was plenty of opportunity for the public to 
taste the new product and give feedback, a 
wholly positive experience, Veltman says.

“the only complaint we received was 
from one lady who said it was ridiculous 
that our soy milk wasn’t being used on 
every other stand in here,” Sophie says.

throughout the show even that seemed 
to be changing, with representatives from 
various prominent roasters seen taking 
some back to their own stands over the 
course of the four days, meaning if it isn’t 
already in a café near you, it probably will 
be soon.
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TThe Melbourne InTernaTIonal 
Coffee Expo (MICE) made its debut in 
May last year, to the delight of coffee 
enthusiasts. The first rendition of the 
event attracted around 100 exhibitors 
and 7000 visitors – and in 2013, 
organisers are bracing themselves for an 
event that is even bigger and better, with 
over 10,000 visitors expected to walk 
through the gates. 

In the lead up to the 2013 event, 

MICE won its bid to host the coveted 
World Barista Championship and World 
Brewers Cup. This is the first time these 
world-class competitions will be held in 
Australia. 

The World Barista Championship 
began in 2000 in Monte Carlo and 
has been held annually in various 
cities around the globe. It is produced 
by World Coffee Events (WCE), an 
organisation founded by the Speciality 

Coffee Association of Europe and the 
Specialty Coffee Association of America. 
The 2012 World Barista Championship 
took place in Vienna, attracting 
competitors from 55 countries, and the 
2013 competition is expected to equal or 
exceed this number.

Competitors taking part in the World 
Barista Championship are required to 
prepare four espressos, four cappuccinos 
and four original signature drinks which 

HITCoffee
The stage is now set for the 2013 Melbourne International Coffee Expo, to be held from 
23 to 26 May at the Melbourne Showgrounds. Almost 150 exhibitors from Australia 
and abroad are preparing for what promises to be the biggest dedicated coffee event 
Australia has ever seen.

are then judged by WCE certified judges 
from around the world. They score 
competitors based on the taste of the 
coffees, cleanliness, creativity, technical 
skill and overall presentation.

The World Brewers Cup has a much 
shorter history. Started in 2011 in The 
Netherlands, its purpose is to highlight 
the craft of filter coffee brewing by hand. 
Competitors are required to serve three 
individual beverages to a panel of judges. 

With the addition of these major 
coffee competitions, and the large 
increase in exhibitor numbers, 
excitement is building among all 
involved in MICE 2013. “The incredible 
uptake of exhibition space is a sign of 
last year’s successful show, and naturally 
the build up to the World Barista 
Championship and World Brewers Cup. 
It’s unprecedented to see this many 
coffee-related companies together under 
the one roof. This is a true tribute to 
the strength of the Australasian coffee 
scene,” says MICE Show Director, 
Clint Hendry. 

“Melbourne is now widely recognised 
as a flagship coffee city in the 
Australasian region, so it makes perfect 
sense that the first international show 
for the region would be such a success. 
Our successful bid in hosting the World 

Barista Championship and World 
Brewers Cup has certainly helped us 
build on last year’s event.”

With 95 per cent of exhibitors quickly 
renewing their space following the 
inaugural event, organisers recognised 
the need to expand available floor space 
despite an initial 30 per cent space 
increase. “More companies were wanting 
to come on board, but the existing 
space was filling up fast,” explains Clint. 
“In August, we released additional 
space in the form of a walkway 

pavilion connecting the main MICE 
exhibition space to the World Barista 
Championship area and this has now 
been fully sold.”

With a vibrant mix of local and 
international exhibitors making their 
way to the Melbourne Showgrounds, 
including many well-known Italian 
brands, this is a must see event for those 
passionate about coffee. From roasters 
and equipment suppliers to service 
providers and cafés, MICE 2013 will set 
the stage for coffee brands to showcase 
exciting new products, developments 
and innovations.

To date, 33 coffee roasters have 
secured their place at the event 
including Lavazza, Mocopan, Grinders, 
Roastquip, Brambati and Illy Café. 

A broad range of equipment will 
also be on show, with 31 equipment 
brands and distributors showing their 
commitment to the event. Several 
Italian espresso machine and equipment 
manufacturers and distributors will 
be at MICE 2013 including Nuova 
Simonelli, Dalla Corte Espresso Systems, 
Orchestrale Coffee Machines, Bezzera 
Australia Coffee Machines, Elektra 
Italian Espresso Coffee Machines, 
Service Sphere and Sanremo Coffee 
Machines Australia.
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“That these companies are opting 
to have an international presence 
to support their local partners 
demonstrates that MICE 2013 is sure to 
be a truly global event,” says Clint. “Not 
only are we seeing an impressive uptake 
from local companies, but global leaders 
will all be well represented too.”

MICE 2013 will represent coffee 
companies at all levels – from the 
plantation through to the cup. Seven 
green bean traders (purchasers of 
raw coffee beans from origin) and six 
producer organisations will be present 
at the event, with representatives from 
The Brazil Specialty Coffee Association, 
Papua New Guinea Coffee Growers, 
Colombian Coffee Growers Federation, 
Café de Costa Rica, Guatemalan Coffees 
and the Coffee Board of India. 

“Having the full coffee chain 
represented at MICE 2013 was extremely 
important for us in terms of not only 
educating trade visitors, but also those 
with a keen interest in coffee,” says Clint. 
“At the event, there will be a number 
of great coffee-producing nations 
exhibiting side by side with traders, 
equipment suppliers and roasters. Then 
to top it all off, we’ll have baristas from 
every corner of the world.”

In addition to hosting the World 
Barista Championships and World 
Brewers Cup, MICE 2013 has also 
shown its support for Coffee Kids. 

This charity works to support coffee 
farming communities throughout 
Latin America by providing things like 
education, health care and food security 
to families whose livelihoods are 

dependent on the volatile coffee market. 
“MICE made a pledge to support 

a different charity each year that 
contributes and gives back to projects 
within the coffee industry or its related 
communities. Coffee Kids has a mission 
to help coffee-farming families improve 
the quality of their lives and livelihoods 
so we thought it was a perfect fit – 
especially with the global reach of the 
charity, coupled with MICE hosting two 
global competitions,” explains Clint.

During the MICE 2013 media 
launch titled Barista Heroes, which 
took place on 11 October, Australia’s 
top baristas were auctioned off to raise 
money for Coffee Kids – with $5600 
raised. Organisers of MICE 2013 have 
also arranged for a stand to be built for 
Coffee Kids and will fly representatives 
to Melbourne to take part in the show. 
A fundraising event will be held on 
Saturday 25 May at Casa & Bottega in 
North Melbourne to raise further funds.

MICE 2013 will represent 
coffee companies at all 
levels – from the plantation 
through to the cup.

For more information on the 
Melbourne International Coffee Expo 
or to purchase tickets, please visit 
www.internationalcoffeeexpo.com.
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NOTIZIE NEWS

14   July-August 2013

Coffee expo attraCts 
large Crowds

Italy through 
australIan eyes

From 23 to 26 May, the 2013 Melbourne International Coffee 
Expo (MICE2013) took over the Melbourne Showgrounds to 
showcase new and innovative products and equipment. 
Throughout the four day event, more than 10,000 people from 
around Australia and abroad took the opportunity to visit the 
Showgrounds and be treated to the wares of 150 exhibitors 
from all over the world.
“This event has exceeded all expectations,” says Show Director, 
Clint Hendry. “Not only have we represented the Australian 
industry brilliantly, we have drawn the attention of the global 
coffee industry in a way that will leave an impression for many 
years to come.”
MICE2013 was also host to the World Barista Championship 
and the World Brewers Cup.
The World Barista Championship brought together contestants 
from 53 countries for four days of competition, culminating in 
a final round that took place in front of a packed stadium of 
more than 800 people, with a live web stream transmitting the 
performance around the globe.
Peter Licata from Kansas City was crowned the 2013 World 
Barista Champion, with Melbourne’s Matt Perger awarded 
second place.
The World Brewers Cup was also won by a representative 
from the United States, with Erin McCarthy from New York 
City taking the title.
For more information, visit www.internationalcoffeeexpo.com.

From 20 June until 15 August, the Italian Cultural Institute in 
Melbourne will host an exhibition by Brian Reberger titled 
Italia... che Passione! 
Approximately 30 works will be on display including oil 
paintings on linen, charcoal drawings with pastel on Fabriano 
paper and hand tinted digital photographs.
Italia... che Passione! came about following an exhibition of 
Brian’s work at Steps Gallery in Carlton, Melbourne, late last 
year. “A curator for the Italian Cultural Institute saw my work 
and fell in love with it. They really were instrumental in getting 
it all together. Usually the institute showcases work by artists 
from Italy, and I’m not Italian, so they were curious to learn 
about my connection with Italy,” explains Brian. 
He is extremely passionate about Italy and all of his work is 
Italian inspired – Brian also travels there as often as he can, 
with his next trip taking place during September and October.   
“I first travelled to Italy during the early1980s after completing 
my Fine Art Degree. It was my first overseas trip and I 
remember as the plane arrived at Rome airport, I just felt 
overwhelmed, as if I was at home. Now I go as often as I can 
and try to spend as much time as possible there – I adore 
everything about Italy,” says Brian. 
All of the works contained in his latest exhibition are new, 
however the images portrayed draw inspiration from the 
many trips to Italy Brian has taken over the last 30 years. 
Brian’s artworks are widely collected both in Australia and 
abroad. Thus far, he has had 12 solo exhibitions throughout his 
career and taken part in numerous group exhibitions. 
The Italian Cultural Institute is located at 233 Domain Road, 
South Yarra and entry to the exhibition is free. For more 
information, please visit www.iicmelbourne.esteri.it.
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Beginning in 1959, Coffex Coffee has 
always been about quality coffee. Our 
love for the bean brings us so much joy 
and keeps us striving to be better at what 
we do.
We are dedicated in every step of the 
process, from sourcing the highest quality 
beans, the delicate and careful process 
of roasting and to the eventual final step 
of packaging. We believe it all matters. 
Continuously innovative, from Italian style 
espressos to the likes of single origin 
coffees we offer an extensive range of 
quality products, which cater to the most 
discerning coffee enthusiast.
To complement our core business, 
we offer a full range of commercial 
coffee equipment and domestic coffee 
machines as we exclusively distribute for 
La Cimbali.
www.coffex.com.au

coffex coffee 133

You serve the coffee, we insure it!
Just Coffee Insurance has been 
operating for approximately five years, 
providing unique cover specifically for 
the coffee industry.
We specialise in providing insurance 
solutions or mobile coffee businesses 
(Including coffee vans, trailers and carts), 
coffee shops/kiosks and roasters.
From the moment you open for business, 
we can protect your most valuable 
assets, which generate your income.
For more information, see us at the expo 
or visit our website. 
www.justcoffeeinsurance.com

Just Coffee Insurance is an Authorised 
Representative of NAS Insurance Brokers 
(AFSL 233750)

just coffee insurance

 STAND 
no.

26

Building on 51 years of coffee industry 
knowledge Grinders Coffee continues to 
strive for the ultimate espresso experience.
Sourcing the finest quality green beans, 
we continue to push the boundaries, 
trialling among other things, a coffee blend 
specifically developed for MICE 2013. 
We will sample many coffee types – 
including Cup of Excellence, small batch 
and micro lots – using a variety of brewing 
methods, and we encourage you to excite 
your senses at one of our cupping sessions.
www.grinderscoffee.com.au

grinders coffee

 STAND 
no.

33
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MORSELS WITH DANSTOCK AND SIMONPLANT

CRÈME OF THE

CROP

Following the success
of this year’s World
Barista Championship
at the Melbourne
International Coffee
Expo, next year’s expo
has been chosen to

host the 2014 World Latte Art
Championship. The competition
combines the skills of some of the
world’s best baristas with artistic
expression, where classic coffees are
topped with original designs, with
emphasis on taste and creativity. The
expo will also host the World Coffee in
Good Spirits and World Cup Tasters
championships. The 2014 Melbourne
International Coffee Expo will run from
May 15-18 at the Royal Melbourne
Showgrounds.
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New breed of
baristas spills
the beans

JAYNE D’ARCY gets behind
the bar to find out more
about Melbourne’s cafe
culture. And, surprise!
They’re not all hipsters.

N
OT so long ago, you could
spot a Melbourne barista
by the piercings, tattoos
and skinny jeans, but

there’s something fresher brewing.

As specialty coffee digs its heels
into the city centre and inner
suburbs, Melbourne’s coffee
drinkers are witnessing the rise of
a much wider variety of barista
beyond the ubiquitous ‘‘hipster’’.

As St Ali’s Matt Perger says:
‘‘Three years ago you could almost
guarantee what a barista would be
wearing, but it’s attracting quite a
large group now.’’

So what kind of barista is out
there now?

Malaysian-born Devin Loong can
be found behind the dedicated
filter bar at North Melbourne’s
Auction Rooms, which was named
best cafe in the 2013 The Age Good
Cafe Guide awards.

‘‘I’m not a hipster barista, I’m an
Asian barista,’’ he says, smiling.

‘‘And there are not many
specialty Asian baristas.’’

Loong calls this his dream job,
although it’s not his first.

‘‘I’m 33 this year, and I’m an
electrical engineer by profession. I
turned to coffee four years ago,’’ he
says. It’s a passion he loves to
share.

‘‘I believe a lot in education,
sharing what I know. I started off as

sharing what I know. I started off as
a home barista, so if customers
come up to the filter bar, I like to
give people tips and tricks about
how to brew their coffee at home.’’

Loong can also take his spot in
the ‘‘we’re here to make you
happy’’ barista category.

He shares it with Bobby Green,
the bright and friendly owner and
barista at Duchess of Spotswood,

in Spotswood. ‘‘It’s really
important to try to inject a bit of
sunshine into people’s day,’’ she
says. ‘‘It’s an opportunity to engage
people at the start of the day,
which is the time people are
coming in for takeaway coffee.

‘‘I think it’s really important to
engage them in a positive way so
they walk away thinking, ’What a
good day!’ ’’

Yet the ‘‘hipster barista’’ tag
can’t be filed away just yet. At
Carlton’s Seven Seeds, the baristas
and staff sport more than their fair
share of tattoos, curly moustaches
and quirky attitudes. A couple
wear grungy beanies with
pompoms. Surely that’s tick-the-
box hipster fashion?

Owner Mark Dundon is not so
sure. ‘‘I think it’s just cold,’’ he
says, smiling, of the beanies.

For him, it’s more about the age
of the baristas who make our
coffee, rather than a certain,
identifiable type.

‘‘It’s just current young fashion.
A lot of young people are pretty
much tatted up. I have none!’’

Dundon, now in his late 40s,
started a small cafe in Brunswick
called Ray more than a decade ago.

called Ray more than a decade ago.
Next was a start-up in a South

Melbourne warehouse called St Ali.
Here, there was room to roast.

He sold this to make way for
Seven Seeds, and you’d be hard-
pressed to find a specialty coffee
house that doesn’t have something
from Seeds on its menu.

At age 23, Perger is a young face
in the industry. Last month he
came second in the World Barista
Championship, but these days
spends most of his time on quality
control, research and
development, and overseeing St
Ali’s barista teams. Fashion-wise,
he says baristas are a casual lot.

‘‘No one suits up, ever. Some
baristas like to dress formal; they
might have suspenders and a shirt,
but most baristas in Melbourne
seem to wear jeans and a T-shirt,’’
he says.

Green believes there’s a certain
fashion linked with the barista. ‘‘It
seems to be making an appearance
everywhere I go,’’ she says. ‘‘A lot
of beards, a lot of moustaches, a
lot of chequered shirts.

‘‘When I started back making
coffee after a little bit of maternity
leave, I thought, ‘maybe I should
get some facial piercings, I’m not
quite fitting in with the trend.’

‘‘But I think it’s more about the
demographic of who is making
coffee, and who is interested in
coffee. Incidentally, they’re
young.’’

Emily Ch’ng is 26 and has been
working in specialty coffee for four
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a much wider variety of barista
beyond the ubiquitous ‘‘hipster’’.

As St Ali’s Matt Perger says:
‘‘Three years ago you could almost
guarantee what a barista would be
wearing, but it’s attracting quite a
large group now.’’

So what kind of barista is out
there now?

Malaysian-born Devin Loong can
be found behind the dedicated
filter bar at North Melbourne’s
Auction Rooms, which was named
best cafe in the 2013 The Age Good
Cafe Guide awards.

‘‘I’m not a hipster barista, I’m an
Asian barista,’’ he says, smiling.

‘‘And there are not many
specialty Asian baristas.’’

Loong calls this his dream job,
although it’s not his first.

‘‘I’m 33 this year, and I’m an
electrical engineer by profession. I
turned to coffee four years ago,’’ he
says. It’s a passion he loves to
share.

‘‘I believe a lot in education,
sharing what I know. I started off as

sharing what I know. I started off as
a home barista, so if customers
come up to the filter bar, I like to
give people tips and tricks about
how to brew their coffee at home.’’

Loong can also take his spot in
the ‘‘we’re here to make you
happy’’ barista category.

He shares it with Bobby Green,
the bright and friendly owner and
barista at Duchess of Spotswood,

in Spotswood. ‘‘It’s really
important to try to inject a bit of
sunshine into people’s day,’’ she
says. ‘‘It’s an opportunity to engage
people at the start of the day,
which is the time people are
coming in for takeaway coffee.

‘‘I think it’s really important to
engage them in a positive way so
they walk away thinking, ’What a
good day!’ ’’

Yet the ‘‘hipster barista’’ tag
can’t be filed away just yet. At
Carlton’s Seven Seeds, the baristas
and staff sport more than their fair
share of tattoos, curly moustaches
and quirky attitudes. A couple
wear grungy beanies with
pompoms. Surely that’s tick-the-
box hipster fashion?

Owner Mark Dundon is not so
sure. ‘‘I think it’s just cold,’’ he
says, smiling, of the beanies.

For him, it’s more about the age
of the baristas who make our
coffee, rather than a certain,
identifiable type.

‘‘It’s just current young fashion.
A lot of young people are pretty
much tatted up. I have none!’’

Dundon, now in his late 40s,
started a small cafe in Brunswick
called Ray more than a decade ago.

called Ray more than a decade ago.
Next was a start-up in a South

Melbourne warehouse called St Ali.
Here, there was room to roast.

He sold this to make way for
Seven Seeds, and you’d be hard-
pressed to find a specialty coffee
house that doesn’t have something
from Seeds on its menu.

At age 23, Perger is a young face
in the industry. Last month he
came second in the World Barista
Championship, but these days
spends most of his time on quality
control, research and
development, and overseeing St
Ali’s barista teams. Fashion-wise,
he says baristas are a casual lot.

‘‘No one suits up, ever. Some
baristas like to dress formal; they
might have suspenders and a shirt,
but most baristas in Melbourne
seem to wear jeans and a T-shirt,’’
he says.

Green believes there’s a certain
fashion linked with the barista. ‘‘It
seems to be making an appearance
everywhere I go,’’ she says. ‘‘A lot
of beards, a lot of moustaches, a
lot of chequered shirts.

‘‘When I started back making
coffee after a little bit of maternity
leave, I thought, ‘maybe I should
get some facial piercings, I’m not
quite fitting in with the trend.’

‘‘But I think it’s more about the
demographic of who is making
coffee, and who is interested in
coffee. Incidentally, they’re
young.’’

Emily Ch’ng is 26 and has been
working in specialty coffee for four

New breed of
baristas spills
the beans
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which is the time people are
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can’t be filed away just yet. At
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and staff sport more than their fair
share of tattoos, curly moustaches
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pompoms. Surely that’s tick-the-
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of the baristas who make our
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might have suspenders and a shirt,
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seem to wear jeans and a T-shirt,’’
he says.
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‘‘When I started back making
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years. She’s based at Little Chloe in
Malvern East, an area new to
specialty coffee that is not exactly
the haunt of anyone in skinny
jeans, spacers (rings used to
stretch the earlobe) and tattoos,
let alone baristas.

‘‘We don’t really have it in the
south-eastern suburbs; it’s a lot
more in the northern suburbs and
the city,’’ Ch’ng says. She’s on the
formal side of casual.

‘‘Everyone is surprised when I
turn up in jeans. Normally I have a
nice office dress on. I only recently
got glasses, and apparently they’re
not big enough.’’

Most baristas simply wear
what’s comfortable, as Jackson
Duxbury of Seddon’s Common
Galaxia says.

‘‘It’s about practicality; you need
to be wearing comfortable shoes
and nothing baggy. I hate wearing
excess clothes, I hate wearing
shirts or anything, I like wearing
jeans or shorts and a T-shirt to
work and that’s the extent of it,’’ he
says.

He does have some tattoos.
‘‘Little, tiny baby ones; I’m not as
committed as some.’’

Fashion aside, Duxbury is finding

Fashion aside, Duxbury is finding
a change in the way people think
about coffee. ‘‘I’m from Perth, and
in Melbourne there’s a real cafe
culture and in specialty coffee in
particular; people are really into it.

‘‘They want to try new things
and it’s nice to deal with that every
day. We’ve had some really
exciting coffee coming through and
it’s easier to sell, because people
actually want it.’’

Bringing specialty coffee to the
leafy ’burbs has its challenges for
pioneering Ch’ng, who started out

at Balaclava’s Monk Bodhi Dharma.
‘‘We’re trying to be careful not to
overdo it,’’ she says.

‘‘It can be quite shocking for
someone who hasn’t had coffee
that’s really fruity before. Someone
asked me if I’d been cleaning the
coffee machine because it tasted
like cleaning detergent but, no, it
was just a really fruity Ethiopian
coffee. It was funny, but also a little
horrifying.’’

She also believes in making the
customer happy.

‘‘It’s important to be consistent,
and have a method that you follow
from cup to cup. It’s also important

from cup to cup. It’s also important
to give the customer what they
want, whether it be a hot coffee, or
a skinny coffee, or a soy coffee.’’

So what do we want? The
growing choice on offer in
Melbourne means many think
nothing of skipping past a cafe if
their favourite barista isn’t behind
the bar.

Travel photographer and
cappuccino drinker Ewen Bell says:
‘‘If I walk past and it’s a guy that I
know is going to make my
cappuccino too hot, I just walk by.
Save my time.

‘‘That way, they don’t have to
put up with me complaining that
their coffee’s too hot.’’

Hayley Evans, a keen black-
coffee drinker who is herself a
barista at Brunswick’s Lux
Foundry, has her daily coffee
schedule worked out.

‘‘I know when I’m going to get a
better coffee than usual, when I’m
going to be able to say ‘hi’ to my
barista, when I’m going to be able
to have a chat, or when I’m going
to have to get in and get out
straight away,’’ she says.
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New breed of
baristas spills
the beans

JAYNE D’ARCY gets behind
the bar to find out more
about Melbourne’s cafe
culture. And, surprise!
They’re not all hipsters.

N
OT so long ago, you could
spot a Melbourne barista
by the piercings, tattoos
and skinny jeans, but

there’s something fresher brewing.

As specialty coffee digs its heels
into the city centre and inner
suburbs, Melbourne’s coffee
drinkers are witnessing the rise of
a much wider variety of barista
beyond the ubiquitous ‘‘hipster’’.

As St Ali’s Matt Perger says:
‘‘Three years ago you could almost
guarantee what a barista would be
wearing, but it’s attracting quite a
large group now.’’

So what kind of barista is out
there now?

Malaysian-born Devin Loong can
be found behind the dedicated
filter bar at North Melbourne’s
Auction Rooms, which was named
best cafe in the 2013 The Age Good
Cafe Guide awards.

‘‘I’m not a hipster barista, I’m an
Asian barista,’’ he says, smiling.

‘‘And there are not many
specialty Asian baristas.’’

Loong calls this his dream job,
although it’s not his first.

‘‘I’m 33 this year, and I’m an
electrical engineer by profession. I
turned to coffee four years ago,’’ he
says. It’s a passion he loves to
share.

‘‘I believe a lot in education,
sharing what I know. I started off as

sharing what I know. I started off as
a home barista, so if customers
come up to the filter bar, I like to
give people tips and tricks about
how to brew their coffee at home.’’

Loong can also take his spot in
the ‘‘we’re here to make you
happy’’ barista category.

He shares it with Bobby Green,
the bright and friendly owner and
barista at Duchess of Spotswood,

in Spotswood. ‘‘It’s really
important to try to inject a bit of
sunshine into people’s day,’’ she
says. ‘‘It’s an opportunity to engage
people at the start of the day,
which is the time people are
coming in for takeaway coffee.

‘‘I think it’s really important to
engage them in a positive way so
they walk away thinking, ’What a
good day!’ ’’

Yet the ‘‘hipster barista’’ tag
can’t be filed away just yet. At
Carlton’s Seven Seeds, the baristas
and staff sport more than their fair
share of tattoos, curly moustaches
and quirky attitudes. A couple
wear grungy beanies with
pompoms. Surely that’s tick-the-
box hipster fashion?

Owner Mark Dundon is not so
sure. ‘‘I think it’s just cold,’’ he
says, smiling, of the beanies.

For him, it’s more about the age
of the baristas who make our
coffee, rather than a certain,
identifiable type.

‘‘It’s just current young fashion.
A lot of young people are pretty
much tatted up. I have none!’’

Dundon, now in his late 40s,
started a small cafe in Brunswick
called Ray more than a decade ago.
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He sold this to make way for
Seven Seeds, and you’d be hard-
pressed to find a specialty coffee
house that doesn’t have something
from Seeds on its menu.

At age 23, Perger is a young face
in the industry. Last month he
came second in the World Barista
Championship, but these days
spends most of his time on quality
control, research and
development, and overseeing St
Ali’s barista teams. Fashion-wise,
he says baristas are a casual lot.

‘‘No one suits up, ever. Some
baristas like to dress formal; they
might have suspenders and a shirt,
but most baristas in Melbourne
seem to wear jeans and a T-shirt,’’
he says.

Green believes there’s a certain
fashion linked with the barista. ‘‘It
seems to be making an appearance
everywhere I go,’’ she says. ‘‘A lot
of beards, a lot of moustaches, a
lot of chequered shirts.

‘‘When I started back making
coffee after a little bit of maternity
leave, I thought, ‘maybe I should
get some facial piercings, I’m not
quite fitting in with the trend.’

‘‘But I think it’s more about the
demographic of who is making
coffee, and who is interested in
coffee. Incidentally, they’re
young.’’

Emily Ch’ng is 26 and has been
working in specialty coffee for four
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� LATTE ART

Extra-large
coffee fix
THE creme de la creme of latte
artists converge on Melbourne
next year for the World Latte Art
championships.

The event will be held as part
of the Melbourne International
Coffee Expo, which will also
showcase baristas who mix cof-
fee and spirits into irresistible
combinations.

The World Coffee in Good
Spirits and World Cup Tasters
Championships will also be
staged during the event, to be
held May 15-18 next year, at the
Melbourne Showgrounds.
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fee and spirits into irresistible
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The World Coffee in Good
Spirits and World Cup Tasters
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Life

Rowayda Ayass knows 
practice makes the 
perfect cup of coffee. 
Picture: NICOLE CLEARY

You’ve got to fight for your right to latte or, at the very least, take a lesson for the

best results. LISA CRAWFORD learns the tricks of the coffee trade

IT’S my fifth attempt in as many
minutes at tamping the coffee into the
portafilter basket and yet again I’ve
managed an uneven finish.

My grip on the tamp is not quite right
and for the life of me I can’t keep my
wrist straight and my elbow bent at a
90-degree angle to my forearm as I
lean in with my body weight and push.

It’s at this point I realise with despair
that this barista business is not as
easy as it looks.

easy as it looks.
I’m in the midst of completing a

three-hour, level-one barista course at
Toby’s Estate Espresso School at its
new Flinders Lane cafe in
Melbourne’s CBD.

Toby’s Estate, which opened its
flagship cafe in May, runs a range of
classes, from a basic one for the home
barista through to accredited courses
for those wanting to be a barista.

There are also cupping classes for
those wanting to familiarise
themselves with Toby’s coffee.
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Since being founded by Toby Smith
in his mother’s Woolloomooloo
garage, the Toby’s brand has grown to
include a roastery in Sydney and
Perth, four espresso schools, four
signature cafes as well as cafes in
New York and Singapore.

Recently, the brand even acquired
its own coffee plantation — Finca
Santa Teresa — in Panama.

In short, these guys know their
coffee.

While in the glass training room,
which backs on to the cafe, I’ve got
one eye on Toby’s head barista Paul
Schliewe.

He and his staff are deftly grinding
beans, tamping with ease and

beans, tamping with ease and
expressing shots of liquid gold, all
while juggling multiple orders and
conversations with customers.

And yet here I am, a barista-
wannabe who’s unable to even
manage one of the first steps in
pouring a good espresso.

In a bid to help me save face, Toby’s
Melbourne trainer Rowayda Ayass
assures me that it takes practice and
understanding to perfect the pour.

I’ve secretly coveted life as a barista
for the past year (I have a mini crush
on my local brew boy) and this is
crunch time to see if I pass the test.

Top professional baristas can travel
the world to learn more about the

the world to learn more about the
industry, from processing methods to
the different flavours of single-origin
beans versus blends.

There’s even a world barista
championship to contest.

What’s not to love?
Name one other profession where

you can help turn grumpy monsters
into soothed angels with just one
sublime shot of happiness.

� For more information about
Toby’s Estate Espresso School,
visit www.tobysestate.com.au/
training/classes
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In a bid to help me save face, Toby’s
Melbourne trainer Rowayda Ayass
assures me that it takes practice and
understanding to perfect the pour.

I’ve secretly coveted life as a barista
for the past year (I have a mini crush
on my local brew boy) and this is
crunch time to see if I pass the test.

Top professional baristas can travel

Top professional baristas can travel
the world to learn more about the
industry, from processing methods to
the different flavours of single-origin
beans versus blends.

There’s even a world barista
championship to contest.

What’s not to love?
Name one other profession where

you can help turn grumpy monsters

you can help turn grumpy monsters
into soothed angels with just one
sublime shot of happiness.

� For more information about
Toby’s Estate Espresso School,
visit www.tobysestate.com.au/
training/classes
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the different flavours of single-origin
beans versus blends.

There’s even a world barista
championship to contest.

What’s not to love?
Name one other profession where

you can help turn grumpy monsters
into soothed angels with just one
sublime shot of happiness.

� For more information about
Toby’s Estate Espresso School,
visit www.tobysestate.com.au/
training/classes

Mocha,choco,
latte ya-ya
ANYWAY, it’s back to the grind (pun
intended) as I adjust my dose size.

That’s another thing I’ve observed
about baristas — they’re
perfectionists, but you have to be to
extract an espresso that exhibits an
intense and complex flavour and
developed sweetness, as well as a
rich, dark, thick crema — all delivered in a 25-30ml
shot within 25-30 seconds.

According to Ayass, consistency is the key to a
good espresso — and it can take a fair bit of fine
tuning.

First you have to get the grind right — too big and

it extracts too quickly, resulting in a
sour taste; too fine and it drips out
painfully slowly, resulting in a burnt,
bitter flavour and aroma.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Next it’s the dose (the amount of
coffee in the filter basket), which
should be full enough so that it
remains compact and stationary, yet
sits about 1-2mm away from the
showerhead so that it doesn’t burn.

And of course, there’s the
tamping, which should achieve a

consistent distribution of coffee with no cracks or
holes.

OK, tamping done and it’s time to test my
extracting technique.

Unfortunately, my drip is slow and my coffee is
bitter. So where did I go wrong?

‘‘It’s now a process of elimination,’’ says Ayass.
The first thing I need to do is check the biscuit (the

coffee that remains after it has been extracted),
which should be firm and compact. Too soft and it
means there is not enough coffee in it.

The good news is my biscuit’s OK, so it’s all down
to the size of my grind, which is too fine and needs
to be set to a coarser setting.

IN A SPIN

As a latte lover, for me it’s all about getting the next
step right — texturing the milk.

The key to creating smooth, silky milk, says
Ayass, is quality milk, and the colder the better.

‘‘Milk texturises better at a lower temperature,’’
she says.

‘‘When it’s cold to start with, you have more time
to add air to it before it reaches its optimum
temperature.’’

I fill my stainless steel jug to the beginning of the

spout and then position the steam tip so it is just
below the surface of the milk. Or so I think. Applying
full steam, I cop a spray.

Take two and I hear the tell-tale hiss of the milk as
it is infused with very hot, pressurised air to create
the micro foam.

Once I’ve created volume, I dip the steam wand
below the milk surface and angle the jug so the milk
spins and it reaches 55C. The residual heat in the
jug will increase the milk temperature to the
optimum 60-65C.

Steam off and I remove the jug, continuing to spin
the milk manually to prevent it from separating. I
then hold my espresso glass on an angle and slowly
pour the milk into the middle so the crema rises to
the top.

And there I have it — my first espresso.
There’s no latte art and my crema features a few

(well, actually, quite a few) milky blobs.
But while it’s no sublime shot of happiness, for a

self-made coffee it tastes surprisingly good.
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Rowayda Ayass knows 
practice makes the 
perfect cup of coffee. 
Picture: NICOLE CLEARY

You’ve got to fight for your right to latte or, at the very least, take a lesson for the

best results. LISA CRAWFORD learns the tricks of the coffee trade

IT’S my fifth attempt in as many
minutes at tamping the coffee into the
portafilter basket and yet again I’ve
managed an uneven finish.

My grip on the tamp is not quite right
and for the life of me I can’t keep my
wrist straight and my elbow bent at a
90-degree angle to my forearm as I
lean in with my body weight and push.

It’s at this point I realise with despair
that this barista business is not as
easy as it looks.

I’m in the midst of completing a
three-hour, level-one barista course at
Toby’s Estate Espresso School at its
new Flinders Lane cafe in
Melbourne’s CBD.

Toby’s Estate, which opened its
flagship cafe in May, runs a range of
classes, from a basic one for the home
barista through to accredited courses
for those wanting to be a barista.

There are also cupping classes for
those wanting to familiarise
themselves with Toby’s coffee.

Since being founded by Toby Smith
in his mother’s Woolloomooloo
garage, the Toby’s brand has grown to
include a roastery in Sydney and
Perth, four espresso schools, four
signature cafes as well as cafes in
New York and Singapore.

Recently, the brand even acquired
its own coffee plantation — Finca
Santa Teresa — in Panama.

In short, these guys know their
coffee.

While in the glass training room,
which backs on to the cafe, I’ve got
one eye on Toby’s head barista Paul
Schliewe.

He and his staff are deftly grinding
beans, tamping with ease and
expressing shots of liquid gold, all
while juggling multiple orders and
conversations with customers.

And yet here I am, a barista-
wannabe who’s unable to even
manage one of the first steps in
pouring a good espresso.

In a bid to help me save face, Toby’s
Melbourne trainer Rowayda Ayass
assures me that it takes practice and
understanding to perfect the pour.

I’ve secretly coveted life as a barista
for the past year (I have a mini crush
on my local brew boy) and this is
crunch time to see if I pass the test.

Top professional baristas can travel
the world to learn more about the
industry, from processing methods to
the different flavours of single-origin
beans versus blends.

There’s even a world barista
championship to contest.

What’s not to love?
Name one other profession where

you can help turn grumpy monsters
into soothed angels with just one
sublime shot of happiness.

� For more information about
Toby’s Estate Espresso School,
visit www.tobysestate.com.au/
training/classes

Mocha,choco,
latte ya-ya
ANYWAY, it’s back to the grind (pun
intended) as I adjust my dose size.

That’s another thing I’ve observed
about baristas — they’re
perfectionists, but you have to be to
extract an espresso that exhibits an
intense and complex flavour and
developed sweetness, as well as a
rich, dark, thick crema — all delivered in a 25-30ml
shot within 25-30 seconds.

According to Ayass, consistency is the key to a
good espresso — and it can take a fair bit of fine
tuning.

First you have to get the grind right — too big and

it extracts too quickly, resulting in a
sour taste; too fine and it drips out
painfully slowly, resulting in a burnt,
bitter flavour and aroma.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Next it’s the dose (the amount of
coffee in the filter basket), which
should be full enough so that it
remains compact and stationary, yet
sits about 1-2mm away from the
showerhead so that it doesn’t burn.

And of course, there’s the
tamping, which should achieve a

consistent distribution of coffee with no cracks or
holes.

OK, tamping done and it’s time to test my
extracting technique.

Unfortunately, my drip is slow and my coffee is
bitter. So where did I go wrong?

‘‘It’s now a process of elimination,’’ says Ayass.
The first thing I need to do is check the biscuit (the

coffee that remains after it has been extracted),
which should be firm and compact. Too soft and it
means there is not enough coffee in it.

The good news is my biscuit’s OK, so it’s all down
to the size of my grind, which is too fine and needs
to be set to a coarser setting.

IN A SPIN

As a latte lover, for me it’s all about getting the next
step right — texturing the milk.

The key to creating smooth, silky milk, says
Ayass, is quality milk, and the colder the better.

‘‘Milk texturises better at a lower temperature,’’
she says.

‘‘When it’s cold to start with, you have more time
to add air to it before it reaches its optimum
temperature.’’

I fill my stainless steel jug to the beginning of the

spout and then position the steam tip so it is just
below the surface of the milk. Or so I think. Applying
full steam, I cop a spray.

Take two and I hear the tell-tale hiss of the milk as
it is infused with very hot, pressurised air to create
the micro foam.

Once I’ve created volume, I dip the steam wand
below the milk surface and angle the jug so the milk
spins and it reaches 55C. The residual heat in the
jug will increase the milk temperature to the
optimum 60-65C.

Steam off and I remove the jug, continuing to spin
the milk manually to prevent it from separating. I
then hold my espresso glass on an angle and slowly
pour the milk into the middle so the crema rises to
the top.

And there I have it — my first espresso.
There’s no latte art and my crema features a few

(well, actually, quite a few) milky blobs.
But while it’s no sublime shot of happiness, for a

self-made coffee it tastes surprisingly good.
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Rowayda Ayass knows 
practice makes the 
perfect cup of coffee. 
Picture: NICOLE CLEARY

You’ve got to fight for your right to latte or, at the very least, take a lesson for the

best results. LISA CRAWFORD learns the tricks of the coffee trade

IT’S my fifth attempt in as many
minutes at tamping the coffee into the
portafilter basket and yet again I’ve
managed an uneven finish.

My grip on the tamp is not quite right
and for the life of me I can’t keep my
wrist straight and my elbow bent at a
90-degree angle to my forearm as I
lean in with my body weight and push.

It’s at this point I realise with despair
that this barista business is not as
easy as it looks.

I’m in the midst of completing a
three-hour, level-one barista course at
Toby’s Estate Espresso School at its
new Flinders Lane cafe in
Melbourne’s CBD.

Toby’s Estate, which opened its
flagship cafe in May, runs a range of
classes, from a basic one for the home
barista through to accredited courses
for those wanting to be a barista.

There are also cupping classes for
those wanting to familiarise
themselves with Toby’s coffee.

Since being founded by Toby Smith
in his mother’s Woolloomooloo
garage, the Toby’s brand has grown to
include a roastery in Sydney and
Perth, four espresso schools, four
signature cafes as well as cafes in
New York and Singapore.

Recently, the brand even acquired
its own coffee plantation — Finca
Santa Teresa — in Panama.

In short, these guys know their
coffee.

While in the glass training room,
which backs on to the cafe, I’ve got
one eye on Toby’s head barista Paul
Schliewe.

He and his staff are deftly grinding
beans, tamping with ease and
expressing shots of liquid gold, all
while juggling multiple orders and
conversations with customers.

And yet here I am, a barista-
wannabe who’s unable to even
manage one of the first steps in
pouring a good espresso.

In a bid to help me save face, Toby’s
Melbourne trainer Rowayda Ayass
assures me that it takes practice and
understanding to perfect the pour.

I’ve secretly coveted life as a barista
for the past year (I have a mini crush
on my local brew boy) and this is
crunch time to see if I pass the test.

Top professional baristas can travel
the world to learn more about the
industry, from processing methods to
the different flavours of single-origin
beans versus blends.

There’s even a world barista
championship to contest.

What’s not to love?
Name one other profession where

you can help turn grumpy monsters
into soothed angels with just one
sublime shot of happiness.

� For more information about
Toby’s Estate Espresso School,
visit www.tobysestate.com.au/
training/classes

Mocha,choco,
latte ya-ya
ANYWAY, it’s back to the grind (pun
intended) as I adjust my dose size.

That’s another thing I’ve observed
about baristas — they’re
perfectionists, but you have to be to
extract an espresso that exhibits an
intense and complex flavour and
developed sweetness, as well as a
rich, dark, thick crema — all delivered in a 25-30ml
shot within 25-30 seconds.

According to Ayass, consistency is the key to a
good espresso — and it can take a fair bit of fine
tuning.

First you have to get the grind right — too big and

it extracts too quickly, resulting in a
sour taste; too fine and it drips out
painfully slowly, resulting in a burnt,
bitter flavour and aroma.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Next it’s the dose (the amount of
coffee in the filter basket), which
should be full enough so that it
remains compact and stationary, yet
sits about 1-2mm away from the
showerhead so that it doesn’t burn.

And of course, there’s the
tamping, which should achieve a

consistent distribution of coffee with no cracks or
holes.

OK, tamping done and it’s time to test my
extracting technique.

Unfortunately, my drip is slow and my coffee is
bitter. So where did I go wrong?

‘‘It’s now a process of elimination,’’ says Ayass.
The first thing I need to do is check the biscuit (the

coffee that remains after it has been extracted),
which should be firm and compact. Too soft and it
means there is not enough coffee in it.

The good news is my biscuit’s OK, so it’s all down
to the size of my grind, which is too fine and needs
to be set to a coarser setting.

IN A SPIN

As a latte lover, for me it’s all about getting the next
step right — texturing the milk.

The key to creating smooth, silky milk, says
Ayass, is quality milk, and the colder the better.

‘‘Milk texturises better at a lower temperature,’’
she says.

‘‘When it’s cold to start with, you have more time
to add air to it before it reaches its optimum
temperature.’’

I fill my stainless steel jug to the beginning of the

spout and then position the steam tip so it is just
below the surface of the milk. Or so I think. Applying
full steam, I cop a spray.

Take two and I hear the tell-tale hiss of the milk as
it is infused with very hot, pressurised air to create
the micro foam.

Once I’ve created volume, I dip the steam wand
below the milk surface and angle the jug so the milk
spins and it reaches 55C. The residual heat in the
jug will increase the milk temperature to the
optimum 60-65C.

Steam off and I remove the jug, continuing to spin
the milk manually to prevent it from separating. I
then hold my espresso glass on an angle and slowly
pour the milk into the middle so the crema rises to
the top.

And there I have it — my first espresso.
There’s no latte art and my crema features a few

(well, actually, quite a few) milky blobs.
But while it’s no sublime shot of happiness, for a

self-made coffee it tastes surprisingly good.
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Rowayda Ayass knows 
practice makes the 
perfect cup of coffee. 
Picture: NICOLE CLEARY

You’ve got to fight for your right to latte or, at the very least, take a lesson for the

best results. LISA CRAWFORD learns the tricks of the coffee trade

IT’S my fifth attempt in as many
minutes at tamping the coffee into the
portafilter basket and yet again I’ve
managed an uneven finish.

My grip on the tamp is not quite right
and for the life of me I can’t keep my
wrist straight and my elbow bent at a
90-degree angle to my forearm as I
lean in with my body weight and push.

It’s at this point I realise with despair
that this barista business is not as
easy as it looks.

I’m in the midst of completing a
three-hour, level-one barista course at
Toby’s Estate Espresso School at its
new Flinders Lane cafe in
Melbourne’s CBD.

Toby’s Estate, which opened its
flagship cafe in May, runs a range of
classes, from a basic one for the home
barista through to accredited courses
for those wanting to be a barista.

There are also cupping classes for
those wanting to familiarise
themselves with Toby’s coffee.

Since being founded by Toby Smith
in his mother’s Woolloomooloo
garage, the Toby’s brand has grown to
include a roastery in Sydney and
Perth, four espresso schools, four
signature cafes as well as cafes in
New York and Singapore.

Recently, the brand even acquired
its own coffee plantation — Finca
Santa Teresa — in Panama.

In short, these guys know their
coffee.

While in the glass training room,
which backs on to the cafe, I’ve got
one eye on Toby’s head barista Paul
Schliewe.

He and his staff are deftly grinding
beans, tamping with ease and
expressing shots of liquid gold, all
while juggling multiple orders and
conversations with customers.

And yet here I am, a barista-
wannabe who’s unable to even
manage one of the first steps in
pouring a good espresso.

In a bid to help me save face, Toby’s
Melbourne trainer Rowayda Ayass
assures me that it takes practice and
understanding to perfect the pour.

I’ve secretly coveted life as a barista
for the past year (I have a mini crush
on my local brew boy) and this is
crunch time to see if I pass the test.

Top professional baristas can travel
the world to learn more about the
industry, from processing methods to
the different flavours of single-origin
beans versus blends.

There’s even a world barista
championship to contest.

What’s not to love?
Name one other profession where

you can help turn grumpy monsters
into soothed angels with just one
sublime shot of happiness.

� For more information about
Toby’s Estate Espresso School,
visit www.tobysestate.com.au/
training/classes

Mocha,choco,
latte ya-ya
ANYWAY, it’s back to the grind (pun
intended) as I adjust my dose size.

That’s another thing I’ve observed
about baristas — they’re
perfectionists, but you have to be to
extract an espresso that exhibits an
intense and complex flavour and
developed sweetness, as well as a
rich, dark, thick crema — all delivered in a 25-30ml
shot within 25-30 seconds.

According to Ayass, consistency is the key to a
good espresso — and it can take a fair bit of fine
tuning.

First you have to get the grind right — too big and

it extracts too quickly, resulting in a
sour taste; too fine and it drips out
painfully slowly, resulting in a burnt,
bitter flavour and aroma.

TROUBLE SHOOTING

Next it’s the dose (the amount of
coffee in the filter basket), which
should be full enough so that it
remains compact and stationary, yet
sits about 1-2mm away from the
showerhead so that it doesn’t burn.

And of course, there’s the
tamping, which should achieve a

consistent distribution of coffee with no cracks or
holes.

OK, tamping done and it’s time to test my
extracting technique.

Unfortunately, my drip is slow and my coffee is
bitter. So where did I go wrong?

‘‘It’s now a process of elimination,’’ says Ayass.
The first thing I need to do is check the biscuit (the

coffee that remains after it has been extracted),
which should be firm and compact. Too soft and it
means there is not enough coffee in it.

The good news is my biscuit’s OK, so it’s all down
to the size of my grind, which is too fine and needs
to be set to a coarser setting.

IN A SPIN

As a latte lover, for me it’s all about getting the next
step right — texturing the milk.

The key to creating smooth, silky milk, says
Ayass, is quality milk, and the colder the better.

‘‘Milk texturises better at a lower temperature,’’
she says.

‘‘When it’s cold to start with, you have more time
to add air to it before it reaches its optimum
temperature.’’

I fill my stainless steel jug to the beginning of the

spout and then position the steam tip so it is just
below the surface of the milk. Or so I think. Applying
full steam, I cop a spray.

Take two and I hear the tell-tale hiss of the milk as
it is infused with very hot, pressurised air to create
the micro foam.

Once I’ve created volume, I dip the steam wand
below the milk surface and angle the jug so the milk
spins and it reaches 55C. The residual heat in the
jug will increase the milk temperature to the
optimum 60-65C.

Steam off and I remove the jug, continuing to spin
the milk manually to prevent it from separating. I
then hold my espresso glass on an angle and slowly
pour the milk into the middle so the crema rises to
the top.

And there I have it — my first espresso.
There’s no latte art and my crema features a few

(well, actually, quite a few) milky blobs.
But while it’s no sublime shot of happiness, for a

self-made coffee it tastes surprisingly good.
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Barista competition to heat up
The hunt is on for the best baristas

and cafes of the Clare Valley,
Southern Flinders and Yorke
Peninsula regions.

The 2013 Pura Milk South
Australian Regional Barista of the
Year will be decided with a public
brew-off event on Sunday afternoon
August 4th. Baristas from partici-
pating cafes across the region will
compete for coffee glory in front of a
panel of judges, friends, and specta-
tors at the Clare Sports Club. 

The 2012 competition between the
Clare Valley Region and Southern
Flinders was help in Port Pirie and
was won by Saied Safavi from Caffe
Florence in Port Pirie.

“This year we are trying to bring
the competition into more public
view, and are holding it at the Clare
Sports Club,” said Midge Wallace
from Regional Development
Australia Yorke and Mid North, who
is the main organizer of the event.

“We know that there are so many
people taking a great interest in the
whole ‘coffee culture’ phenomenon,
and we really encourage the public to
come to this free event and see what a
competition like this looks like, and
how professional baristas are
judged. 

“This is the only regional Barista
Competition in South Australia, in
fact one of the few in Australia, and

fact one of the few in Australia, and
we have been really pleased to be
able to grab that title, and can see the
competition growing and broadening
each year!”

The competition is supported by
the South Australian Coffee
Academy (SACA), who are thrilled
that South Australia has a regional
competition. Once again they are
overseeing the judging standards
and providing the coffee machines
and coffee for the event. The competi-
tion is also endorsed by the Austral-
Asian Specialty Coffee Association,
the peak national body. 

Bill Comley from SACA and 9 Bar
Espresso Services will be the Head
Judge once again, and the main
Sensory Judge is Peter Giannakis
from HG Coffee School. 

They have just come from the
World Barista Championship recent-
ly hosted in Melbourne. 

“It was a real recognition that
Australia is serious about coffee to be
given the chance to host the interna-
tional competition. We usually punch
well above our weight, and were
placed second,” Bill said. 

Midge loves being taken out for a
coffee in Adelaide by Bill, who talks
about the ‘Third Wave’ coffee trend,
as more and more specialty cafes are
now offering more than one style of
coffee brewing, and using sustain-

coffee brewing, and using sustain-
able and environmentally friendly
beans. “Melbourne is the undoubted
leader,” says Bill, “but there has been
a strong upsurge in boutique cafes in
the last 18 months in South
Australia. It is even starting to hit
the regions with a number of bou-
tique roasters helping to develop the
market. For cafes anywhere, a good
coffee reputation can lead to a boost
in sales and a faithful clientele.”

Entrants in the 2013 Barista of the
Year competition are: Alli Kocsis,
Wild Saffron, Clare: Garry
Fieldhouse, Gally’s Meeting House,
Farrell Flat: Emma Dunstan, Little
Red Grape, Sevenhill: Saied Safavi,
Caffe Florence, Port Pirie: Matt
Traeger, Jamaica Blue, Port Pirie:
Tammy Quinn, Orroroo Café and
Take-away, Orroroo: Amanda
Yarrow, Stump Jump Café,
Ardrossan.

“We recognize that a lot of our cof-
fee makers could not call themselves
Baristas, in fact they may have had
no training at all,” Midge said. 

“We don’t want them to be scared
off by this level of competition. While
it will be a properly run competition,
it will be just as much a learning and
a fun experience. A lot of the prizes
are valuable vouchers for formal cof-

Barista competition to heat up
The hunt is on for the best baristas

and cafes of the Clare Valley,
Southern Flinders and Yorke
Peninsula regions.

The 2013 Pura Milk South
Australian Regional Barista of the
Year will be decided with a public
brew-off event on Sunday afternoon
August 4th. Baristas from partici-
pating cafes across the region will
compete for coffee glory in front of a
panel of judges, friends, and specta-
tors at the Clare Sports Club. 

The 2012 competition between the
Clare Valley Region and Southern
Flinders was help in Port Pirie and
was won by Saied Safavi from Caffe
Florence in Port Pirie.

“This year we are trying to bring
the competition into more public
view, and are holding it at the Clare
Sports Club,” said Midge Wallace
from Regional Development
Australia Yorke and Mid North, who
is the main organizer of the event.

“We know that there are so many
people taking a great interest in the
whole ‘coffee culture’ phenomenon,
and we really encourage the public to
come to this free event and see what a
competition like this looks like, and
how professional baristas are
judged. 

“This is the only regional Barista
Competition in South Australia, in
fact one of the few in Australia, and
we have been really pleased to be
able to grab that title, and can see the
competition growing and broadening
each year!”

The competition is supported by
the South Australian Coffee
Academy (SACA), who are thrilled
that South Australia has a regional
competition. Once again they are
overseeing the judging standards
and providing the coffee machines
and coffee for the event. The competi-
tion is also endorsed by the Austral-
Asian Specialty Coffee Association,
the peak national body. 

Bill Comley from SACA and 9 Bar

Espresso Services will be the Head
Judge once again, and the main
Sensory Judge is Peter Giannakis
from HG Coffee School. 

They have just come from the
World Barista Championship recent-
ly hosted in Melbourne. 

“It was a real recognition that
Australia is serious about coffee to be
given the chance to host the interna-
tional competition. We usually punch
well above our weight, and were
placed second,” Bill said. 

Midge loves being taken out for a
coffee in Adelaide by Bill, who talks
about the ‘Third Wave’ coffee trend,
as more and more specialty cafes are
now offering more than one style of
coffee brewing, and using sustain-
able and environmentally friendly
beans. “Melbourne is the undoubted
leader,” says Bill, “but there has been
a strong upsurge in boutique cafes in
the last 18 months in South
Australia. It is even starting to hit
the regions with a number of bou-
tique roasters helping to develop the
market. For cafes anywhere, a good
coffee reputation can lead to a boost
in sales and a faithful clientele.”

Entrants in the 2013 Barista of the
Year competition are: Alli Kocsis,
Wild Saffron, Clare: Garry
Fieldhouse, Gally’s Meeting House,
Farrell Flat: Emma Dunstan, Little
Red Grape, Sevenhill: Saied Safavi,
Caffe Florence, Port Pirie: Matt
Traeger, Jamaica Blue, Port Pirie:
Tammy Quinn, Orroroo Café and
Take-away, Orroroo: Amanda
Yarrow, Stump Jump Café,
Ardrossan.

“We recognize that a lot of our cof-
fee makers could not call themselves
Baristas, in fact they may have had
no training at all,” Midge said. 

“We don’t want them to be scared
off by this level of competition. While
it will be a properly run competition,
it will be just as much a learning and
a fun experience. A lot of the prizes
are valuable vouchers for formal cof-
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Barista competition to heat up
The hunt is on for the best baristas

and cafes of the Clare Valley,
Southern Flinders and Yorke
Peninsula regions.

The 2013 Pura Milk South
Australian Regional Barista of the
Year will be decided with a public
brew-off event on Sunday afternoon
August 4th. Baristas from partici-
pating cafes across the region will
compete for coffee glory in front of a
panel of judges, friends, and specta-
tors at the Clare Sports Club. 

The 2012 competition between the
Clare Valley Region and Southern
Flinders was help in Port Pirie and
was won by Saied Safavi from Caffe
Florence in Port Pirie.

“This year we are trying to bring
the competition into more public
view, and are holding it at the Clare
Sports Club,” said Midge Wallace
from Regional Development
Australia Yorke and Mid North, who
is the main organizer of the event.

“We know that there are so many
people taking a great interest in the
whole ‘coffee culture’ phenomenon,
and we really encourage the public to
come to this free event and see what a
competition like this looks like, and
how professional baristas are
judged. 

“This is the only regional Barista
Competition in South Australia, in
fact one of the few in Australia, and

fact one of the few in Australia, and
we have been really pleased to be
able to grab that title, and can see the
competition growing and broadening
each year!”

The competition is supported by
the South Australian Coffee
Academy (SACA), who are thrilled
that South Australia has a regional
competition. Once again they are
overseeing the judging standards
and providing the coffee machines
and coffee for the event. The competi-
tion is also endorsed by the Austral-
Asian Specialty Coffee Association,
the peak national body. 

Bill Comley from SACA and 9 Bar
Espresso Services will be the Head
Judge once again, and the main
Sensory Judge is Peter Giannakis
from HG Coffee School. 

They have just come from the
World Barista Championship recent-
ly hosted in Melbourne. 

“It was a real recognition that
Australia is serious about coffee to be
given the chance to host the interna-
tional competition. We usually punch
well above our weight, and were
placed second,” Bill said. 

Midge loves being taken out for a
coffee in Adelaide by Bill, who talks
about the ‘Third Wave’ coffee trend,
as more and more specialty cafes are
now offering more than one style of
coffee brewing, and using sustain-

coffee brewing, and using sustain-
able and environmentally friendly
beans. “Melbourne is the undoubted
leader,” says Bill, “but there has been
a strong upsurge in boutique cafes in
the last 18 months in South
Australia. It is even starting to hit
the regions with a number of bou-
tique roasters helping to develop the
market. For cafes anywhere, a good
coffee reputation can lead to a boost
in sales and a faithful clientele.”

Entrants in the 2013 Barista of the
Year competition are: Alli Kocsis,
Wild Saffron, Clare: Garry
Fieldhouse, Gally’s Meeting House,
Farrell Flat: Emma Dunstan, Little
Red Grape, Sevenhill: Saied Safavi,
Caffe Florence, Port Pirie: Matt
Traeger, Jamaica Blue, Port Pirie:
Tammy Quinn, Orroroo Café and
Take-away, Orroroo: Amanda
Yarrow, Stump Jump Café,
Ardrossan.

“We recognize that a lot of our cof-
fee makers could not call themselves
Baristas, in fact they may have had
no training at all,” Midge said. 

“We don’t want them to be scared
off by this level of competition. While
it will be a properly run competition,
it will be just as much a learning and
a fun experience. A lot of the prizes
are valuable vouchers for formal cof-
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fee training and ‘How To’ training books, because
the aim of the competition is really to improve the
standard of coffee across the region.”

“We would have loved more entrants to have a
go,” Midge said. 

“But we do recognize that many of our cafes are
small family-run businesses with the business
owner often the main coffee-maker, and they find it
difficult to release someone for the day. But if there
is anyone else who feels they somehow missed out
and would like to participate, they can get in touch
with me urgently on 0427 423 115.”

Another important part of the competition is to
decide on the 2013 Best Coffee Venue in the region.
Mystery judges will be used to judge the competing
venues during the month of July. 

They will decide which venue delivers the best
coffee experience, the best ambience and customer
service. 

The overall winning café will be announced at
the competition and will receive $1,000 worth of
milk donated by Pura Milk.

Entrants in the Best Café competition are:
Bellagio, Kadina: Palate 2 Palette, Port
Broughton: Wild Saffron, Clare: Little Red Grape,
Sevenhill: Caffe Florence, Port Pirie: Jamaica
Blue, Port Pirie: Orroroo Café and Take-away,
Orroroo: Stump Jump Café, Ardrossan.

At the end of the formal part of the competition
a Latte Art Smack-down will be held, when anyone
can get up and have a go at showing off their cre-
ativity. The competition has been generously sup-
ported with sponsorship from Pura Milk
(Platinum Sponsor), Port Pirie Regional Council
(Gold Sponsor), Clare & Gilbert Valleys Council,
Pullman Tampers, HG Coffee School (Silver
Sponsors), and Clare Valley Cuisine, Nick
Champion MP and the SA Coffee Academy.

Bill Comley (Head Judge), Midge Wallace (Event Coordinator), Peter Giannakis (Sensory Judge)
study the judging sheets.
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Barista competition to heat up
The hunt is on for the best baristas

and cafes of the Clare Valley,
Southern Flinders and Yorke
Peninsula regions.

The 2013 Pura Milk South
Australian Regional Barista of the
Year will be decided with a public
brew-off event on Sunday afternoon
August 4th. Baristas from partici-
pating cafes across the region will
compete for coffee glory in front of a
panel of judges, friends, and specta-
tors at the Clare Sports Club. 

The 2012 competition between the
Clare Valley Region and Southern
Flinders was help in Port Pirie and
was won by Saied Safavi from Caffe
Florence in Port Pirie.

“This year we are trying to bring
the competition into more public
view, and are holding it at the Clare
Sports Club,” said Midge Wallace
from Regional Development
Australia Yorke and Mid North, who
is the main organizer of the event.

“We know that there are so many
people taking a great interest in the
whole ‘coffee culture’ phenomenon,
and we really encourage the public to
come to this free event and see what a
competition like this looks like, and
how professional baristas are
judged. 

“This is the only regional Barista
Competition in South Australia, in
fact one of the few in Australia, and

fact one of the few in Australia, and
we have been really pleased to be
able to grab that title, and can see the
competition growing and broadening
each year!”

The competition is supported by
the South Australian Coffee
Academy (SACA), who are thrilled
that South Australia has a regional
competition. Once again they are
overseeing the judging standards
and providing the coffee machines
and coffee for the event. The competi-
tion is also endorsed by the Austral-
Asian Specialty Coffee Association,
the peak national body. 

Bill Comley from SACA and 9 Bar
Espresso Services will be the Head
Judge once again, and the main
Sensory Judge is Peter Giannakis
from HG Coffee School. 

They have just come from the
World Barista Championship recent-
ly hosted in Melbourne. 

“It was a real recognition that
Australia is serious about coffee to be
given the chance to host the interna-
tional competition. We usually punch
well above our weight, and were
placed second,” Bill said. 

Midge loves being taken out for a
coffee in Adelaide by Bill, who talks
about the ‘Third Wave’ coffee trend,
as more and more specialty cafes are
now offering more than one style of
coffee brewing, and using sustain-

coffee brewing, and using sustain-
able and environmentally friendly
beans. “Melbourne is the undoubted
leader,” says Bill, “but there has been
a strong upsurge in boutique cafes in
the last 18 months in South
Australia. It is even starting to hit
the regions with a number of bou-
tique roasters helping to develop the
market. For cafes anywhere, a good
coffee reputation can lead to a boost
in sales and a faithful clientele.”

Entrants in the 2013 Barista of the
Year competition are: Alli Kocsis,
Wild Saffron, Clare: Garry
Fieldhouse, Gally’s Meeting House,
Farrell Flat: Emma Dunstan, Little
Red Grape, Sevenhill: Saied Safavi,
Caffe Florence, Port Pirie: Matt
Traeger, Jamaica Blue, Port Pirie:
Tammy Quinn, Orroroo Café and
Take-away, Orroroo: Amanda
Yarrow, Stump Jump Café,
Ardrossan.

“We recognize that a lot of our cof-
fee makers could not call themselves
Baristas, in fact they may have had
no training at all,” Midge said. 

“We don’t want them to be scared
off by this level of competition. While
it will be a properly run competition,
it will be just as much a learning and
a fun experience. A lot of the prizes
are valuable vouchers for formal cof-
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Caffeine
cultureculture

Jayne D’Arcy gets behind the bar to find out more about
Melbourne’s baristas. And, surprise! They’re not all hipsters.

N
N

ot so long ago, you could spot
a Melbourne barista by the
piercings, tattoos and skinny
jeans, but there’s something
fresher brewing. As specialty
coffee digs its heels into the
city centre and inner suburbs,

Melbourne’s coffee drinkers are witnessing the
rise of a much wider variety of barista beyond
the ubiquitous ‘‘hipster’’. As St Ali’s Matt
Perger says: ‘‘Three years ago you could
almost guarantee what a barista would be
wearing, but it’s attracting quite a large group
now.’’ So what kind of barista is out there
now?

Malaysian-born Devin Loong can be found
behind the dedicated filter bar at North
Melbourne’s Auction Rooms, which was
named best cafe in the 2013 The Age Good

Cafe Guide awards. ‘‘I’m not a hipster barista,
I’m an Asian barista,’’ he says, smiling. ‘‘And
there are not many specialty Asian baristas.’’

Loong calls this his dream job, although
it’s not his first. ‘‘I’m 33 this year, and I’m an
electrical engineer by profession. I turned to
coffee four years ago,’’ he says. It’s a passion
he loves to share. ‘‘I believe a lot in
education, sharing what I know. I started off
as a home barista, so if customers come up to
the filter bar I like to give people tips and
tricks about how to brew their coffee at
home.’’

Loong can also take his spot in the ‘‘we’re
here to make you happy’’ barista category. He
shares it with Bobby Green, the bright and
friendly owner and barista at Duchess of
Spotswood, in Spotswood. ‘‘It’s really
important to try to inject a bit of sunshine into
people’s day,’’ she says. ‘‘It’s an opportunity
to engage people at the start of the day, which
is the time people are coming in for takeaway

is the time people are coming in for takeaway
coffee. I think it’s really important to engage
them in a positive way so they walk away
thinking, ‘What a good day!’’’

Yet the ‘‘hipster barista’’ tag can’t be filed
away just yet. At Carlton’s Seven Seeds, the
baristas and staff sport more than their fair
share of tattoos, curly moustaches and quirky
attitudes. A couple wear grungy beanies with
pompoms. Surely that’s tick-the-box hipster
fashion? Surely it’s proof that the hipster
barista still exists?

Owner Mark Dundon is not so sure. ‘‘I
think it’s just cold,’’ he says, smiling, of the
beanies. For him, it’s more about the age of
the baristas who make our coffee, rather than
a certain, identifiable type. ‘‘It’s just current
young fashion. A lot of young people are
pretty much tatted up. I have none!’’’’

Dundon, now in his late 40s, started a
small cafe in Brunswick called Ray more than
a decade ago. Next was a startup in a South
Melbourne warehouse called St Ali. Here,
there was room to roast. He sold this to make
way for Seven Seeds, and you’d be hard-
pressed to find a specialty coffee house that
doesn’t have something from Seeds on its
menu.

At age 23, Perger is a young face in the
industry. Last month he came second in the
World Barista Championship, but these days
spends most of his time on quality control,
research and development, and overseeing
St Ali’s barista teams. Fashion-wise, he says
baristas are a casual lot. ‘‘No one suits up,
ever. Some baristas like to dress formal; they
might have suspenders and a shirt, but most
baristas in Melbourne seem to wear jeans and
a T-shirt,’’ he says.

Green believes there’s a

Caffeine
cultureculture

Jayne D’Arcy gets behind the bar to find out more about
Melbourne’s baristas. And, surprise! They’re not all hipsters.

N
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Green believes there’s a
certain fashion linked

with the barista. ‘‘It
seems to be making an
appearance

everywhere I go,’’ she
f beards, a lot of

little bit of maternity leave, I thought, ‘Maybe
I should get some facial piercings, I’m not
quite fitting in with the trend.’ But I think it’s
more about the demographic of who is
making coffee, and who is interested in coffee.
Incidentally, they’re young.’’

Emily Ch’ng is 26 and has been working in
specialty coffee for four years. She’s based at
Little Chloe in Malvern East, an area new to
specialty coffee that is not exactly the haunt of
anyone in skinny jeans, spacers (rings used to
stretch the earlobe) and tattoos, let alone
baristas.

‘‘We don’t really have it in the south-
eastern suburbs; it’s a lot more in the
northern suburbs and the city,’’ Ch’ng says.
She’s on the formal side of casual. ‘‘Everyone
is surprised when I turn up in jeans. Normally
I have a nice office dress on. I only recently
got glasses, and apparently they’re not big
enough.’’

Most baristas simply wear what’s
comfortable, as Jackson Duxbury of Seddon’s
Common Galaxia says. ‘‘It’s about practicality;
you need to be wearing comfortable shoes
and nothing baggy. I hate wearing excess
clothes, I hate wearing shirts or anything, I
like wearing jeans or shorts and a T-shirt to
work and that’s the extent of it,’’ he says.

He does have some tattoos: ‘‘... little, tiny
baby ones; I’m not as committed as some.’’
There is some beanie action going on, too.
‘‘Yeah, I’ve got a shaved head so I’m pretty

into my beanie, it’s cold, so cold! I’m guilty of
that one. Is it a thing? I like to think it’s pretty
practical, but maybe we’re just copying each
other. Maybe not.’’

Fashion aside, Duxbury is finding a change
in the way people think about coffee. ‘‘I’m
from Perth, and in Melbourne there’s a real
cafe culture and in specialty coffee in
particular; people are really into it. They want
to try new things and it’s nice to deal with
that every day. We’ve had some really exciting
coffee coming through and it’s easier to sell,
because people actually want it.’’

Bringing specialty coffee to the leafy ’burbs
has its challenges for pioneering Ch’ng, who
started out at Balaclava’s Monk Bodhi
Dharma. ‘‘We’re trying to be careful not to

says. ‘‘A lot of beards, a lot of
moustaches, a lot of chequered shirts.

When I started back making coffee after a

Dharma. ‘‘We’re trying to be careful not to
overdo it,’’ she says. ‘‘It can be quite shocking
for someone who hasn’t had coffee that’s
really fruity before. Someone asked me if I’d
been cleaning the coffee machine because it
tasted like cleaning detergent but, no, it was
just a really fruity Ethiopian coffee. It was
funny, but also a little horrifying.’’

She also believes in making the customer
happy. ‘‘It’s important to be consistent, and
have a method that you follow from cup to
cup. It’s also important to give the customer
what they want, whether it be a hot coffee, or
a skinny coffee, or a soy coffee. I know it’s
frowned upon by a lot of baristas; people are
not happy to do it, but essentially you want
people to walk out with a smile, you want
them to have what they want.’’

So what do we want? The growing choice
on offer in Melbourne means many think
nothing of skipping past a cafe if their
favourite barista isn’t behind the bar. Travel

photographer and cappuccino drinker Ewen
Bell says: ‘‘If I walk past and it’s a guy that I
know is going to make my cappuccino too
hot, I just walk by. Save my time. That way,
they don’t have to put up with me
complaining that their coffee’s too hot.’’

Hayley Evans, a keen black-coffee drinker
who is herself a barista at Brunswick’s Lux
Foundry, has her daily coffee schedule worked
out. ‘‘I know when I’m going to get a better
coffee than usual, when I’m going to be able
to say ‘Hi’ to my barista, when I’m going to
be able to have a chat, or when I’m going to
have to get in and get out straight away,’’ she
says.

While we may not be becoming better
dressed, thanks to our baristas we are
becoming more knowledgable about coffee
and a little bit more connected to our
community.

Bell, who spends much of the year
travelling, states what coffee means to
Melburnians: ‘‘Usually when I get back to
Melbourne and I post a picture of the coffee
on Facebook, people know I’m home.’’

into my beanie, it’s cold, so cold! I’m guilty of
that one. Is it a thing? I like to think it’s pretty
practical, but maybe we’re just copying each
other. Maybe not.’’

Fashion aside, Duxbury is finding a change
in the way people think about coffee. ‘‘I’m
from Perth, and in Melbourne there’s a real
cafe culture and in specialty coffee in
particular; people are really into it. They want
to try new things and it’s nice to deal with
that every day. We’ve had some really exciting
coffee coming through and it’s easier to sell,
because people actually want it.’’

Bringing specialty coffee to the leafy ’burbs
has its challenges for pioneering Ch’ng, who
started out at Balaclava’s Monk Bodhi
Dharma. ‘‘We’re trying to be careful not to
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Agoodbrew
St Ali; 12-18 Yarra Place, South

Melbourne; stali.com.au; 9686 2990

Seven Seeds; 106-114 Berkeley Street,

Carlton; sevenseeds.com.au;

9347 8664

Auction Rooms; 103-107 Errol Street,

North Melbourne;

auctionroomscafe.com.au; 9326 7749

Duchess of Spotswood; 87 Hudsons

Road, Spotswood;

duchessofspotswood.com.au;

9391 6016

Little Chloe; 1810 Malvern Road,

Malvern East; littlechloe.com.au;

9699 4054

Common Galaxia; Shop 3, 130 Victoria

Street, Seddon; commongalaxia.com.au;

9689 0309

A Little Bird Told Me; 29 Little LaTrobe

Street, Melbourne

‘‘I think it’s more about
the demographic of
who is making coffee,
and who is interested
in coffee. Incidentally,
they’re young.
BobbyGreen, barista

’’

Youknowyourbarista isahipsterwhen ...
● The last thing they would call

themselves is ‘‘a hipster’’.

● They’re sporting lush facial hair, large,

boldly framed specs and a piercing or two.

● The only art they own is permanently

printed on their arms, necks and legs. And

that’s just what they want you to see.

● The temperature they’re talking about

has nothing to do with outside, it’s the

milk.

● They have nicknames for their coffees,

like ‘‘Flatty’’, ‘‘Shorty’’ and ‘‘Spro’’.

● They’re talking about MICE, and you

think they’ve got a problem in the kitchen

(they’re actually talking about the

Melbourne International Coffee Expo).

● You’re only just over 30, but have

a niggling feeling they think you’re ready

for a retirement village.

● You feel compelled to apologise as you

place your order of ‘‘one latte, please’’.

● You find yourself asking for a filter brew

just to impress them.

● They begin moonlighting at newer,

groovier establishments.

● Their outfit is put together purely on

the basis that the rest is in the washing

basket.
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Whythebaristasaysno
It drives some Melburnians mad with rage.

They vent on Twitter and Urbanspoon, and

are especially prone to explosions in the

comments fields of any best barista/cafe/

coffee article. Man, are they angry. ‘‘Why

won’t they make me a hot/soy/decaf/large

coffee?’’ they scream. ‘‘Are they too hip to

give me what I like?’’

When it comes to specialty coffee,

there are usually very good reasons why a

barista refuses to honour your request.

Here some of Melbourne’s best coffee folk

explain why you can’t always get what

you want.

I want my latte hot! hot! hot!

As Seven Seeds co-owner Mark Dundon

says, super-hot milk is ruined milk. ’’You

denature the milk; the milk actually cooks.

After 68 degrees it’s custard!’’ Little Chloe

barista Emily Ch’ng says she can’t do a

ridiculously hot coffee. ‘‘It will boil and

spill all over your hands. Because I don’t

want to hurt myself I say, ‘This is as hot as

we can make it!’ ’’

I want a large coffee

St Ali’s Matt Perger says there’s a reason

St Ali’s cup sizes are what they are. ‘‘We

don’t have large [cups], we just have sizes

that will work well with our single-shot

espresso, or with milk. We’re trying to

celebrate the taste of the coffee rather

than coffee as a medicinal thing. You’re

more than welcome to go get a ‘large’

coffee at 99.9 per cent of other cafes,’’ he

says. But Auction Rooms in North

Melbourne isn’t one of them.

Make mine a strong soy latte

For A Little Bird Told Me’s Caleb Heaney,

this is one of the most challenging

requests. ‘‘Specialty coffee is a bit lighter

than some other commodity coffees; it’s

roasted a bit lighter, so the most

challenging thing to make is a strong soy

latte, or decaf soy latte, because the soy

can react to the intensity of the coffee. It’s

more about the head. The texture goes

funny. We can do it, it’s just challenging.

Sometimes we’ve got to do it twice.’’

One ristretto, please

Perger says one of the annoying things

customers ask for at St Ali is a ristretto. ‘‘A

ristretto technically is a stronger espresso.

It’s much more viscous and mouth-filling.

But the coffees that we use aren’t quite as

soluble; they’re not as roasted as Illy or

Lavazza. To make a ristretto on most bars,

unless you have a grinder dedicated to it,

you just stop the shot earlier, and therefore

it hasn’t diluted as much. That makes our

coffee really sour. We serve them a ristretto

and then we serve them an espresso the

way we like to make it, so we go, ‘Here’s

what you ordered and, for free, this is what

we’d love to serve you!’ Nine times out of

10 they’re like, ‘The espresso is much,

much better!’ ’’
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mug shot
St Ali, 12–18 Yarra Place, South Melbourne,
and 815 Nicholson Street, Carlton North, filter
coffee shot $5
St Ali’s Matt Perger calls this 300-millilitre filter-style extraction brewed on
a specially calibrated espressomachine ‘‘the future of filter’’. He

introduced it at the recentWorld Barista Championship. The Colombia Santuario Red
Bourbon has nice white stone fruit sweetness and a clean, silkymouthfeel. Matt Holden
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hilary mcnevin

espresso
hilary mcnevin
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Espressing
with feeling 
Swanbourne coffee spot The Daily

Espresso Bar has uncovered its secret

weapon — award-winning barista

Laurence Greenfield. 

He was crowned the 2013 Barista

champion at an event held at

Lavazza’s Melbourne International

Coffee Expo in May, after wowing the

judges with his cappuccino, espresso

and signature coffee creation — a

twist on an affogato with a vanilla

and anise-infused semifreddo

addition. 

Mr Greenfield has been working

behind a commercial machine since

the age of 14 and is a proud

ambassador for the global coffee

industry.

“I feel it is my role to show people

how the coffee we consume every day

comes about and how important it is

for us to broaden our understanding

of the hard work put in by millions of

farmers and pickers all over the globe

in developing nations,” he says.

“There is all too often an emphasis

put on the price of coffee for us,

especially here in WA, when it is

forgotten that we are using a product

that is cultivated by workers in very

poor financial and social positions.

“Buying cheap unsustainable coffee

and selling at prices that pressure the

farmers to sell their coffee at lower

rates not only negatively affects the

quality of the green bean that we

receive, it also is on par with

supporting slave labour. 

“The onus then falls on the barista

to ensure that the quality of the coffee

we make adequately represents the

quality of what has been sourced.” 

Visit The Daily Espresso Bar at 119

Claremont Crescent, Swanbourne.
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Summary
section 01 press clips: 83

section 02 web clips: 43

section 03 blog clips 8

section 04 radio clips 5

section 05 twitter posts 378

section 06 outdoor advertising 1




